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Shaikh l^ laucidlii had to work hard to preach the gospel 
of Divine Unity, equality and brotherhood ofaiankind and iaessage 
of goodwill and harmony among mankind under the prevailing 
conditions of dogmatie and social rigidity. He never ceased 
to emphasise the importance of religious truth primacy of 
fauhld and equality and fraternity ofmankind. 
In his personality there Is a complete blinding of 
greatness and grace meditation and action, precept and 
practice, Indifference of the mystic to material allurements 
and Idealism of a saint. 
He stood for all that is sublime and noble. He was a 
symbol of love, harawny and truth. Throughout his life, he 
exhibited the noble traits of character so peculiar to the 
house of the Frophet Mohammad, to which he belonged. 
Khwaja Mblnuddin Chishtl was born at Sanjar, not far 
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from Si31stan In or about 536 A.H. He was brought up in 
1. gfy^ a^ i^^ A^oXJly^ tt P* 
AM^ )?#r-tf. %hyiy» p* 
47 
22 
2* Mg^yrl .Mi^^f p* 13 
^ ^ J ^ S M T P . 207 
Khm^i§t^*ft|^^fiW%y|^, p. 54 
^ ' 
Khuraaan. Hit father, Kh-waja Ghayasuddin was an accoapllsh-
ed man. At th© tiiae of his death the Khwaja wa» fifteen years 
2 
old. Bibl Mahe-Hooaf aHai Ummul Wayah, the mother of the 
Khwa^a was the daughter of Davood, son of Abdullah al-Hamble. 
3 
Khva^a had two brothers also • 
After the death of his father when the family asse; ts 
were distributed, he inherited, as a portion of his share, a 
grinding stone and a garden. These formed his source of 
4 
livelihood. 
From the early age he liked the company of saints, 
mystics and Durfishes and paid them great respect and regard. 
His meeting with the saint Ibraheem Qanduzi was a turning-
point of his life. It so happened that one day Ibrahim 
Qanduzi all of a sudden entered into the garden owned by the 
Khwaja who heartily welcomed him and presented him a bunch of 
graspes. But he refused and took out a piece of oil cake and 
chewing it, gave it to the Khwaja who ate it, the effect of 
1* Taill^*!, fftyj,g^|f|, Vol. 2, p« 375 
^lY^i^U AisXiMf P* '^ 1 W a ^ * 4 Abr#f t P* 13 
l^it l^^l, FfUghSai vol* 2t p. 3^6. 
p y e p * ^ Jt^Utnt p* 4 | A^^ t^ fraitiri- ^UrMf p . 7 
0ttXzar*i Abrar. p . 13 
3 . ^mU^n*^ Afglya, p . 2S7 
(Gontd. on neart paee. . . 
<c 
it was a noticlable change in the attitude of the Khva^a. 
He felt disgi»:sted with laundan© affairs. He became eii«TOured 
of an intensely spiritual life, Hagiologists trace the 
induction of a mystic attitude to him due to the blessings 
of this saint. In fact the most powerful factor in giving a 
mystic touch to his personality at this early stage was the 
condition of Si^istan which had suffered terribly at the 
hands of Qara Khita and the Ghuzz Turks. It dro?e the Shaikh's 
mind Inwards and he realised the futility of hankering after 
worldly glory or looking after worldly goods. He sold out 
all his assets and gave the proceeds in charity and took to 
1 
itinerary. 
He visited the s&minaries of Samarkand and Bukhara and 
acquired religious learning at the feet of eminent scholars 
2 
of his age. While on his way to Iraq, he passed through 
Harvan a town in the district of Nishapur, Here he met Khwaja 
Sto4 a^d f^^ p. 9; |a?lK^*lr Faylghta, vol. 2, p. 375 
1. f4yayT<a, HUV^f P* 4; BsUs^ffl.w^ P g m i t i t p* 1B3. 
Vol. gj Mfe and teachings Khwa.1a Moin. p . 15-16 2, ^Xy&p-^lAMXSl^t P«4| KhaaJL^ft^ ig Ajgf^ yai p. 257| imniQm^AU Qi ^ g w (^y edition;, p. 49, w i . 2 
fFsaman Harooni and joined the circle of his disciples. This 
was his first initiation as a disciple of Haarat iChwaJa 
Usiaan Harooai, fm twenty years he accompanied his mystic 
teacher and guide, At last he succeeded in winning o?er the 
pleasure of his great spiritual teacher and guide. He was f\r*^ 
the permission to enlist disciples and was raised to be the 
spiritual successor of his illustrious mentor. 
fhe author of Hiatorv of Sufism in India. Dr. S.A.A. 
Rizvi and the author of Ule and teachings of Khwaja m±a^ 
uddin Ghishti. Dr. Sharib and Farishta say that Khwaja 
accompanied his sp iritual teacher only two and a half years 
but it is not correct* The Sivaivul Auliva records that he 
lived twenty years in the company of his master. Khwaja 
Moinuddin Chishti Ajmeri once told his disciples —"when I 
beeaxoe a disciple of Kh^^ja tJsman Harooni, I did not give 
a^self a moment's rest from the service of i^ master and 
carried about his night cloths during his Journeys and his 
2 
halts. 
^.^ . „ _ ^ — , _ ^ , ^^ , _^—I II--• • ••iiii-i i([iiT'-| - iiriirii.iiminii-i ' -" ' ' c ' " ' • 
!• §iy§yr^.„Ayaiai» p. 4t P:^^Pft%'a, Ai,ay»i p. 257. 
Tarikh^i farishta. vol. S, p. 375. 
Akhbar*Ql*Aflfiya. p, ? 
^^yT^^A^lSI fe*(1077 to il66 AD), p. 24 
s. 
lAter ©a he under took liidep#ad«nt journeys and c&m© 
into contact with eiainent saints and seholars l ike Shaikh 
1 2 
Abdul Qadlr Jil&ni, Shaikh Na^auddln Kubra, Shaikh Najibuddin 
Abul Qahir Sohrawardi, Shaikh Mahiaud Isphani, Shaikh Abu Said 
IJabrizi, Shaikh Abdul Wahid Ghagnvi, Shaikh Kasiruddin 
5 
Astrabadi «- a l l of whoffl were distined to exerelse great 
6 
influence on conteBiporary religious thought. He visited 
nearly a l l centres of Muslim culture in those days and 
acquainted himself T«rith almost every important trend in liasliis 
7 
religious l i f e in the middle ages. 
1, Shaikh Abdul Qadlr J i l a n i vas the founder of the ear l ies t 
mystic order, Qadirlya s i l s i l ah Che was one of the most 
outstanding figures in the annals of Islamic ^ s t i e i s m . 
2, Shaikh Ha|muddin lubra (1145--1228 AD) was one of the 
most s tr iking personali t ies among the persian sufis of 
the I2th»13th century. 
3 , He was the founder of Suhrawardi s i l s i l a h . He was a 
native of Suhrawardi a town in f i b a l . 
4, He was a notable saint of Isphann 
5, Shaikh Moinuddin Astrabadi (a distinguished saint of 
Ardislabad was a friend of Abul Hasan KiBoani and Shaikh 
Abu Said Abul Khair. 
7. |S||§yg3.ffP9ft<ji|ft Of, liXfrn, Vol. 2 , p . 49 
? 
Khvaja Sahib after receiving the rob© of caliphate 
fpoia Haaarat Khva^a tJsmaa Haroonl left on trafels. He was 
fifty-two years then. He used to stay in the precints of a 
graveyard. The JW>ment his presence came to be kno-wfli he would 
1 
leave secretly* His moral and spiritual qualities attracted 
many people of his fold and he appointed Khalifas in iSabaiiar 
and Bulkh. Shaikh Auhduddin Kiraani, Shaikh Shil»buddin 
Suhrawardl a M imay other eminent jetties benefited from his 
2 
company. Having round all over the 14islim lands which had 
not yet recovered from the terrible shocks of Qara KMtai and 
GhU22 invasions and were to be ravaged very soon by the Mongols, 
he turned towards India. After a brief stay at Iiahorei where 
he prayed and meditiated at the tomb of pioneer mystic 
3 
teacher Shaikh A H Hu^warii he proceeded to A^aer. 
Tradition recor&s that Khwaja lloinuddin Ohishti was 
sent to Hindustan by the Prophet, The Prophet appeared to him 
4 
and ordered him to go to A;}mer and to preach Islam in India. 
1* P^y§r*^ ArWftf P» ^ 
2. jSlyay*U, M|ta|chftyjia, p. 230 
4* |^f4i?*t4 ^m^% P* 1*^  Sivar»ul A^lab^ pp. 122*123 
A, 
I t l a said that t l ^ aothtr of Bai Pithora, ruler of 
kimev and Delhi, once said to her son that after 20 years a 
faqir v^uld com to k^m&T and he vilX destroy the le t ter*s 
empire and t reasure! and she gave a ainiature to hiffl. A^ jmer 
was not ioarelf the seat of Chauhan power, i t was a religious 
eentre also where thousands of pilgrims assembled from far 
near. Shaikh Moinuddin*s determination to work out the 
prinelples of Islamic mysticism at a place of such pol i t ica l 
and religious significance shows great self-confidence. Un-
fortunately no de ta i l are available about the way he worked 
in the midst of a population which looked with apathy towards 
him. I t eannnot Irawever, be denied that his stay in k^sms imist 
have been a serious t r i a l for the principles of the Chishtt 
s i l s i l a h . On his success or fai lure in Ajster depended the 
1 
future of the Muslim mystic movement in the Hindustan, 
Ttee Khwaja reached Ajmer along with his forty 
followers. Having reached Ajmer, he wanted to stay near the 
present Inderkot under shady t r ees , a place where Auliya 
Masque now stands, but the servants of Hal fl thora would 
not allow him to s i t there on the ground that the camels of 
Rai Hthora,usual l y sat there. The Khwaja got annoyed and 
he le f t the place saying "If the camels s i t there , l e t them 
!• l^fXIrgl^l^.M^. ,?g3lltlr?,g, p . 184. 
/ < 
1 
s i t " and he shifted to Masagar. 
I t i s said that when the Khvaja set t led at Ajmer, 
Rai Pithora began to glVB host i le treatiaeat to Muslims, who 
2 
were in serfice with him. I t seems oertaln that even before 
Khwa^as a r r iva l In there vas a Muslim community in Rajputana. 
The ser^^ant was not amongst forty man who were alongwith the 
Khwaja. As mentioned ateve that Muslim (the servant of Rai) 
came to the Khwaja and complained of the Rajahs a t t i tude . 
Khwaja sent a message to Rai Plthora in favour of 
that Muslim. Pithora refused to aceept the recoEimendation. 
thus expressing his anger and repudiating the Khwaja's claim. 
3 
Khwa^a's claims to understand the secrets of the unseen. When 
Khwa^ a Moinuddln (the sp i r i tua l king of Islam) hear^ th is 
reply be prophesied — we have seized Pithora al ive and 
sai^ time Sultan l&iizuddin Mohmmed Ohori's a r i^ arrived from 
caaazana attacked the forces of Pithora and defeated them. 
/ 2 , 
Pithora vas taken ally© eM thua the / '5 . pj?ophesy of 
th© Khwaja proiredtru©. I t I s also said that from the day on 
which Bal Pithora was defeated by Mohaamad Ghorl, Islam 
1 
enlightened In that area. 
Some of the anecdotes from Jawahir*! far idi are as 
follows - twelve y ^ r s before Khwaja's a r r iva l at Ajmer, 
Pithora's mother, an expert In astronomy and magic, had 
prophesied the Khwa^a^s a r r iva l . She drew a picture of Khwaja 
and the Pithora distributed them to his officers to prevent 
his entry in to the kingdom* Every foreigner 's face was 
compared with that picture, Vlhen the Khwa^ a reached DehU, 
the people of Delhi would run away at the sight of I4uslims, 
The Khwaja stayed in Delhi with his forty disciples . Only 
because of his sp i r i tua l power. From there the Khwaja went 
to Ajmer, at Samana Pithora*s off icials recognized to Khwaja 
from that picture and requested hia to stay in the palace. 
But the Prophet MohaflEiied h ^ warned the Khwa^a during 
meditation against the treachery of off ic ia ls so he le f t for 
Ajmer. Reaching there he decided to stay under a t ree but 
the camel ceepers ordered him to go away as the area belonged 
1* 4tt^ay-^4 AM\yayt p« s6* 
n. 
to the Ral, The Khwa^a and hia followers moved to a plaee 
near the Aoasagar Lake# Hia servant killed a ©ow and 
cooked Kabab for hi^. Some membera of Khwaja's party went to 
Anasagar and other to Pansela lake for ablutions. There were 
one thousand temples on the two lakes* The Brahumn s stopped 
I, 
the ablutions and the party complained to Kwaja, jHe sent his 
servant to bring water for his eipr, Aa soon as ewer touched 
the Pansula lakef all the lakesi tanks and wells around 
became dry. The IChwa^a went to Anasagar lake temple and 
asked the name of the idol* He was told it was called Sa^e 
De^a* The Khwaja asked whether the idol had talked to them. 
On receiving a negative answer he made the idol recite the 
Kalima and converted it into a human being naming it Sadi. 
This caused a sensation in the town. Pithora ordered his 
Prime Minister Jalpal who was also a magician, to avert the 
evil influence of the Khwaja. Jaipal proceeded to fight 
Khwa3a with 700 magical drogans, ISOO magical dises and 700 
disciples* The iChwaja drew a circle bringing his party with 
in Jaipal begged the Khwaja»s for forgiveness. The iawa;}a»s 
prayers restefed water to the lakes, tanks and wells* A large 
number of people accepted Islam. Jaipal decided to compite 
with the Khwaja in the performance of miraeles. Sitting on 
his dear skin he flow to the heavens* The iChwaja ordered his 
slippers to bring Jaipal back to earth, which they did. On 
Jaipal*s request to show him some miracles, Khwaja's spirit 
/ ^ 
flew to the highest heaven. Where Jaipal also joined him 
Getting nearer to the Divine presence, on the Khwaja's 
orders Jaipal accepted Islam in order to gain the full 
benefit of that spiritual blisa, \^ hen they returned the 
Kh¥a3a and his party stayed in the town* Pithora refused 
to accept Islam and the Khwa^a Prophesied he would be handed 
over to the Islamic away, 
Ajmer and Delhi were not conquered by Mohammad Ghori 
before Khwa^a Moinuddin came to Ajmer. fhe author of "A History 
of Sufism in India" Dr, S.A.A, Rizvi and the §|yay>ta ^tflU 
make us belea^e that the Khwaja came to India after its 
coaquest by ^ slims. It is not correct. Ajmer and Delhi were 
conquered by Muslims in 1192 when Ral Hthora was defated by 
Sultan Mohammad Ghori, The Khwa^a came to India at his 
"aaiisai ^ wo or three years before. 
Sultan Mohammad Ghorl departing for Qhazanifi left his 
favourite slave Qutubuddin Mbak, as head of his forces in 
the Sultan of Delhi* Sultan Qutubuddin Albak appointed Saiyed 
1. ^M^a,,yra> Ffg3.41» PP. 166*60. 
2* ^%mf'-ui HUy^f p. m £^9, fiMtli^ssr, Qi. fa4lf < voi.i, 
p. 423t S!azkirat>ul Auliya Hlnd^o»Pak. p . 14 
3. t^\mQ^%*i M§lrU P* 469 (English translat ion) 
//r 
Husaain Mashhadi as the Daroeha (adli tary governor) of area 
1 
of Ajmer. 
One© th© Khvaja saw the ^rophat la a dream as saying 
to him." 0 Moln, you are beloved of Qod and mine but you did 
not follow my only one praetice." Fortunately at that night 
the su1;i^ d&r of Patili named Malik Khltab attacked the Hindus 
who were defeated and the ^u^dar captured a daughter of a 
Hindu Ra3a# Malik Khitab was a disciple of Hazrat Khwaja, 
He brought that girl to the IChwc-ja and Khwaja aeceptedtfor 
marriage. He married her and her name was clmnged to 
2 
Ummtullah. 
Th© Khwaja married a second time with a daughter of 
Saiyid Majihuddin, uncle of Saiyed Hussain !>Iashahadl, Her 
3 
name was Asmatullah. Three sons and a daughter was born from 
both wives. It is generally believed that Khwa^a Ziauddin 
Abu Sa'id was from the daughter of Saiyed Wa^ihuddin, while 
Khwaja Fakhruddin, Khwaja Hlsamuddin and Blbi Hafiz Jamal 
1* ftey*H3r W I l i t P* 11; ^mgay-A A b i ^ , p . 15. 
2* # ^ ^ y * ^ Attly^t P* 114; MQp|Lg>va A|^^» pp. 46.47; 
3* M^Mf^'ttl „f]|f»tffir» p- 114* 
Moni s^uj. An^a^. pp. 39-40, 
M 
1 
ve;e from Uomatullah. 
It must b© noted that the Khva^a marrlsd a Shia lady 
beeause Saiyed Wajihuddla was a Shia* He did not discriiainate 
between the Shia and the Sanni sects and set an example for 
both to follow to atrengftten the bonds of unity of Islam. 
The report of Bargah of Khwaja Sahib Committee of 
enquery dated on 13th Oct 1949 basing its infopmatlon on the 
Gazetteer of AJa^r says that it is a historical fact that the 
Khwaja first married Bibl Asmat, daughter of Saiyed Wajih-
uddin and not Bibi Ummatullah. 
There was a large number of spiritual successors of 
Khwa^a Moinuddln. Among them two were very eminent ktolifas 
by name Khwaja Qutubuddin Bakhtiyar Kaki and second sufi 
HaflKlduddin Nagauri» Now Khwaja wished to sleep in eternity 
2 
and died on Ifenday the ath Ra^ab in the year of 633 AH, With-
out any divergence, nearly all historians agree the circums-
tances of Khwaja Sahib*s death* On the night of Sth Ra^ab 
633 A,H, the great saint, as usual retired to his cell after 
Aj^^y*al ^^yart P« iio. 
S« AkftbSrrP^ ffchyay, p« 23; Khulasat^ut Taw^r^kh, p . 54 
P i ^ n a t ^ a AgfJtY f^ P* S65| Akhbar^ul Asfiya. p . 7 , 
t^fmri ^\m^H% pp. 377, Vol.gt GolzalMribrar .D.M (Rotograph; 
/7 
Esha prayer aud closed the do or. H© lastrusted his attending 
devotees flot to disturb Wlm that night, They stayed away but 
heard a noiae something like ecstasy 'wajd» throughout that 
night. In the early hours of the noise ceased when the door 
of his eell did not open at the time of the HKsming prayers, 
anxiety was felt all round and lyw^ l-fflately it was forced open 
by devottes, who to th^r great astonishment found that the 
soul of great saint had relinquished his iu>rtal restains and 
the following sentenee rediantly glittering on his forehead 
'*H[a^.1,g Hftbflfte H^W^x Ma|^ f% Hat>a,fe|^ U#^ ''> He died at the age 
1 
of ninty seven. 
fhe tofitb of Khwa^a It^inuddin Chishti is situated at 
Ajmer. His earthly reioains were buried at the place where 
he had spent most of his life. The original grave was of 
bricksi later a stone cenatoph was built over it. Leaving 
the brick construction intact Khwaja Hussain Hagauri, a 
successor of Sufi Hamiduddln Kagaurli built a tomb over the 
2 
grave. A Khangah on the tomb side was bult by the rulers of 
!• ^var^tp. JMBtab^  p . 141 
Afobar^ul Ikhvar. p . 23; K|^#a|,||a^>ia Agl^y^H,pp.267-68 
A Holy biography of Hazarat Khya.1a Moln. PP. 98-99 
2. ^ ^ J f T ^ I flM^ypt P» S3 
/ ^ 
by Mahsiad Khal^ i in a4&§, fb« Mft3.v& ^Itan also toilt 
aaottier aoeqtJ^  i s the %m^ eoapldtf vMeh vas lalof extenStd 
)^ ^ h a l lapef ©jfs, Jahaiiglif and Aarangsab. 
IHulsi tha Ufa tiaa of tha Kimaja th^a ©zlstaS ^ 
suali Mg kfaaaeah^  Oulf thai %lm tbara %^a a onJ^ eaa H^mfa 
a jioiQua* The |tp|iqa^ in ataaaad time to Una* 1% %iaa 
inesaaiad and aait@ndad aoat psrebabir l»r ^ ^^hal Eaparoffi. 
Hcnr a da^ this klmatah had he^m aattendadt fha vhita 
doaa is mii^ ua of i t s kind ift India* tha %m^ whiah vat 
in tha f@ign af Saltan IXtutsish finishad in that 
3 
of HafflBfuaUt i s rlehly adofnad vlth goXd and sil'^mi* H&m 
ovar tha grava was bailt hf l%aikh Hiiasain Nagau i^i by that 
ai^unt which vaa offated hf ailtan (%ayasuddin of MaMti. A 
^lyjl^ vas constpiigtad hf fjdnaass ^ahan Ara Bagtmt a daoghtat 
of aiah Jaha&i eaHad Baga^ WQ&SL i s l^iS 4«H« J>ha^i» Heoj? 
i s sitimtad toirapda sooth t#ait of tha twh i t i s of marhla. 
Vol. t , ji» 171« 
/f 
I t t s known as compound of l igh t , A Dalan of small hal l was 
1 
bui l t by then Prince of Arcot in the year of 1207 A.H, 
There i s a tenement of Bibi Haflz Janial, In this 
tenement, situated very near to the tomb of lOiwa^a Sahib, 
i s la id to her e ternal rest the daughter of the Khva^a. The 
two small graves are of her two sons, who died in infancy. 
There I s a place, where Baba Farid (May pmm be upon him) 
passed his days in contemplation and seclusion. The gate of 
^he ehi l la ronains closed. But on the 5th Moharram each year 
the gate used to open* A gate was bui l t by H.E.H The Nizam 
of Hyderabad, I t s construetlon eommenoed in the year of 1912 < 
was finished in 191S A,D, I t i s called Nizam gate. 
A^mer however came into lime l ight during the reign 
of Akbar who made a number of additions to the l%usoleum of 
iOiwaja Moinuddin, In 1568 \rti^ he seord a victory over i^ ewar 
he came to AJmer and offered a brazen caul dron to the 
3 
mousoleum. 
I» Life and Teaehiq^.g of Kfawa.1a Moiauddin. p. 89, 
2. A3mer through the Inscr ipt ions, p . 17, 
3. AkBar Nama. 7ol. H , p, 324. 
Rajputana Pistriet Gazetteer of Aimer Marwara. ?ol. I>A, 
1904 by J.D, La fouehe 
k vivid picture of the shtim of Khvaja Moiauddin, 
as it appeayei at that time, is painted by William Fineh, 
Before you eame to this tcsnb, he observes, you pass three 
fair courts of vhich the first eoatayneth near an acre of 
ground paved all with black and white marble, wherein are 
entered mai]^ of »MohOfliet» cursed kindered', on the left is 
a fair tank, enclosed with stone# fhe second eourd is paved 
like the former but richve twice a big as the exchange in 
London in the aidst where of hangs a curious candle-sticks 
with many lights. Into the third you pass by a brasen gate 
curiously wrought, it is the forest of the three, especially 
near the door of the sepulchms, where the pavement is 
curiously interlaid, the door is large and Inlyed with 
mother of peral and the pavement about the tomb c^ iaterlaic 
inarble, the sepulture very curiously wrought in work, of 
1 
mother of pearle and gold Bpitapale in the persian t&imget 
In 1569 Akbar is reported to have issued orders tos 
the erection of mosques and khanqahs at A^ieyf j^ ^ ^^ ^^^^^ 
of epigraphical evidence, it could im not wrong to coajecfci 
that the construcuon of red-sand itone «osque, now known . 
i» MiPH§ m§ ^lKi!im.f Vol. IV, p^  ex, 
2. m&JLMm§ ' 0 1 . I I , p, 351. 
Jll 
Akbari. Maajid, might have co mmenced about that tins®. Akbar 
enlarged and repaired the old fort. 
Jahanglr too Ilk© Akbar offered a large couldroa to 
the Mausoleua, when he sent Prince Khurram against Rana Amar 
Singh of Mevar in 1614. Ih© two survive, but the gold 
enclosere around the cenotph donated by Jahanglr, has been 
replaced by a silver one. 
An elegant isarble mostiue was constructed by Shah 
Jahan to the west of the mausolattm in 1637. The aosque proper 
measures 148 feet in lenght and 25 feet in width, having in-
front an enclosure measuring 166x53 feet, This enclosure, 
paved with polished marble, is surrounded on the south, aakfei 
north and east, by an elegant balustrate having five entrances, 
one in south one in north and the remaining three in the east. 
A Haiamam built by Slmh Jahan in the same year on the 
embarkment of the Anasagar. A gate way that lead to Vcm 
iaausoleuffi of JChwaja constructed ^f Shah Jahan in 165g as a 
aeiMrial for the successful outcome of the compaign led against 
Raja Raj Singh of Ifewar. Behind the Shah Jahani Masjld and just 
1* ¥Ssmx l^^ fo^sh t^ f, iftfffripMM, p. 19. 
ILX 
at the back of the shrine of Khwaja Hussaia is an idific© 
called Sola Khamba (sixteen pillars). It is so called because 
its three doas rest on sixteen pillars. 
A story associated with Aurangzeb's first visit to the 
tomb as follows. Because the Emperor*s officers had stopped 
the musicians from playing, the^refused to accept the 
customary gift on the subsiquent visit. The Emperor prevented 
his officers from interfering vith the playing of music per-
formed in the memory of the Khwa^a. The ancedotes relates 
that the Emperor was deeply moved by it and paid the 
musicians double the normal gift. 
Just near the Chharti gate in the courtyard of the 
tomb of Khwa^a lies the tomb of Mirza Adil. H© was one of 
the mrzas of Mands^*- in Malwa who governed Ajmeron the 
2 
behalf of Sindhias. 
In the south of mausoleum of Khwa^ a i s situated the 
Karaatld. Dalan bui l t in 1793 by Ifohammad All Khan Waiah J ah, 
the Nawab of Karnatak. 
1. Higt^ry ^f A^swKm^^ fol io 3J.-12 
Ms%nr PC M3i?|g> p* i^> 
^z 
I t 18 Interesting to note that ao less than three 
J^laratha Governors bu i l t monuments aa taken of thei r devotion 
to the Muslim sa int , Santo^i the I%ratha Governor of Ajiaer 
laid out the garden called Chishti Chaman in 1769 and presenter 
i t to the fflausoleuia o£ Khwa^a Sahib* In 1807 Baba Rao Inglia 
Subedar of Ajaer on behalf of Daulat Bao Sindhijra of Gwaliar, 
buil t the aorthen Dalan of the shrine of Saiyed Huasain Khang 
Sawar at Taragarh. Folljii^lng in the footsteps of his predessor, 
Quflianji Rao Sindhiya constructed the western dalan of the 
saiae shrine in 1813 as a mark of his devotion to the saint. 
Idke th is ve see thatthe Khanqah of Khva^a A3ci®ri i s 
very large and i t was enlarged and extended hy his devotees 
tiiae to tiflte* At present time th i s khanqah i s a place of 
2 
world fame and i t i s popular among Hindus as well as l-tislims. 
Khva3a Moinuddln was a very great saint and he was a 
true lover of the God, He said that God i s great and we should 
follow his orders. Some of his saying, as recorded by Mis 
Khurd, supply the quintessence of his religious and social 
ideology and reveal his as a man of wide sympathies catholic 
1. A3mer Through The Inscript ions, p, 24. 
2* G^jg^-i„Afaar, p, 15, 
:2^. 
and deep humaiJisM. % e sayings of Kh^ vrnfa a^e ^^^ ^^^ «^d 
varied and cover, practically, ©very aspect of a^sticism. 
They seriie as a useful guide, 
Khvaja Qutubuddia Bakhtlyar Kaki narrate that 
Khvaja told jm "the lover*s heart is a fireplace of love. 
What ever coses in it is burnt and beeotses annihilated. 
There is no fire greater in its inttasity than the fire of 
love." He MSHMA said that the noise of bloving water is 
only upto the time when he has no seen his Beloved. Once 
he ae«8f becoi^s eaXm and quite. He said that ba obedient 
to (Sod. 
Describing the qualities which endear a laan to God, 
the Shaikh referred to the following attributes - First, 
river like generosity, second, Sun like affection and thirdly. 
Earth like hospitabilty. -^ ny body who have these qualities he 
2 
will be a friend of Ood» 
Khwaja Hoinuddln said that to know to God one should 
3 
eseape froa public and becoma silent. He said that one should 
,^ gHfil^ f P* S4* MwGSP 
3* g3lyfff->,a„%UYfif p . 24. 
^s^^ 
fe« liberal as tha rlvey* Drinking water or doing eultifatlon 
by it the rifar does not beeoma dfy» Like tWLs a Dur^ish shou 
ba liberal so that by his knovladga every b o ^ could get 
benefit. One st%>ald be aerejrful like a Sun and should be 
huiabla. 
£hvaja Moinuddin said that the ooapany of excellent 
is better than a good vork and the compa^ of bad is worse 
1 
than bad work. 
He said that the Enlightened is one, who desires 
any thing, find out. Any body desiires any thing find by His 
generosity. He said that he is a true Hislim wto possess 
three things •« Sainthood, Ztove to Qod and third believe 
in Death. VAio have these things, he is the beloved of God 
2 
and Angels and his plaoe would be in Heaven. 
Explaining his views about the Universe the Khwa^a 
said • when we transeended the externals and looked around 
we finds the lover, the beloved and the love (itself) to be 
3 
one, in the sphare of cmeness all is one. 
i« l^^ff*ia„-„^yy^t Ms, p. S5| ^ |^ feftff*^ jl , m w ^ * p* S3. 
*^ Mctl4ifa ^ ^ 9 PP* 25.26, 
3. PlYiy^^a AW,7a,f P* 24$ Siyag*ul^^uliya^ 4;>,-a4. 
^c^ 
The dlftlagulshing mark of on© who had recognized 
God, was hit flight from crowds of peopl© (felliia)* ^he 
Ha3jf|.^  walked around the %*aba hut %he AjJlt (spiritualists) 
eircuiaaabulated the heart, The aost superior kind of worship 
1 
is to assist the helpless and to feed the hungry* 
Onee the Khwa^a was alik hy a Durvish, who visited 
him • <*\^ at was e:Kpeeted of a true aseetie? The Khwaja 
replied that aecording to the Share* one who fully aliped 
oheyed the coauaandments of God and abstained from what he 
had forbidden had, in fact renounced the world. But the 
fariqa prescribed nine conditions each of which had to be 
followed, otherwise other could be called a real Durvish. 
tJpon being re<iuested to speeefy these conditions, the Khwaja 
asked his disciple Handduddin Hagauri, to both B|I explain 
and write them do^m so that such rules could be made knowci 
to a wider section of Itisllms. Shaikh Hamlduddin described 
the aseetic path as follows: * (i) one should not earn money 
(ii) one should not reveal to anyone nor seek help from any 
om^ if one has eaten nothing, went for seven days, (ill) 
one should not borrow from anyone (Iv) if one gains plenty 
1* ayajf*.^^ ^m-Y^$ P* 24, 
Q^ 
of food, iBoii0fI grain of eXothlngi one should m% keep 
anything unt i l the following day (v) one should not curse 
to any one| i f anyone i s very heart , one should pray to God 
to guide one's en&sy^ towards the right path* (vi) If one 
performs & virtuous deep, one should consider that the 
source of the virtue i s due either to one's peer 's kindness, 
to the interoession of the Prophet Mohassied on one*s behalf, 
or to divine mercy* (vi l ) If one performs an evi l deed one 
should consider one's evi l self responsible for the action, 
and t ry to protect oneself from such deeds. Fearing God one 
should be careful to avoid actions which may involve him 
again in evil* (v i l i ) Having fulf i l led a l l the above condition 
one should regularly^fasfc during the day and spend, and speak 
only when i t i s imperative to do so. The sharia makes i t un-
lawful both ta lk incessantly and keep to ta l ly s i l en t . One 
1 
sho^d ut ter only such words as those which please God* 
fhese lofty princii^es were the sole guide to the 
Khwaja's agrstic path. His sufi views were based on the s tate-
ments of Abu Said bin Abi ' l Khair, Khwaja -^bdullah Ansari and 
Mnul Quzat Hamdani, which invoved a belief a concept of an 
acs ta t ic love for God. This, according to the iChwaja, did not 
' — — — — — " • ' - - . — w . . ^ — ^ — , —^ : ^— .^ ^^ _ ,.^ . ^ -^ ^^ .^ ^^  1^J ^ . t^ - ^ . - i . j ' i i r .riii I. 1 .1. T.I . 1 1 . . . . II I . I .[L II' I -!• 
1. §ftfyf7fM, ,WMfff ^* pp. 51*52 
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allGV a differentiation between the lovert the beloved and 
love itself, 5:he distinguishing mark of on© who had reeogn-
ised to God was his flight from crowds of people. 
Khwa^a Moinuddin Chishti said that there are ten 
things necessary for a Durvlsh •- search of God, search of 
spiritual teacher, respect, surrender, lote, peity, constancy 
and perseverance, to eat less, to sleep less, seclusion, 
2 
prayers and fast. He said • He is a true follower and lover 
who welcomes with delight, the sorrows and pain received from 
3 
his friend. 
Defining the highest foj^ of devotion to God the 
Shaikh remarked that it was nothing but "to redress the 
misery of those in distress to fulfill the needs of the 
4 
helpless and to feed the hungry, fhus religion is not marely 
raised above rituals and eccleslatleal formilities but 
service of huminy is made its VBfy raison deltree, 
1, HlfftQW ^i Mim U Xfftt^ f P* 124, 
s* U$f m^ "^^mMRm pt K^,if Mg|ja^Wlll P- los. 
4* Sivar«.ul Auliva, p , S4. 
Q^ 
Sis paatheistic approach that, when ve transceMed 
the externals and lookefi around we found the lover, the 
beloved and the love to be one, la the sphere of oneness 
all Is one, brought him very close to the treasures of 
ancient Hindu religious thought, particularly the UpMshads 
and created en atmosphere favourable for the exchange of 
1 
ideas at a higher level. 
All the great mystic teachers of medieval India 
agreed with the view point of Khwaja Sahib l.e* service of 
Humanity. They considered a life of soli tar y|v^ l.f sufficient 
contemplation to be incompatible vdth the highest aiystic 
ideals. If a man became ego*rcentric, limited his sympatfedes 
and cut himself off completely from the energijslng currents 
2 
of social life, he failed to fulfill the mystic fitlssion. 
^aikh Moinuddin was a thorough going mystic. He 
popularised mysticism in India and assigned to the mystic 
highest place among mankind. He says • %stics are 3J.ke the 
Sun, they shine over the whole world and entire world is 
3 
illuminated by their light. 
1* Siyar^^il Auliva^ p. 24. 
3 . AlifilPl^ ffr^ Ji, ^4^Yfff> P« 2 4 . 
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God, in the opinion of Shaikh Moinuddin can be 
1 
recognised only through Gnosis (Ija'rifat). But Gnosis is 
not a complete knowledge of God complete knowledge of God 
is not possible as knowledge of God is an unbounded ocean 
while QnoslB is a simple stream which flows from that ocean, 
When Khwaja l^inuddin granted a khilafat^'namah to 
Shaikh Bakhtiyar-uddin iCaki and sending to him Delhi Shaikh 
i^oinuddin advised to him that four things are the gems of 
self—1. A mark of contlntment in poverty, 2. giving food 
to a hungry man, 3. Expression of cheerfulness in the midst 
of sorrow and 4th Extending the hands of friendship towards 
1 
enemy. 
Shaikh said that a mystic, in a true sense, is 
I'lutawakkil (^ rusting in God), Hutavakkil is one vho ceases 
to be a source of trouble for the creatures. But to be a 
Mutawakkll one should observe the discipline of servitude 
2 
(Abdiyat) and should respect God, He added that a niystic 
is one who gets the things according to his wish and receives 
iaalil>ul^Arifin7 p. 55f. 
2. S|.y,^ ivu;i,Ap;f.|y|t, p. 4S. 
^f 
1 
tht ansvers of his questions from God, He said that a 
m^ rstie is on® that who comes to him do liot go back vithout 
fulfilling his desires, Most dearest thing in that world 
is that a B^tic should he with a aiy-stic and worst thing 
2 
in this world who parted to a mystic from a mystic. The 
repentance of a disciple would be confirmed in that condition 
that the Apostle of left did not mentioned in sin in his 
account till twenty years, 
The signal of disgrace is that a man should be 
disobedience and be hopeful that ihis sin will be acceptable, 
A static is who that be silent and melancholy. Shaikh said 
that what you need, require from Ciod. A iiE^ stie is one who 
keeps friend to the death and who neglect to pleasure and 
4 
have affection to reach to the God, 
Shaikh Molnuddin says that there are different 
stages of mysticism. There is one stage in which the i^ ystic 
trairerses the distance which is between the *Arsh* and 
S. %tt^y*>4 ^ M|y^» p. 24. 
3. Am^y^ug, Akhya?^, p, 27. 
§|yw^ql ^plifftt p» ^6* 
4 . A^fegjT*^! A^yay» pp« @s*s6. 
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eertain of Qlory and from there he reaches the divine secret 
only in one step but Is another step he returns back to his 
own position, and this is the lowest grade of mysticism, 
fhe highest grade of BQrsticism is only known to God» There 
is another stage in which a mystic sees both the worlds in 
between his two fingers. 
Death has been stated as the connecting link between 
the creature and creator. Shaikh Moinuddin says that world 
has no falue without death. According to the Prophet death 
3 
bridges the gull-existing between the lover and the beloved. 
Shaikh Moinuddin says timt if a man takes the bath after 
unlawful intercourse, Qod will add the sins of one year to 
sins of that man for exiety hair on his body, and for each 
drop of water that he has utilised, devil will be created 
and the sins of the devil committed upto the day of judgement 
4 
will be added to the sins of that man. 
Shaikh Moinuddin favours the view point of Shaikh 
Usman Harooni, his spiritual master that there are three 
i« Daj,j^.X^,i4, Ayj|,f j^Q, p , 6. 
2 . Akhbar»ul Akhvay^ P* S3* 
3 . A|^b^y>^ A^hya??! p . 26. 
4 . l>ftlU*BX ^li^^^i P*6« 
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kinds of people who will not go to heaven • (i) Those people 
vho tell a lie, (ii) i^ ich men who are misers and (iii) 
1 
Business men who are cheaters. 
Khwa^a Bakhtiyaruddin Kakl says that agr master told 
me that a man should be a friend of another man by heart 
2 
not by saying. 
There were three son and a daughter of Khwaja 
Moinuddln. His eldest son was Khwaja Fakhruddin Abul Khair. 
He born in 691 A.H, He busied himself in cultivation. He 
settled at Mandal situate at a distance of few miles from 
Ajmer. He was a durvish of first rank and had attained 
great spiritual hights. He was well versed in spiritual and 
temporal knowledge. He breathed his last at the ripe age 
of sixty two on the 6th of Shaban in the year of 663. It 
is said that Khwaja Fakhruddin had an *Ih$ra» in J&ndal and 
the MuQta of Ajmer urged him to obtain a royal farman for 
the land, On the insistence of his son Khwaja Moinuddin 
2.» Anis»ul Arvah. p. 32. 
S* A^hfeay.m A^hyay, p. 26. 
3. A^^y^oX Altf^ yay. p. 51. 
M i i a L S l p i M S , 16. 
m^M^Pt.^lAstXT^t 7ol. I , p. 284. 
4. Soltivation of wast land. 
^ ^ 
1 
vent to Delhi to obtain th© farman. He was that who died after 
twenty year of hii father's death. He lied burtied near the 
Hau^ at Sarwar, a town about thirty four miles away from 
2 
A^mer. 
Khwaja Ziauddifl Abu Sayeed was the second son of 
Khwaja Itoinuddin Chishti. He was fifty. He had two son. His 
tomb is situated near the ai^ zar of Hazarat Khwa^a Moinuddin 
which attracts pilgrims and devotees. His urs sharif is 
held ©tery year on the 13th and 14th of Zil Hi3. He died in 
3 
69S Hijri. 
Khwaja had a daughter also. Her name was Bibi Hafiz 
Jamal, It is not clear that from which wife she born. She 
was a very pious lady and she was also a spiritual successor 
of Khwaja Sahib. Hundreds of women got spiritual education 
from her. She was married to a grand son of Sultan-ml-
%rikin Sufi Hamiduddin Hagauri l^ name Shaikh Raziuddin, 
4 
He died at Hagaur and his grave is situated near hauz, 
X. Akhbar>Ql Akhvar^ p. 51. 
2. Affraym Ak^yar, p. 62. 
3. M^^y-i A|;^r^, p. 16. 
Hiad*ul Wali Gharib Hawaz. p . 67. 
4. ^mifijp-lAtoag, p. 16. 
f^^^^r»>l3, Al^yay, p . U 4 . 
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TheJ?e were two sons from Bibi Haflz Jamal but they died at 
1 
the itage of infancy. He^tomb is situated near the southern 
wall of the Hazarat Khwaja Mbinuddin which attract to the 
devotees and is a centre of devotion. Hfirurs ceremony is 
performed every year on the 17th Eajab in the Dargah Sharif. 
Shaikh*s youngest son was Khwa^a Hisamuddin. But 
unfortunately we have no detail about him. It is said that 
2 
he disappeared and joined the company of Abdals. 
Khwaja Hisamuddin Sokhta — Khwaja Hisamuddin Sokhta 
was a son of Shaikh Fakhruddin bin Shaikh Moinuddin Chishti 
Ajmeri. H© was an intimate friend of Khwaja Nizamuddin Auliya, 
He was called as Hisamuddin by his father after the name of 
his brother Shaikh Hisamuddin who disappeared. He is burlried 
3 
at Sambhar) 40 K.M. mam evay from Ajmer. fhere is a huge 
khanqah and a place of attraction for the people of all castes 
and creed* Now this place is known as "Mine of Salt". He died 
in 1340 A.D, He had two sons by Khwaja Jtoinuddin Khurd and 
f 
1* Akhbar»ul Akhvar. p. 114. 
M^i3I^^£» p. 16. 
2. Akhbar-ul Akhvar> pp. 113.114. 
3. Akhbar-.ul Akhyar> p. 114. 
Guljse^y»4 A|ga£> Ms. p . 16. 
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Shaikh Qayam-uadin Babaryal. Khvaja Moiauddin was a pioiia 
personal i ty and he was a d i s c i p l e csf Hazarat Shaikh Nasiruddin 
Mahaiood Chiragh Dehlavi and l a t e r h© became h i s s p i r i t u a l 
1 
successor. Shaikh Qayamuddin Babaryal tms a l so a prDmentiit 
s a i n t . Both Shaikh Moijattddln Khurd and Qoyamuddin Babaryal 
2 
had many sons* One of the sons of Shaikh I4oinuddin Khurd 
ca l led Chisht Khan Mgra ted t o J^ landu^  His r e a l nas^ was 
Qutub*uddin and t h i s t i t l e was assigned t o Shaikh by Sultan 
l<lahiiiiiiad K h l l j i . When Sultan reconquered ^1^®^^ In order to 
consol idate h i s r u l e , he decided t o surrender Ajiaer's 
adminis t ra t ion t o Shaikh Chisht Khan making him a cocuaander 
3 
of 12 thousand s o l d i e r s . Chisht Khan who was brought up a t 
Mandu, did not accept the pos i t ion at Ajmer. Meanwhile Chisht 
Khan's cousin and a son of Shaikh Qayamuddin Babaryal, Shaikh 
Bayazid who had r e l i s ed t o Baghdad, returned to I4andu« ShaiMi-
ul-Islam Shaikh Mahflnad DejMsi of I^ Iandu arranged for a daughter 
4 
to marry to Shaikh Bayazld, Gonsiquently Sultan becaiae his 
deaotee and- th is prompted to Chisht Khan to becoae exceedingly 
jealous of his cousin. Ultimately he succeeded i n having 
1* W a ^ - i . % ^ 1 ^^) p . 16. 
A|^Mr^ia,^fOTy» pp. U 4 - U 5 . 
2. Qiaaaf~|.,A|yyay, MS. pp. 16-17} Mhbar*ul Akhvar.p. 116, 
3 . Ga^a|>i„,A}?ya|', p . 17. Akhbar^ul Akhvar. p.115 
Akhbar*>ul Agflvay p , 54. 
4 . Akft|?ajr-*tf, A^nya,y> P. 115. 
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Bayazid sent to back to Ajmer to the Madarsa attached to the 
khaa<|ah of KhvajA MoiauddlJi Chlshti. This action of Sultan 
disturbed to the other teachers and they complained to 
Sultan that Khwaja Moinuddin Chishiti did not have any 
affrpring. So Shaikh Bayazid is not a descendant of Khwaja. 
Sultan called a meeting and Shaikh Hussain Nagauri who have 
laarried a daughter to Shaikh and Maulana Rustaa Ajmeri 
confirmed that later was a descendant of Khwa^a Moinuddin 
1 
and Sultan accepted this decision. 
Shaikh Husain — It» is commonly reported that he was 
a descendant of that pole star of holy men and king of true 
lofers of God^Khwaja Moinuddin Chishti* Shaikh Hussain vas a 
2 
Mutavwali of shrine of Khvaja Sahib in the year of 1669-70. 
Vlhen Akbar visited Ajmer eonsituent on the birth of Salim a 
complaint vas made against him by the attendants on the 
shrine and there was the allegation that the Shaikh who had 
charge of shrine had told falsehood with mm regard to their 
descent. While the Badauni told us that the Shaikh was a man 
of great estate, living like a King. This excited the regal 
3 
ijaalousy of Emperor. 
1« AW;\]?4,^ m A^Yay> P* lis* Gulzar'-l Abrar> p. 17. 
S« A)£^y,N^ff^, p. 350. Mmtakhab^ut Tavarikh. p. 87. 
3. f^fl1^ |ikha]?»^ | !g^ lif^ yi)^ |^ , p. 87, Vo. III. 
" "aar Nama^ pp. 360-51. 
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The Efflperor after studying the page of Shaikh's life 
and the lines of his forehead read there the signs of dis-
affection to himself and he ordered to sent him fortress of 
1 
Bakkar for punishment. 
Badauni was very impressed of his personality. He 
said - Mever have I know to speak of worldly matters either 
in public or is private. He is ever employed In austerities, 
in worship and in striving in the way of holiness, fasting 
continually and always watching at hights. It is my hope that 
2 
God will open to him the door of his desire." 
In th© fortress of Bakkar he spent some years. He was 
summoned from Bakkar to the Imperial presence and Shaikh 
did not prostrated to His Majesty. Shaikh himself resigned 
3 
from his truteeship of the shrine in AJmer. 
There can be no denying the fact that the Khwaja was 
the founder of spiritual kingdom in India, His kingdom still 
eitists whereas earthy kingdoms and dynasties have gone into 
oblifflion and have found refuge in the pages of History, The 
1. M^ I^ t^ fta^ >^^ | Tawfiyj,^ !^ , Vol. Ill, p. 88. 
2. Mantakh^^^ut Tawarikh. Vol. Ill, p. 87. 
3. |%^t^W-ii^ y^ wi;!!;;!^ ,! voi. i n , p. 89. 
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super natural grace of Khwa^a, is abundand and overflowing 
as have been Supernatural pover. 
The MuslliB mystics of the early middle ages perticularly 
thos© belonging chishti silsilah, cut themselves of completely 
from kings, politics and Government service, They believed 
that Government service distracted a mystic from the single 
minded pursuit of his ideal which was living for the lord done. 
Ma»arifat was beyond the reach of on who spent his time in 
»Shugal% They believed that if a mystic associated himself 
with the governing class, he isolated himself from the main 
sphere of his activity, the masses. 
Khwaja Molnuddin Chishti abstained from the company 
of the King. Be did not like to meet them. When he was 
coming to Ajmer, the officials of Rai Pithora to him to stay 
a palace but Prophet Mohammad had warnedto the Khwaja during 
1 
a meditation against the treachery of officials. Sultan 
Iltutmish called so many times but Khwaja did not leave A^ iuer 
for Delhi, 
iChwaja Moinuddin Chishti Ajmeri, during his period 
2 
spent in A^mer, twice visited Delhi, According to Slvar»ul" 
Auliya iOiwaja had an ihva (I&islim legal literature ihya means 
mmummmmmlmmmmmmmymtmm -1•• ! iwini iwnni — • mm,< wi»fi»ii Wiliii • • MI —iiliimm inWiiiIMK n !• i .wii 11 •• H II»«I •rnnwwwi»»MI>I.II»II IWNMW — • • m • • • ii• IMIIHI .iw » • P « « 
1. J»^^t^y>| Fayl^l, pp. 155-56 
2. Tarikh>i Farishta^ pp, 377, Vol. 2. 
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bringing of life and refers to unclaimed land lying fallow 
undlatant and unpopulated areas) village near the Aj/aer, 
Mandal. The Ittata (Chief revenue officer) urged him to obtain 
a royal farman for the land and on the insistence of his son 
the Khwaja went to Delhi obtain a farman ( a royal certificate) 
and stayed with lUiwa^ a Qutbuddin Bakhtiyar £.aki, who requested 
to his master to remain in his house while he himself went to 
Emperor, Sultan Ututmish, who was well disposed to sufis 
despite the Sultan's earlier requests, Qutubuddin Bakhtiyar 
Kaki never previously visited him and this unexpected call 
naturally elated him. He immediately granted the farman in 
1 
favour of Khwa^a frloinuddin Chishti, 
Second time Khwaja went to Delhi to, join a mahzar* 
When a dancing girl, called Gawher, was employed for a sum 
of 600 dinaysy by Kajmuddin Sughara to accuse Shaikh Jalaluddin 
Tabriz! of having ccaimitted adultry with her. Including 
Khwaja about t%«> hundred eminent sufis and ulama were called 
2 
to investigate the allegation by Sultan Shamsuddin Ututmish* 
Khwaja did not visit ai^ r Sultan or King of his time. 
After his death a large number of Sultans and Emperors paid 
visits to Shaikh's grave. 
1* S,I.Ya|:^ HJL.„A»4l.y^ » P* S5 folio. 
2. ^XtM*^ .HUlJ^y P* 140; Akhbar-ul Akhvar. p. 44. 
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Shaikhls opinion about the 'Suehal' vas — 'If a aystic 
associated himself with the |owirning class^which by its very 
nature was an exploiting class* he isolated himself from the 
main sphere of his activity, the masses. He ceased to a man 
of the masses and became part of a beeeaucratic machinery. 
Khwaja Moinuddin Ghishti was great saint. He was 
earlier aisong mystics who came to India, His det€rmination 
to workout the principles of Islamic mysticism at a place of 
such political and religious significance shows great self-
confidance» Ajmer wasoseat of a Hindu Haja and totally populat-
ed by Hindus* But many prominent kafirs of ragion accepted 
Islam because of the Barkat (blessings) of the *asay' of that 
Sufism, meaning the Khva^a who contained the essence of the 
divine secrets. Even those who refused to accept Islam would 
send large offerings and futuh to tomb. 
We can say that Khwaja Moinuddin did not knew 
distinction between man and man, high and low, xKOk rich and 
poor, literate and illiterate, Hindu and Itoslim. In other 
words there is no social, religious and cultural distinction. 
His companion for human beings and sub human beings is well 
kno-^m. His court is an asylum and a refuge to those, whom the 
world has refuised to shelter. He said that real gain lies in 
service of human beings. Without service there can be no gain. 
fz 
Emphasizing the Importance of prayer, Khwaja Saliib said that 
prayer Is th© ffledlumi through which, the service of God is 
acquired. His philosophy emphasises, that good training and 
a fair social environment, there will be not any occasion for 
social disharmony or conflict. Harmoni social relations will 
be maintained merely by the free play of the natural instinct 
of man for social co-operation and mutual help. The Shaikh >Jho 
presided over his Jama'at khanah was a tower of strength for 
th© low born, the down trodden, the humble and th© despised 
people whom he inspired and cheered in their struggle. \dth 
the tradition of poverty, selfless devotion to the cause of 
humanity and eagerness for the moral and spiritual uplift of 
man, shiakh I'ioin remains like an Bx&mpXe and an inspiration 
to all men for all time. 
In this way we can say that Hazrat Khwaja Moinuddin 
Chishti Ajmeri was a great saint. He is popular in all over 
the world also. There is no doubt that Islam in Rajputana was 
i>>creas©d by Khwa^a Moinuddin. The personality of Hazarat iOiwaja 
Moinuddin has deeply influenced the sume of human thought. He 
is shining luminary in the great galajty of the saints of the 
world. He suggests a remedy for spiritual starvation, moral 
degeneration present day dAtrioration and class compitlon. 
Vj 
As he came to India he was illtreatefi by the ruling 
clasSf and refused to accept Islam* But as time passed a 
large offerings and futuh came to him as a sign of their 
devotion. Even today the kafirs of India are devoted to the 
Khwa^a's tomb. 
Let usI then, move on, with what we beli»ve, and 
re*affirm, once more, our unflinching loyalty to the golden 
crown of Hazarat Khwaja Sahib, which is of more importance 
to us than all the BBJBW crown and empires of the world. 
• « • • • 
CHAPTSB II 
SHAIKH HAMIDUODIH lAQAURI kW HIS KHAHQAH 
Shaikh Hamiduddln, on© of the chief vicegerents of 
Shaikh Muinmddia Ajmeri, established h is khanqah in the rural 
setting of Nagaur where he, iidiile clinging to the principal 
tenets and practices of the Chlshti s i l s l l ah , set up nimerous 
t radi t ions of great significanee iidiich added to the mystical 
dimensions of the religious l i f e of Islam and sufi theosophy 
prevailing in iMia . 
His celebrated khanqah became a rallying centre for 
a l l seekers of Divine knowledge and t ruth, the spir i tual 
solace to adherents of a l l fai ths and creeds where deep 
humanism, broad tolerance, love of God and human freternlsa-
t ion, altruism and enlightenment of heart were freely taught 
and disseminated and a new spir i tual fervour was imparted to 
the aff l icted humanity from the dreery wilderness and isolated 
existence of the desert of Bajasthan. 
aiaikh Hamiduddin lagauri al-Suwali, enti t led the 
Saltan al-Tarlkin counted among the very eminent disciples 
Ajmer/ 
of Khwaja Molnuddin ChishtiZ.fPO« who founded and popularised 
the Chlshti a i l s i lah in Hbrthem India. Vftiile Shaikh 
"fS ^ • • 
Hamlduddln Suf i had has sphere of I n f l u e n c e i n Ha^puta&a, 
Shaikh Qutlniddia Bakh t lya r Kakl worked a t De lh i , Safi 
HaMlduddln nforked i n r u r a l a r e a and Shaikh Quthuddin i n 
M e t r o p o l i t a n D e l h i . The r e a l name of Suf i Haifilduddin % g a u r l 
was Mohammad b i n ihmad b in Hohaffisad. He was a l s o s t y l e d as 
S 
Sultan-al-Tarikin-al-Sufi-al-Syed al-Hagaurl. His father 
eame to Delhi from Lahore. He was a postlmmous child of 
Sbalkh iUmad al-Sufi . deseendent of 3a'id b . Zaid, one of 
the ten leading companions of the Prophet. 1^ was the f i r s t 
Muslim ch i ld to see the l i gh t of the day in Delhi after i t s 
4 
conquest by the Turks. The story that in h i s youth he was 
extremely handsome and led a gay l i f e before becoming the 
Khwaja's d isciple , i s of apocryphal nature. His early 
t e aches were Maulana ^amsaddin Halwai and Shaikh Mohaiamad 
Juwaiyni. Hamiduddin received an excellent education both, 
in iU*abic and Persian, and he had a good command over the 
! • S^yar-^1 W ^ y j , MS. p . »79. 
"\3^ s 3t:^ury MS, p . 11 . 
S9. i^gnbar^ '^^  Agnyar * n . m*
%tVm\z'^\ ^lXl% (Urdu translat ion ) p . 1?39. 
3 . aellgiQn_ aiyd Politici» in gadia. p . 185. 
" :&£.» p* ?^; ,^»,3f4t-^X AR>mr» MS. p.193. 
4 . 3urur»us-aidur. MS. 11 . 
5 . Sgrur^us Sudur^ Ms. 13?. 
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1 
the Hindavi d ia lect of Ba^asthan. Both h i s mother and wife 
were virtuous ladies aad the i r influence on the aiallch was 
v«py profound, a i f i Haalduddla was also a Ha^l. 
lilheB Shaikh Haffliduddin joined the c I re le of Khwaja 
Moinuddin Ghishti 's disoipleS| a sudden change dawned upon 
him. He repBnted for h i s past sins and adopted t^e l i f e of 
a mystic in a l l s inceri ty and with a l l i t s rigours. He 
beeaiie so thoro^hly disgusted with things material and 
mundane that he warned his Tis i tors against discussing 
worldly affa i rs in h i s mystic assei^lies* Impressed by his 
devotion to the mystic path and ascetic l i f e Khwaja Moinuddin 
gave him the t i t l e of aultan-ul-TarUcin (King of Hermits 
3 
or bo luses ) • 
5^ e^ ffla^ar of a i f i Hamlduddlja Ifegaurl i s situated at 
aur (Head quarters of a d i s t r i c t of the same name in the 
s ta te of Jodhpur, Rajputana, situated in ?7**1? Iforth and 
4 
73"44 east on the Jodhpur Bikaner railway). The khancah of 
! • Surui>us-aadur> MS. pp. 43«47, 71.104-106. 
'•m I'.lS %dty, MS, p . IP. story of Sufism in India by S.A.A. Riavi,Vol.I,p.l1?7. 
3 ' 4^bar-^-flkl^yay, p . 30. 
A „g^J^P?y,M ^Xm ^ ^f3,|a, Hlzvl, Vol. I , p . 1?7. 
4. Imperial Gazetteer of India. Vol. XVII, p. ^ 8 . 
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saint i s revj l»ig and one of the o ld is t in Bajasthan. It 
i s a popular raXigious eentra ascmg Hasllffls* Th@r® is a 
*Balland Darwazah* in that khanqah, made of stones. I t had 
an a t t rac t ion for the v i s i t o r s . This gate was bu i l t in 15, 
Sa'ahan 730 Hi j r i . According to the Sarur^ua Sudur TK that 
t h i s gate was bui l t hj Saltan Mohammad bin Tughlatj. On the 
other hand the Akhbar»ul»ikhyar records that i t was bui l t by 
Khwaja liussaln Magauri. Eisvi, S.A.A. believes the l e t t e r 
statfflsent ^ i c h seems to be correct. The tehanoah i s attached 
to a mosque of red sandstone adjoining a grave-yard. The 
family mei^ers of the Shaikh, he bur^ied in that graveyard. 
There i s also a same tehana (audition hal l ) in the khanoah . 
Inside the khanqah there i s also a gate \^ich is called after 
the named of the aiaikh' s wife. There are two couldrons in 
that khanqah. Food -v&s extensively cooked and distributed at 
the time of u r s . Outside the shrine there are many rooms 
which provided shelter to the v i s i to rs to the khanqah free 
of any ren t . These were bu i l t by Sliaikh's devotees of Baroda 
S 
and K^bay. A free kitchen danger) provided food to the 
^. ^ W r M ,mW9 Hs. p . 13. 
3* %?^?),airr^U-4^?iy«rt p* 30 . 
4 . A ^ ^§%9n ojT gu^l?m .to J^^U^ Ri«vi, Vol.1, p . 130. 
5. i^a,gft|^^fii^vattltan-al*Tarikinf p . 11, 
Vi?. 
v i s i to r s azid the faqirs and the needy. Shrine i s surreimied 
by a wall K^ieh Is about eight feet high. Originally the 
Shaikh's grave had no tomb. As pointed out by S.A.A. Risvi iw^ 
Mohammad bin Tughlaq erected a tomb over his remains. I t i s 
(I t -
mentioned in a li^tter source that the Sultan desired to 
build the tomb over Shaikh's remains but in a dream Shaikh 
1 
did not give him permission for t h i s . The furnishing of h i s 
kfaanaah is made of marble, ^he mosque Is also furnished by 
black, red and v^lte marble. Inside the shrine there is a 
*hau^*. His grave i s also surround^ by a marble ve i l which 
Imports a sense of serenity and sp i r i t ua l i ty to t^e i^rine. 
Kuslim mystics of the middle ages permitted only tvo 
means of livelihood to their senior discipless *ihya* 
(cult ivation of waste land) and Futuh (unasked for chari ty) . 
Far from hurry and bustle of medieval towns, aiaikh Hamiduddin 
lived a self-sufficient l i f e of an Indian peasant at Sawal -
a small v i l lage near Sagaur. He ploughed a i^al l t rac t himself 
and earned livelihood for h i s fsuBl3,y. He cultivated half of 
his land in one season and the other half in the next* What-
ever he needed «eid his needs never exceeded a few maunds of 
1* #'a^a.|>i ^mXi^ P- ^ * 
3 . Akhbar»ul Akhvar^ p. 30. 
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food-grain ana a few yards of Poi;«h hand-woven x c lo th , he 
himself produced and seruptLLously avoided coming Into contact 
with the Government of the day. iShaikh did not accept any 
i ag l r or cash from the governing c l a s s . Once touched by h i s 
poverty and peni tence , the * aaata* of Hagaur offered a p lo t 
of land and some cash to him. ^ a i k h apologized saying that 
1 
none of h i s e lder s a i n t s had accepted a government g i f t s . His 
l i f e a t Hagaur affords one of the e a r l i e s t glimpses of Muslim 
family l i f e l a t h Indian countrys ide , "e l ived in a small mud-
house and eked out h i s meagre subsJb tence by cu l t iva t ing a 
s ing le Blgha of land. He kept a cow i n h i s house and himself 
milched i t * 
He dressed himself l i k e a typ ica l Indian peasant and 
used two sheets of c lo th to cover the upper a i^ lower pa r t s 
4 
of h i s body. His wife, a lady of fervent p i e ty and strong 
mystic tes^erament, spent her time in cooking and spinning 
5 
l i k e a peasant woman* Mke most of the v i l l a g e r s amongst whom 
6 
he l i ved ) ^aiJch Hamiduddln was a s t r i c t v^etar iemi . His 
1 . ^B^^m-MfJ^, MS, p . 96 . ReJt^giQa B^ ^9mX^9 V^ Ipdi^, 
p« 187T 4 History of aofism in India^ p . 1.WI 
^' Sivar-ul Auliva. Ms. 8 1 . 
3* aarur^us Sudurf MS, 14. 
4 . S^yay-^l-^j.Yf^, MS. S? . 
3* i^^ r^ y-li S^p3^, MS. p. 9$ Shaiart-ul Anwar.MS.p. 196. 
€• Surur-us Sudur^ MS, p. 10. 
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disXll£« for meat-eating was so great that he Instrticted his 
disciples not to offer meat preparations for blessing of his 
soul after his death. Shaikh said about i t s -
He also strongly advocated that no harm ;^oald be done to 
ajE^  efte from of l i f e and pleaded with h i s followers to be 
to t a l ly vi^etar ian. Onee being asked about not offering meat 
to h i s soul, the Shaikh was questioned "yrtiere lay the harm 
of such a t radi t ional custom if the meat f i r s t had been 
brought from a butcher 's shop". The Shaikhs reply was that 
the bueher would have to k i l l again in order to replace the 
meat ^ i c h was sold. 
Pers<aially hating notoriety of any kind, Shaikh 
Haoiiduddin asserted that sufis who sought fame in their own 
l i f e time w^e soon forgotten. Those however, who withdraw 
3 
from worldly adulation achieved a Icaag lasting fame in death. 
One's sp i r i tua l achievipientv and miraculous deeds wwe also 
to be preserved from the gaze of the ordinary man. The Shaikh 
onee surprised those who vis i ted him in order to discover the 
! • Surur^us atidur. MS. p . 10, ?fl . 
^* aarur^us Sadur* MS. p . 43. 
3« A History of aifism In India, p . 128. 
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seerot of h is supematjoral powers. *Mlraeles were to be 
eompered '\ said the Shaikh ''the mensturaX dlseharge of vomen 
as women maintained a vei l of seereey arootsd their own 
1 
supernatural powers. •* The Shaikh obhorred the iirorldly 
pursuits and onee he warned his v i s i to r s against discussing 
r 
worldly affairs in his mystic gatherings. 
In order to aseertain the attit i ide of the saints of 
the ^Nihrawari order towards wealth, Shaikh Hamiduddin wrote 
a rnu^er of l e t t e r s t e Sliaikh Bahauddin Zakariya of the 
i^ihrawardi s i l a i l ah entrenched in Multan. Mean of correspondent 
was a merchant who used to bring eotten from ]^ltan and 
3 
fatched ' T i l ' from llagaur. I t i s reported that Sufi Hamid-
uddin Hagauri wrote many l e t t e r s but the ^a ikh was not 
sat isf ied with the answers received. Fortunately botti the 
saints met a t Delhi during the Mahs»r to resolve the charges 
against Slmikh Jslauddin fab r i z i . Shaikh Bahauddin Z^ariya 
4 
was the Judge of that meeting. So he called ^a ikh Jalaluddln 
Tabriai and vtoen the lattw* entered into the lama Masjid, 
5 
Shaikh Bahauddin Zakarlya put his shoes on h i s own head* 
1* A Hj,§,^ry of ^ f^j^ ,aB,,4n M^ftf P* ^^* 
i|^-rUs*Slidurf MS. p . S 
l!51Ml»TlwM3Kfe 
3 . 3XJ8.^''^l Au:!.^ yfi, MS. p . 8 i | apn^-xt? ^^4^jr, MS. S ? 
Akhbar»ul»Akhyar. p . 30} A History of Sufjsm in India.p. 
4 . Baem^i Sufiva. p . 99| Gm^^M't ^mVf P« 37. 
3* B^aP^-i PttfJ^Ji, p . 99. 
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Safi Hamlduddin ilsgatiri a t asked Shaikh Bahauddln Zakariya -
"Master, idiat Is the reason that the lerpent Uvea cm treasure? 
I t is veH known that the treasure, the serpent the rose and 
the throne are associated with tme another. As treasure s^d 
serpent are joined in form they should also be linked up in 
r ea l i t y *? Shaikh Bahauddin answered In form there i s not 
much association between them but in rea l i ty both are 
assoolated with each other, but serpent and wealth are deadly 
1 
poison and k i l l men*" Hamiduddin then said that wealth i s a 
serpwit and one who stored the wealth infaet rears a serpent? 
%aikh Bahauddin answered "''- Although wealth i s a serpent 
some one iiho has learnt enowititk>n to over the venom, need 
not have any fear from the serpent. ** Shaikh Bamiduddin said. 
^ VJhat i s the logic behind rearing a dangerous and vmiomous 
animal and then depending upon eneantations? ** Shaikh Bahauddin 
was speechless and mystically prompted by tiie teachings of 
h i s Pir-o-Kurshid \di© also had vast wealth gave the following 
arguement ^ a i k h ^ahabuddin 3ahrawardi (ordered Shaikh Baha-
uddin Zakariya to say to ^ a i k h Hamiduddin ^ f i Bahauddin 
told "your achievement as a durvish i s not endowed by such 
beauty and eliganee as to be immune from the evil eye. Bit 
! • ^ y ^ ' l f M ^ f MS. p . 87. 
^T^W-'A W-U^i MS, p. 31. 
^' ^rm-m, .^4^t MS. p. s?. 
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our aehley^ieat as donrishes are endowed with saeh great 
beaut^r as to gain to harm even If the uiiole of the world's 
blackness were applied t o I t s faee." Shaikh H&mididdin 
retorted that Sahrawardi*s aohievemeat as diirTlshes were not 
higher than those of the Prophet Hohaomad, who had often 
remarked that h is poverty was his pr ide. ^ai1& Bahsuddin 
1 
Zakarlya kept s i lent over the reply. 
The a t t i tude of to t a l indiff«pen©e and worldly pelf 
and power on the 'feg% of Chishti saints aM the e r i t l ea l 
remarks made by them towards the i^ihrawardi practice to the 
contrary ^okindled a controversy between tiie two orders and 
provoked the hos t i l i t y of the l a t t e r towards the former. 
This controversy further aggrlfvated and led seme Suhravardi 
mystics to find fau l t | defame the Chishti saints and to 
wreck vengeance as i t happened in the case of %aiMi Ibmid-
uddin a t the hands of Shaikh Bahauddln's son vdio had vis i ted 
AJmer. Discovering that Hamiduddin did not a t t^ id Friday 
congregational prayers, he used th i s as a pretext to attack 
the Shaikh ai^ gained some support from a group of 'ulama' 
ii^o d^sianded that he should fu l f i l h is rel igious dut ies . The 
X* S^yMr^f mWi HS, p . 87. 
Ta;^j^i^4r^-ai:^,^^B.a3,-Tft£^i:?|, p. 15. 
S^ar»ul Auliva^ Ms. p . 81 . 
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son of Bahftuddln Zakarlya reached his home and asked Shaikh 
Hamidudditt as to why he did not attend the Friday congregationSL 
1 
prayers. SStiaikh Hamid silenced his c r i t i c by raising a legal 
objection to the demand of offering Friday prayers in Hagaur. 
"Nagaur i s not a tovn and so Friday prayers can not be held 
here} ' declared Shaikh Hiamid. 
^ a i k h Hamiduddin had been vexed by the provocations 
given by the i r r i t an t s made by the son of Sadruddia. But he 
vas a saint of high order who was unmoved by such attempts 
and observed f a l l perseverenee in the face of slings and 
arrows of the adversaries* Bat Fate made a ful l real isa t ion 
on his c r i t i c s ^^en Shaikh Sadruddin's stm ii^o was returning 
from Hagaur to Hultan was caught by freebooters on the way 
and they demanded heavy renson for h is release and could 
actually effect his release when his fathM', Shaikh Sadruddln 
paid the aBK)unt demanded by the robbers* ^ u s a real isat ion 
dawned upon the c r i t i c s of Shaikh Hamiduddin that accumulation 
of wealth was a curse and also that molestation of the saints 
brought calamities on the detractors of saints* Shaikh 
Bahauddin Zakariya had accumulated wealth but he knew to keep 
1 * | W ^ r > ^ S ^ ^ t i r , MS* 13S| m&Ji£&i^s2|LJsiiJl£.i p» 196, 
4 flU^a^yy ^f ^f^?m In It^dj^^, p* 1^9. 
*^ ^rur«U{i Sudur* MS. pp. 1S8*««. 
^a ja ra t*u l Anwar, p . 196. 
3* ^,|ffl«^g 3uto» MS. pp. 168-59. 
:»ul ibwar. p | 196. 
s^ 
awi^ from i t s evi l effects but his successors could not be 
devoid of the avarice, pride, lu«ir ies and other evils 
1 
attending on the hoarded r iches . 
Khwaja Moinuddin once visi ted Delhi during the rule 
of Sultan Shaaauddln Iltutmish and when Shaiich Nijibuddin 
Bakhshi was Shaikh-ul Islam^ Khawaja Moinuddin paid a v is i t 
to Shaikh^ul Islam while ceompanied by Sufi Hamiduddin 
Nagauri. There was a council at the house of Shaikh-ul Islam 
where Khwaja Qutubuddin Kaki, Shaikh Jalaluddin fabr iz i , 
Sufi Hamiduddi n Nagauri and Khwaja Moinuddin Chishti 
participated* Khwaja Moinuddin asked Sufi Hamiduddin Nagauri 
" t e l l me who i s the Shaikh of the times these days?" To the 
great surprise of a l l those present, Shaikh Hamld circausti-
2 
cal ly replied. 
(These days J i t a l i s the Shaikh of the times who-
ever possesses the largest asKiunt of J i t a l s , i s 
the Shaikh of the day.; 
1* Siyag*m Auliyay MS. p . 82. 
2* Surur*tts gadur, m, 227. 
Bfazat»i HaSeTf 25. 
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In this way he expressed his indignafcion on the 
accumulation of wealth on the part of saints. Shaikh 
Hamlduddin* s learning and command of the Islaiaic lavs vas 
extensile. In his youth he attended ©any sermons given by 
eminent ulama and he committed them perfectly to mmoiy. 
Believing that ignorance was the greatest curse to man, he 
considered human beings without knowledge were no better 
1 
than fossils. The Shaikh asserted that one who knew the 
law and acted contrary to it committed one sin, but a 
person did not know the law and acted wrongly was guilty 
of two sins Idleness was lapelty(kafiri) and one should 
aevev be inactive for even a momeat* 
Sufi Hamlduddin Nagauri said there are three 
categories of learned men endo\md vlth love to God, 
1. Maazur - They are those who have faith in God but they 
do not persent themselves at Bareah^i H^dith a firm faith 
in the pi^ity and unity of &od, 2, Shakooi - This is a 
of accomplished pesMona 
group^vho have faith both and confusslon at the same time. 
3 
3, Fanl - who do not forget Ck>d In any situation* There are 
2. Tazakirah-Sultan al^Tarikin^ p . 26. 
3 . §»;tii? i^;«|^ 9fg|^ 4ftrt ^^« P* 21. 
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many among them who died without any eiistanc© and any 
body did not know their name of. If among them any man had 
any existence was by the grace of the Prophet, ^ ong them 
one was Hazarat .Abu Bak&r Siddiq who had done search foi 
proclamation. Second was Hazarat Ali who Mm.t ready for 
proclamation of God before the maturity. Third among them 
was Hazarat Awais Qarni. If ProphetMuhammad did not know 
to him, his name could not maintained in literature. 
Shaikh Nizamuddin Auliya was full of praise for the 
accomplishments of Shaikh Hamiduddin and would say, "If 
there is any problems confronting a person of 'Suluk* Sufi 
Hamiduddin can solve his problem ih a good manner." So a 
"Salik** could find interest and be benefitted. 
As regards the question as to what is maarfat"? 
Shaikh answered "By Maarfat you can recognise yourself. The 
said 
Prophet ^hammad had/ *one who knew himself 
3 
of his God. 
l.^an»^ ^^]^)^,^^ p. 30. 
2. Sjtyaf>ft|, Am,y#,, MS, p. 81, 
3. mn^^l ^m^YH ^ f P* SS< 
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One© Shaikh Moinuddin Chishti was sitting with 
Shaikh Hamiduddi^ IJagaari. A Dervish carae and asked the 
iwhwa^ a " what is essential for one who had turned to "fariq-
al -Bunlya"? the Khwa^a pointed out the question toidi^ rds 
Shaikh Haadduddin Nagaurl for explanation. Shaikh Haadduddin 
1 
said « First keep yourself detaohed from the world and its 
benefits, secondly, do not borrow any thing from anyone, 
thirdly, keep fast for se?@n days without telling, about it 
to anyone and avoid forming friendships, Forthly, if a 
large quantity of food or money or corn or clothes come to 
hiffi, he should not accept them and not store them for the 
co^ng day. Fifthly, he desists his tongue from cursing any 
one. If anyone moble such a man, he should say-" May God 
show him the truth path. Sixthly, If you do any good deed, 
than be grateful to God. Seventhly, If any bad work be done 
by you be fearful of God. Eighthly when you reach on this 
stage keep fast. Ninthly do not be much silent. Prophet 
said - Much taling is unlawful and to much of silence is 
2 
also unlawful. 
Sufi Hamiduddin Nagaurl was very fond of mystic music 
(sama), The sufi said that aam^ shines upon heart who is far 
|g,aaI4l'^ n,Su;taQrt,yft?3rKI,fi? P. 31. 
2. m^'tfl"'^ ^ S^^uy? m» p. 62. 
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and near from it. J a m is lawful for them who died while 
attending to tut. Those eonsider it unlawful, are bereft 
of its bliss and spiritual food. 
Shailch lamiduddin Hagauri assigns the highest plaee 
to the seekers of God among the believers of God* Believers 
in God, according to the Shaikh may be divided into two 
categories - (i) the followers of a^ hari'at and (ii) the 
possessors of the tMlMk* §Mn*^% is the code of Islam 
which prescribes various modes of action and practice while 
lariaat is the way leading towards God through purification 
of soul, for which some ascetic means are adopted by the 
jsystie. Shaikh Hamld did not differentiate between sfaari*at 
and tMXaS^* Sh^i'at and |,§y^ q^ |, according to him are one 
3ust as there is a unity between body and soul, in the like 
2 
manner Tariaat is the spirit of the ahari'at. 
Once Shaikh was asked by some one as to what is the 
difference between Harawai:^  and laiak* H® answered • Marawah 
is a branch of the tree of Futuh which grows in the garden 
of friendship and the fruit of it is that one should take 
!• Surur»us Sudur. MS, pp. 33»36. 
I?air»a ^i^mt p* 38. 
aaklrah S\:q.taa*ul» Tarikin^ p. 28. 
^o 
and give without considering oneself honoured thereby, 
The fruit of l-larwah is that one should abandon (the idea 
of) gi ving and taking wipe of all thought of the universe 
from the heart and not to look to any pleasure or jfiartake 
1 
of it." 
"W© understood that what Maruwah and futut aiean. 
Now please till me what is meant by *Hell* and 'Heaven'? 
•Heaven and Hell are your actions. !Eherefore, whoever does 
an atom's worth of evil shall see it and who ever dees an 
atom's worth of good shallisee it. Whatever your actions 
are today, tomorrow you will see them objectified. If you 
have done good works they will appear to you in that form 
and if you have done wvil you shall behold the evil 
2 
consequences. 
fhis interpretation of Heaven and Hell by Shaikh 
Hamiduddin Nagauri is similar to that of Al-Qhazali, Ai-
Ghazali says that the threat of religion that serpents and 
scorpions harass the sinner inth grave will be nothing but 
the human traits and attributes are symbolised. Ihe suffer-
ings of Hell will be felt like the bite of serpefet, the 
1. SJyar-ul Auliva. Ms. p. 81j S^ jr^ ff^ us S^^gr, l'iS,p.ll8. 
S* A|£i>]?ay»i^ ;|, AlchY^y, 38. 
The Indian mallm by M, Mujeeb, pp. 153-54. 
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delights of Heaven will appear as shady and friaiful trees, 
fair maidens etc. That will be embodiiaent of the volitional 
nature of man. The snakes etc. are symbolised qualities of 
our nature, such as maliee, hypocrisy, pride, avarice etc. 
1 
They spring up directly from love of the world. 
Shaikh Hamiduddin lagaurl says that knowledge of 
God, which can not be attained through intellect, is possible 
only through self knowledge. The Prophet has said, "one who 
knows himself, ^ows God." Self-knowledge means knowing the 
self as an Integrated whole, and also knowing its component 
parts. The relation of body and soul should be clearly 
understood both in their theoretical and practical aspects. 
According to the Shaikh there are four faculties in man.-
(1) sense (His)^ (ii) Lower soul (JMlj (iii) Heart (fiaik^  
(iv) Soul (Ball), ^he complete knowledge of the nature of 
these faculties and their working is indispensable for the 
good conduct and purification of the heart from all the human 
2 
infirmeties which lead to the knowledge of God, 
He insisted upon learning and education of the mystics 
and believed that knowledge is ofessence to build a man's 
• _ _ > _ _ _ . : , .. .^ .^ — . - .^- ^ . . ^ ^ ^ ^^  ^^.^.^^  - l i r " fl' 11 ..I . . . . I I I . . I II .I.. Hi. .. • I I I 
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1 
s t a t u r e vithoxxt vtoich he i s motionless l i k e a s tone. But 
he preferred a c r i t i c a l and not a t r a d i t i o n a l outlook in 
the pursu i t of knowledge. That accounts for h i s preference 
and excessive p ra i se for kashshaf of Abul Qasim Mahmood bin 
Umar a l Zamakhshari in f a f s i r . Siaikh Hamiduddin expressed 
the importance of t h i s work. He s a y s — whatever i s given 
in o ther works i s from t h i s book, and ^ a t e v e r the people 
havel l iked, they have cqjied from i t and have compiled a 
separate work i n t h e i r own name. 
Shaikh was the author of a work. 'Usul-ut»Tariaat ' 
which contained an advanced and scholar ly exposit ion of 
mystic thought. This book was u t i l i z e d by Abdul Haqq Muhaddith 
Dehlvi, T*io has given a f a i r l y long ex t r ac t from i t in h i s 
3 
work Akhbar»ul Akhvar. This book was based on p r inc ip les of 
mysticism. 
If we deeply study the books wihch are mentioned in 
Sarur-us 3udur, we wi l l find tha t the Shaikh was always 
conscious about the knowledge of Islam. He always desired 
tha t every Mohammadan should know the basic p r inc ip l e s of 
Islam without knowing these basic p r i n c i p l e s anybody could 
4 
not gain the knowledge of r e l i g i o n . 
! • Sarur^us Sudur^ MS. p . 75 . 
"• Surur»U3 SuduTT MS. p . 44 . 
3 . Akhbar«ul Akhvar. p . 34. 
4 . Tarikh Mashalkh^i Chisht . pp . 504-05
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He says that every man will be questioned for his 
actions only in so far , as he has been provided by God witii 
his potent ia l i t ies* 
iigain he says that the conanandments andl the prohibi-
tions of God in the Quran indicate the fredom of Uiman beings, 
otherwise on the basis of absolute determination of the 
individuals such commandiaents ami prohibitions became meaning-
less* 
Shaikh Hamiduddin wanted his disciples to develop 
complete fai th in God because this fa i th alone could bring 
3 
about a concentration and intensif icat ion of human powers. 
Shaikh Hamiduddin Nagaurl asserts that man i s free 
in his own efforts , but these efforts of the individuals 
are intimately connected with the Grace of God, Grace of God 
plays an important role In Islam. Islam undoubtely supports 
that God helps the individuals in the forms of grace, guidence 
e tc . a t every step and without the help of God individuals 
can do nothing. But the help of God i s only for these who 
1* Akhbar*ul Akhvar. p. 34. 
^* Akhbar-ul Akhvar. p . 34. 
3* Sivar-ul Mliva. p . 3 
Cc, 
h@lp themselves. The Shaikh supports the above contention. 
He says that grace of God is eternal but the individuals 
1 
attain it according to their capacities and merits. 
Once Shaikh Hamiduddin was asked by a person that 
there is the faith but •wtiat is meant by Faith? The Siaikh 
ans¥ered| "The faith of the tyrant (zalim) consists of 
:&eing and the meeting that is fleeing from the sins and 
coming together with acts of obedience (Ta'at) the faith of 
those \dio follow the middle path (consists) is separating 
themselves from the world and taking coafort in the life to 
come, and the faith of the ancient (who were near to the 
source) in cutting themselves off what is not God and seeking 
V 
God alone. 
This statement shows tha t there i s only one f a i th 
and there a re no differences in i t . The dif ference i s due to 
the d i spa r i t y among ( types of ) men, not to the d ive r s i t y of 
fa i t J i s . The f a i t h i s in any case one and only one. As a 
phenomenon i t exhib i t s i t s e l f in a d i f fe ren t form to these 
three types and t o those v*io looked a t i t with the inner eye 
which every way you turn there i s the face of God. 
! • Akhbar-ul~^hvar. p . 37. 
Saroor-us-Sadur. MS. p . ?B. 
^* Akhbar-ul Akhvar. p . 34. 
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aiatkh Hamlduddin was a man of scholar ly t e s t e s . H® 
la id greater emphasis on the knowledge of Hadith (Tradit ions 
of the Prophet) than on the knowledge of mysticism. Once he 
said to one of h is d i s c ip l e s - 'I am busy her in preaching 
Tradi t ions of the Prophet to the people of Ifegaur, I have no 
time to teach you mysticism.' ' 
Another query put to him re l a t ed t o the promptings 
of the d e v i l , the ideas and the thoughts of human beings , the 
communications made to the t r a v e l l e r (on the path of aiflsm) 
and the r e l a t i o n s from Qod have, in the physical world, the 
same character and the same cpiality, how i s come to dis t inguish 
between t h a t which come from devi l and thq t iiAiich i s human. 
He repl ied - The seekers are of three k inds . Those who seek 
God, those \dio a r e concerned with the l i f e to come and those 
^ o a r e the men of t h i s world. Biose of seek af te r t h i s world 
can not acquire t rue knowledge of minds, for a l l these appear 
a l i k e t o them, those concerned with the l i f e to come can 
discr iminate between t h i s worldly and other worldly minds and 
the seekers a f t e r God ( the great and the holy) separate the 
other worldly from God or iented minds. The ^od oriented mind 
i s holy being free from des i re for vain p leasures and pure, 
1* Akhbar-ul Akhvar. p . 34. 
^c 
because I t Is unaffected by the a f f l i a t l o n s of wealth. In 
other words the man of the world have d iss ipa ted minds , 
the men ^ o think of the hereaf ter are a t peace with them-
selves and the seekers a f t e r God have no mind a t a l l for 
the mind requ i res concepts ^.iihile God's glory be to him, tiie 
Exalted - i s beycaid conception and beyond ever tiling t h a t 
1 
can be comprehended by the mind. 
For leading an idea l l i f e according to the bes t 
t r a d i t i o n s of r e l i g i o n and moral i ty Saaikh Hamiduddin Nagauri 
studied the kimiYa»i sadat of Imam Ghazali . Shaikh advised 
h i s disci-Dies and sons to read out every day one or two pages 
from i t before t h e i r audience. 
The suf is very often use the term "•ha-g |^g|^ ' (Kharabad) 
and monastry (Bauma'ah) we do not understand the i r meanings. 
Please explain. Shaikh Hamiduddin answered, 'y<M may have 
heard, We were b r o u ^ t from the tavern and other such sayings. 
Lis ten , you may not have heard any thing more i l luminat ing . 
The Taverm means '>ou were, no t , without you they made an 
agreement with ycu or r a t h e r , they played the chess of pleasure 
without you. They brought you from and the tavern of non-
! • S iyar .u l .Aul iva . p . 170. 
Sarur^us Sudur. MS. p . 117, 
«^ Sarur^us Sadur. MS. p . 3 1 . 
^y 
QKlstance and entered into the monastary of exlstance aoi 
in th is monastary you drank the wine proaosed to you and 
you became drunk and forget the "Am I not your lord, " of the 
time \dien you were in the tavern, the primefal Beloved who 
brought you into existance out the eternal non-existance 
sent to you a demand of creditors and appointed people to 
ca l l you from the monastary of existence to the tavern of 
non-existence and raise the cry for fulfilment of the solemn 
promise that ''God iavi tes you to come to the house of safety 
1 
and well-being. 
•Marifat or Gnosis (Knowledge of God) T^ rtiich can not 
be attained through in te l l ec t " , says Shaiish Hamiduddln lagauri, 
"is possible only through self knowledge. The Prophet has said 
one who knows himself, knows God. Self knowledge means knowing 
to the self as an integrated whole, and also knowing i t s 
component parts - differentiating them from one another. In 
order to grasp the self fully, one should have ttie thorough 
knowledge of the nature of the self and the functions of i t s 
component pa r t s . Shaikh Hamiduddin further discussed the 
acquirement of the knowledge of God wnich he ca l l s as search 
for God. 
! • Sivar-ia Auiiya. p . 171-7?>. 
Suroor-us Sudur. MS. p . 118. 
^* Sivar-ul Auljya. pp. 16^-63 f. 
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He said tha t f i r s t step am^ag grades for a searcher 
of God i s knowledge. Without knowledge any grade can not be 
a t t a ined . Second step among grades i s gentleness in p rac t i ce 
because without act ion (prac t ice) there w i l l be not exis tence. 
The t h i r d grade i s door of i n t en t i on . 1!he in tent ion should be 
perfec t because without the perfect in ten t ion a man's p rac t ice 
w i l l be f a l s e . The fo r th grade i s being t r u e . Without being 
t rue i divine love could not progress . The f i f t h grade i s Love. 
Without love a t t en t i on wi l l be not p e r f e c t . Sixth ^ a d e i s 
a t t e n t i o n . One should be a t t e n t i v e . Without a t t en t ion a 
seeker ' s proceeding towards the f a i t h w i l l be inconvenient. 
Then as regards tJie questions to who i s the most 
devoted and a f fec t iona te servant of God, Shaikh Hamiduddin 
answered, tha t tJie most devoted and af fec t iona te servent of 
God was t h a t who looked a f te r tt\e misfortune of public but 
he did not accept the p ro fan i t i e s and the v a n i t i e s and decep-
t ions of the world of Hoble and p leb ian . '^he Shaikh said 
t ha t t h i s saying i s i n t r i c a t e -Mjhich can not be defined in 
words. 
i» Akhbar.-ul Akhvar. p . 36. 
»^ Siyar-ul Auliva. Rotograph, p . 161 . 
^7 
He vas asked as to what vas the aff l ic t ion and 
sinceri ty the answered that aff l ic t ion i s a sadness and 
sinceri ty i s the heart . Sincere and afflection are kept 
side by side. A disciple is a searcher of knowledge of God 
1 
and aff l ic t ion i s his fortune and sinceri ty is h is method. 
Once a question was asked by Shaikh Taj-ul-Ddin 
Mohammed as to what was the ' Ishq'? ^ a i k h Hamiduddin 
answered that i t was human love towards God. I t is a great 
force in himan beings, ^ e n i t overpowers man, i t does not 
separate from Him, unless i t burns a l l his infirmit ies . Ishq 
purif ies the human heart of a l l infirmeties. A man burning 
in f i re of Ishq forgets a l l things other than God. He absorbs 
himself in the remembrance of God and th is absorption becomes 
so deep, that he becomes oblivious even of the l i f e and death 
of his r e l a t ives . 
Shaikh Hamiduddin said that the followers of shar i ' a t 
are desirous of reward in the next world. They s t r i c t l y follow 
the l e t t e r of law and are ignorant of the fact of the piety 
and the delicate secrets of self. Shaikh Hamiduddin ca l l s 
such men as powerless men. %hese people even after their 
acceptance of the unity of God, do not come in the presence 
I* giy^y»i4, Aaljy^, p . 1 6 P . 
»^ ^rur»us Sudur. pp. 84-85, Ms. 
3* Akhbar-ul Akhvar. p . 34. 
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of Almightyi and if they come, they come sloutly and very 
late* The religion of such people i s called hy ^a ikh Hamid 
as the Pin'-i^ Zallman(the fai th of the tyrants) #iich is to 
f ly away from sins and haug on obedience. 
3;he possessoBs of Tariqat a t ta in the knowledge of 
the fact of piety and the minute secrets of self, but do not 
know the secrets of 'nearness' and the splendour of the vision 
of God. 
Love (Ishq), says Shaikh Hamiduddin, is the cause of 
the creation of the Universe. I t i s love due to ^rtiich God is 
creating the iinivesse at every moment. I t i s a great mystery 
^ i c h cannot be ^tplained by reason. 
Shaildi Hamiduddin said that unity of God i s absolute 
and is free from a l l traces of forms and marks, but in te l lec t 
breeds marks and forms. Again, unity and diversity are the 
contradictory qual i t ies for the in te l l ec t and th i s contradic-
tion can not be resolved by i n t e l l e c t . I t was in th i s sense 
that Imam Abu Hanifa said one who worships that which can be 
imagined, i s an inf idel , un t i l he returns to the worship of on 
1. Akhbar«ul Akhvar. p. 37. 
^* Surur^us Sudur. p . 85, MS. 
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that can not be imagined. Therefor®, Shaikh Hamlduddln 
concluded that in te l l ec t i s helpless in grasping the vision 
of God. 
Shaikh Hamiduddin said that the seekers of God 
a t ta ins the secrets of 'nearness* and the splendoiir of the 
visJU»n of God, because these people ra i se themselves above 
the inspiration and lose themselves in God. Shaikh Hamid-
uddin ca l l s such a man as faithful man (vafanivan). And ttie 
rel igion of such people has been called b^ the Shaikh as 
*Din«l Sabloan* (religion of the ancients) which i s the 
turning away from a l l things other than God and to be attached 
to God, 
'Search for God' according to Shaikh Hamiduddin does 
not mean his affirmation) i t means absorbing oneself in God. 
I t i s not investigating God but annihilating oneself in God. 
4 
(Fana). This absorption and the annihilation of self in God 
is possible only after the purification of soul from a l l human 
vices . A man who talks of union with God without purifying h i s 
1. Akhbar*ul Akhvar. p . 36-36. 
"• ^??^r 'T4 Afet^ yar, p . 35. 
3 . ip^^|ty-u3. iW^yar, p . 34. 
4» Fana - literally means annihilation. In mystic termino-
logy it means the stage at which the mystic tarns his 
face away from every thing and forgets everything other 
than Allah. 
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imes sell from infiriaities, talks non-sense, When a man 
raiaes himself above both the worlds and abstains from 
sensuous pleasures and desires, he attains gnosisiM£X£s^^ 
with the result that wherever he Is, he Is with God, what-
ever he says he says in the words of God, and whatever he 
seeks, he seeks Him and Hla alohe. 
Individuals, says Shaikh Hafliduddin Hagaurl differ 
from one another in essence. The difference can be explained 
with the anology of stone and Earth. Just as the stone is 
the composition of purified elements and the earth is the 
composition of non-purified elements, stmilarly some men have 
been created from purified elements, some from the miatture of 
purified and non»purifled elements and some absolutely from 
non*purlfied elements. The creation in such an order is in 
accordance with the Will of God, Without his will not a single 
leaf falls from the tree and no grass on earth. But no argue-
2 
ment can bla put forward for the creation of such an order, 
^aikh Kamiduddin Hagauri fought against Illiteracy. 
He used to say -
1* ^ |?a^*>a A^ 7^:^ li P» 34. 
S* f^bid. 
3. Surur»us Sudur. MS, p. 75. 
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Early Indo-Muslim mystics adopted an attitude of 
sympathy and understanding towards all cults and creeds. 
It was his firm conviction that spiritual greatness could 
be attained lay Hindus in the same way as it could be 
1 
achieved by the Muslims* 
Shaikh used to call a certain Hindu like a "Wali" 
and used to say that he will die on the faith and his 
2 
prophacy became right. 
Shaikh Hamiduddin was a votery of pacifism and non-
3 
violence and respected all forms of life-human and animal. 
The very idea of slaughter of animals as food for the human 
beings was abhorrent to his sensitive mind and he used to 
instruct his disciples to shun it. The author of Sarur-us-
4 
%^Mt. marks s 
His vegetarianism, whether due to spiritual or social 
considerations! was bound to increase the area of contact 
with the Hindus. 
1. Ffiw^»j^ ^*uX Fu'^4» P. 70, 
2 . ^ lyay- t t A^^yfi, p . 168| f ^ y ^ ' l d - ^ Ptt'a4> P. 70. 
3 . S^yp^rPff.„%4^^^ MS.pp. 10, 43 . 
4« Surur^us Sudur. MS, p . 10. 
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Shaikh Hamiduddln Nagauri ©xplrad in 673 iH/1276 AD. 
During the 706 years that have passed aii»e his death,this 
sub-continent has withnessed countless —political upheavals. 
Innuaberable rulers have appeared on and disappeared from the 
stage of History, but throughout these multitudinous changes 
his mausoleum has remained a place of deep veneration, love 
and devotion for the people. People visited him from far and 
near and basked in ths sunshine of his spiritual favours, 
fhese visitors included all softs of men*ialnisters, maliks, 
soldiers, mystics merchants and scholars etc. He -was a awjdel 
of moral and spiritual perfection for his disciples. His 
greatness was in loving hearts. He adopted the highest form 
of devotion which was helping the poor distressed and misery-
striken people. He adopted an attitude of sympathy and under-
1 
standing towards all cults and creeds. 
Shaikh Hamiduddin Nagaurl passed his long life in 
extremely adverse circumstances of indifSnce and poverty clac 
himself in grimy andtattered clothes, living in a tumbling 
mud-house, he was proud of his poverty. He earned his liveli-
2 
hood by cultivation of a single Bigha of land. Touched by hlJ 
1. F^wfi'l^r,^, F^'yai^, p. 70. 
^tm^rA 4i4Jlyfti P* i€3. 
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his penitence and poverty the ruling Sultan Iltutmish 
conferred a t&slit and few silver t;ankas but the Shaikh 
preferred to starve rather than debase the traditions of 
higher lajrsticism and dishonour himself hy climing in ¥ith 
the moods of the rulers and indulging in political flattery. 
Continued fasting until his death was his normal routine. 
His adaptability and accomodation in the Hindu 
surroundings in the rural ste-up produced a deep sympathy 
and wide appeal in the minds of the Hindu living in that 
region. He preferred the rural life to influence the people 
of the countryside and bring them to the fold of the silsilah 
2 
by his simple and unassuming ways, and by showing deep 
sentiments of sympathy, cooperation and good ^ ill towards 
3 
the rural population. 
Shaikh Haadduddin was a votary of pacifism and non-
4 
violence and respected all forms of life-human and animal. 
The very idea of slaughter of animals as food for the human 
being was abhorrent to his sensitive mind and he used to 
1. Surur^us Sudur. J4S. p. 95. 
S* Religion and Politioa in India during the 13th Century, 
p. 186. 
3« Fawa'd»ul Fu'ad^ p. 70. 
4. Surur»us Sudur, MS. p. 10. 
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Instruct hi i disciples to shun i t . fhe author of Surur-us-> 
Sudur remarkst~ 
"i He did not l ike any living being to be deprived of i t s 
l i f e for hiffl or on account of him."^ 
His wife too led a l i f e of frugali ty. She spent her 
tiiae in cooking and spinning l ike a peasant woaan. Shaikh 
Haaiduddin Nagauri ne^er talked of worldly grandeur and 
position. True to the highest t radi t ions of medieval mysticism, 
Shaikh Hamid strove for the best education that was possible 
in his days, Muslims and non^Misliins in their hundreds and 
thousands keep on paying homage to Shaikh at his shrine. The 
t radi t ional annual congregation commorating his death (urs) 
at his shtlne used to held on Monday, 29, Rabl^ul Akhir i s 
held annually at Nagaur. 
^7„ 
SQccessors of Sgfl Hatatduddln Nagattfl 
Shaikh Hamiduddila had a large number of spir i tual 
successors* He had sons slso, who were saintly men and 
devoted the i r t l ae to prayer to God and in service of 
^halq (mankind) i 
Shaikh Azlzuddln Salyd —-
He was a son of Sufi Haralduddin Nagauri. He was e 
1 
pious man« He died In the l i f e time of his father* 
There i s an evidence to show that on the night of Friday 
in the month of Ha^ab after the prayer of Bshai there 
was a "Same*** Quwwals used to repeat t h i s verse again 
2 
and again —— 
L^ Qj~^ Cy-
Shaikh Azizuddin said loudly — 
r>l^ 0) ^ ^ r-^^^O^^ f*-^^^ O ^ and 
saying l ike th i s he came home* He was repeating th is 
verse again and again and at l as t his heart was afflicted* 
He said that having been wcHinded i s good* He died in the 
2 . Akhbar-ul-Akhyar« P* 74* r'^ Acc. No ]j») 
M Surur-us-Sudur Ms. P* 14-15* ^K'^^'~^lO'Z J^)^ 
y8> 
condition of Wajd* On Monday 22nd of Rajab. But there 
i s a confusion about the year* In terms of his fa ther 's 
death, he seems to have been died on or before 673 A,H. 
but after 666 A.H. 673 A»H, i s the year in which Shaikh 
Haraiduddin Nagairi died. So we may conclude that he died 
between the year 666 and 673 A.H, According to "Khazinat-
u l Asfiya" he d i ^ in 681 i^iich shows that he died after 
h i s fa ther ' s death, i!i*iich i s absolutely incorrect . 
There were three sons of Sufi Asitizuddin Nagauri, 
Shaikh Wshiduddin, Shaikh Fariduddin and Shaikh Najibuddin, 
About them Sufi Haraiduddin said that Wahid i s unique 
(wahid) and Feriduddin i s my successor oad Ha^ibuddin Is 
2 
ws Deewan* His prophecy became true* 
The shrt37ie of Sufi Azizuddia i s situated at Nagot^ N 
His grave l i e s between the graves of his mother, Bibi 
3 Khadizah and his father* 
As Shaikh Hamlduddin declared. Shaikh Fariduddin 
became his successor* He was a disciple and successor of 
Shaikh Hamiduddin* Shaikh Fariduddin compiled the Malfuzat 
of Sufi Hamiduddin NagEuri,by name Sarur^us Sadur.^ 
! • §ayqr»m, ?^d^r Ms. F*15* 
)» Tffz^Jr?A ^altffl-q|.,?!q?ri^j^q, P.17. 
2 . Akfabar«ul Akhyar^ P.76* 
3* Ta?!«k1 ran Suitan»ul tarikio, P*17 
4* Akhbar-ul Akhyar, P*74* 
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We do not know about Shaikh Papid»s b i r t h . But he 
himself said in the month of Safer 715 A,H. that he had by 
then grown seventy years old. According th is we may con-
clude that he was born in or about 645 A,H. 
Shaikh Pariduddin said that a disciple should devote 
h i s time i s devotion* I t i s said that being in WajdlNHMm^ 
he used to jump and f e l l down* When Shaikh Hamlduddin saw 
th is position of his he tied a heavy stone in his neck so 
that he could not 4amp or f e l l down. Once in a music party 
he wore i t and was refuted to have reached Delhi by a 
1 f l ight* After th i s he was called Fariduddin Chak Parr an* 
He came to Delhi in the reign of Saltan Mohammed Bin 
foghlaq* I t i s reported that the stone (which he carried 
with him( i s s t i l l lying beside h is mazar* His mazar i s 
s i tuated at Delhi near Ladu Sarai and the shrine of Khwaja 
2 
Qutubuddin Bakhtiyar Kaki at Mahrauli* 
Like his fatheri he was also a pious man and empha-
sised to l ive a l i f e of ascetic and austerity* He was a 
leazi3ed man and taught to the people around him Hadis and 
the Holy Quran* He used to teach the children of tender 
age* 
! • Akhbar-nl-Akbber. P*74* 
»» I'azakirah Sultan-ul-TarikJn. P*17. 
2* Surur-us-Sudar. Ms. P.28* 
»» Akhbar-ul Akhvar. P*74* 
»» Tazakirah-Sultan-ul-Tarikin. P*28. 
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other son of Shaikh Azizuddin were not as much 
famous. Mazars of two sons are in Nagaui" in the precint 
of the Khan<|ah of t h e i r grand f a t h e r . Successors of 
Shaikh Wahlduddin could be found in Sikar , Jhunjhunu and 
Patehpur Shaikhwati and the successors of Shaikh Far id-
uddin Chhak Parran s e t t l e d at Singhana and Ahmadabad 
1 
while Najibuddin's successors remained at Hagaur. 
The tomb of Shaikh Fariduddin was erected by Sultan 
Mohammad bin Tughlaq in 735 A#H. He ordered the Subedar 
of Nagaur tha t two thousand tankas would be given to erect 
a tomb on the grave of Shaikh Fariduddin. After t h i s i f 
2 
uncomplete two thousand would be give in second t ime. 
Sultan Mohammad bin Tughlaq granted at v i l l a g e named 'Deh* 
not f a r from Nagaur t o Shaikh Fariduddin and h i s brother 
3 
Shaikh Najibuddin Ibraheem and sons of Shaikh Wajihuddin. 
Sultan Mohammad bin Tughlaq l i b e r a l l y bestowed endowments 
on the Shaikh 's family and gave to Shaikh Fariduddin an 
honoured place in h i s Court . 
Other d<&scendants of Shaikh Hamiduddin obtained 
important adminis t ra t ive pos t s , nainly in Nagatir region. 
Shaikh Fariduddin*s correspondence ind ica tes tha t the 
Sultan also gave generous g i f t s to holy men, Saiyds and 
! • Waqavat-i-Qavam Khani, P.292, 
2 . Surur-us-Sudur Ms. P .29 . 
3» History of Sufism in Ind ia , P .130. 
Sf 
1 
t h e members of other Uaslln religious groups. 
Saltan MohaiBraad bin Tughleq gave his daughter in 
marriage to Shaikh Fatehullah bin Shaikh Auhaduddin Ahmad 
bin Shaikh Fariduddin Ifagauri. A l e t t e r was sent by Sultan 
to Shaikh Fariduddin to accept his daughter. F i rs t ly 
Shaikh Farid declined his request saying that the two oppo-
s i t e s could not meet at a place. He snlA that he was the 
Sultan and the l a t e r was only a Faqir and a dervesh. How 
i t would be possible for the daughter of a Sultan to adjust 
in a mystic*s house* There was not sufficient sustenance 
which could help her in living a l i f e of happiness. The 
Sultan wrote twice and urged on h is daughter to accept 
2 
the hand of Shaikh's grand son. At l as t Shaikh accepted i t . 
An interesting legand relates to th i s marriage —• Sultan 
wrote to Shaikh to bring a large number of wedding party 
men (Baratis) but when Shaikh Fariduddin reached to Delhi, 
he was accompanied by only a few persons* When Sultan 
saw i t he los t h i s temper and asked the Shaikh for Barat is . 
The Shaikh said that there are so many Baratis who will 
eat a l l of your food* At the time of dinner a large number 
of men appeared and they finished a l l eatable material . 
Sultan fe l t shamed and asked pardon for his mistake* 
! • S |^•U|'»^ arS,^ c^ ^^ T Ms* P* 24-25. 
2« Si^yur«us-^u4uy Ms. P . 24-25. 
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The marriage took place at Delhi and Sultan ordered 
Shaikh Fatehullah to l ive in Delhi but Shaikh was unstole to 
adjust himself to the court* Sultan allowed to Shaikh and 
his daughter to se t t l e at »Deh». 
I t i s said that ^ e n Bibi Rasti (the name of Sultan's 
daughter) came to Deh« She was asked to wash the hands of 
Shaikh Fatehullah, She washed but at thst time she wns in 
well msk9 up* Shaikh said that she could not bear such a 
load of wealth. She fe l t ashamed and prayed to God to take 
up to her and Ood heard her prayer and she died. Her grave 
3 i s situated at Deh. 
There was a d<*scend«nt of Sufi Hamiduddin Nagauri, 
called Shaikh Kablr. He was very pious man and he stood 
among the great mystics of his tin®. He wrote a book 
ent i t led Sharah->Zoo«ioMisbah. He carae to Gujrat when 
4 
Nagsur was occupied by a Hindu king. So he migrated to 
e 
Mandu and he died there* 
The credit of re-establishing of Nngaur as a strong 
mystic centre goes real ly to Khwaja Hussain Makhdum, a 
^» Surur-u3»Sudur Ms. P.24. 
2 . gBl'^^"^g-^^4^^ MS. P . 25. 
s . s^ y^ r•:^ a^ %d^ ;^ l^  MS. P .SS . 
4» ftkhbar-ul*&khvar« P . 208. 
5 . l.khbar-'Ul"4khvar. P.208, 
<«^ 
descendant of Safl Haraiduddin Nagauri. H© was a d i sc ip le 
1 
of Shaikh Kabir of Gu^rat. He was a prominent myst ic . 
He l ived for a long period in service of h i s s p i r i t u a l 
teacher and guide* After a long period he caase to Nagaur 
and stayed for many years at the tc«ih of Khwaja Moinuddin 
Chish t i i j r ae r i . He passed h i s time in devotion t o God, 
M t e r coiBing froa Mandu he husied himself In teaching 
r e l i g i o u s and s p i r i t u a l sciences t o masses. He wrote a 
de ta i l ed coMsentory on the Holy luran, e n t i t l e d *!lurt:^ n* 
2 
I l M * • ** ^ ^i"® o^ disturhance at Ajmer there was no 
"" the grave of 
doiae (Ghumtoad) overAhwaja Moinuddin C h i s h t i , He was 
f i r s t person who erected a tomb over Khwaja's grave. I t 
i s said t h a t he compiled the Malfuzat of Imai Ahmad Ghazali . 
He loved to much t o the Prophet , I t i s sa id that Sultan 
Ghyasuddin K h i l j i of Mandu desired t o meet t o shaikh but 
Shaikh refused i t . Fortunately on© day a man brought the 
sacred h a i r of the Prophet and presented i t t o the Sul tan, 
The people said tha t i f t h i s a€»ws would be sent to Shaikh 
Hussain, he w i l l come here sure ly . Sultan did so , ShaiWi 
hearing t h i s news marched towards Mandu as soon as poss i -
b l e , '?hen he reached t o Mandu, Sultan came out for h i s 
welcome. Sultan saw tha t a man i s coming with torn cloth 
and covered by dus t . Sultan thought tha t would be not 
! • Tazaklrali»i»Hamid. P . 7 2 . 
»> razakirah Su l t an -u l - f a r i k in , P.18. 
»> Akhbar»nl*Akhyar. P ,208 . 
2 - Ak^|>^|^^^l*A^by^^> P,209, 
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Shaikh* Persons said that th i s i s Shaikh. As Shaikh saw to 
the sacred hair of Prophet in the hand of Sultan, automati-
cally i t came into the hand of Shaikh. Sultan took to 
Shaikh to his grand fa ther ' s grave, Sultan presented a lot 
of ffloney, hut Shaikh declined i t* But Shaikh's son becaiBe 
impressive so Shaikh said to his—"it i s a poison and our 
ancestors had not accept i t " , %'hen Shaikh found that his 
son i s interested in money he permitted his son to accept 
i t and said that t h i s money would he spend on the const-
ruction the tombs of Kbwa^a Moinuddin Chishti and grand 
father , Sufi Hamiduddin lageur i . Shaikh added that ray 
sp i r i tua l guide advised me that if you received money from 
anyone accept i t and spend i t on erecting the tombs of 
yours ancestors. 
I t i s said that he did not touch the money. He 
erected the tomb of Khwa^a Moinuddin Chishti and the gate 
at A^aer, which i s presently in the Khanqah of Shaikh 
Moinuddin Chishti was constructed by other Sultan of Mandu, 
The gate which i s si tuated at Khanqah of Hagaur was cons-
tructed by Shaikh and a wall around the mazar of Sufi 
3 
Haffiiduddin was bui l t by Sultan Mohafflmad bin Tughlaq* 
1 . pl^^fty-^;^.-4|c|^yar, P.208. 
, , Sawaneh-HavBt Sultan-ul-T?»rikin. P.369. 
2 . 4khbar-ul-Akhvar. F.208. 
3 . ftkhbar-ul-ftkhvar. P.208., 
»» Tagakirah Sultan-ul-rsr ikin. P.19. 
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Shaikh Husssln Hsga«rl lived l ike s local cult ivators, 
driving 8 boll cart and look after himself his animals. 
Shaikh used to cover himself with old clothes. 
I t i s said that on© day Bhaikh was s i t t ing in a 
music party he left the party and began to rim towards 
forests and he was followed by a disciple and a neophyte 
Muslim. There was a Hauz outside the Naganr. Shaikh wal-
ked into the Hauz as n person walks on the earth. 
Shaikh H«ssaln I ^ a u r l was a popular personality 
among Hindus as well as Muslims, Hindu also loved to him 
and desired to convert into Islam. Shaikh used to say to 
do ablution and after he converted them into Islam. Shaikl-
used to say to offer two Haka"^t prayer, <c 
The Governor of ffagaur offered a Jagir to shaikh 
Hussain Nagauri but Shaikh refused saying th i s "there are 
so many people 1^0 are in need of i t , give i t to them," 
But too Governor insisted Shalks accepted a l i t t l e futuli 
3 
and I t was distributed among the poor and needy. I t i s 
said that he used to pay a homage to the tomb of Khwaja 
Moinuddln Chishtl dally at night gnd the gate of tomb used 
to open automatically,^ 
I . ftkhb-'r-ul-Akhvar. P.208. 
»» *>f?^ ?^ at-i» Haald , P.32, 
2» Afa.sat:»'l-Hamid. P.36, 
»» Swwaneh Hayat ^ultan»ul~rarikln. P,380. 
3._Sawaneh Havat Sultan-ul~Tari^in. P.381. 
9^C. 
Shaikh Hussain died oa 12th Muharraa 901 A.H. and ms 
burled In the Khanqah of Saltan-ul-Tarlkln and his S8?.ar Is 
1 
situated at the feet of his grand father. 
Khwaja Hussain Nagaurl passed a pious l i f e and he -^ ms 
a popular personality and he worked for the s i l s l l i i i cease-
lessly» After the death of Sufi Hsmlduddin lagaurl there T/SS 
not a saint who re-established the principles of order. ?he 
Shaikh had deep love for the prophet and i t was so deeply 
that Shaikh sold a l l things of h is house, garden and other 
material* He loved the masses and gave them instructions 
l^ *he Shariat and the Holy Quran. He was sent to Nagaur 
P by Khwaja Molnuddln Chishtl to teach the people. 
Shaikh used to preach the non-musllms also. Hon-
Masllms were also his devotee and had great faith In Shaikh 
Hussain's sp i r i tua l power, k sweeper of Hagaur as conver-
ted to Islam at the hand of Shaikh Hussain ?fagauri. He be-
came his disciple and he achieved perfection In the know-
le<3ge of Inner and external teachings. His object of prea-
ching made by his sp i r i tua l guide, I s the illuiaination end 
the inner purification of the disciple himself. He served 
h i s sp i r i tua l teacher for many yaar. Although Shaikh Kabir 
was his ancestor but he did not say to him. He said that 
1 . A l^:^ bar-^ ;]^ -Ak|1|ray , P.208. 
2- Akhbar-pl-Akhvar. P.SOS. 
^7 
knowing that I am his descendant, he would not give oe a 
such chance of service. He said that real gain lies in 
service* iithout service anyone cannot gain* He laid 
emphasis on the service of humanity. Anybody who used 
to came to Shaikh, he helped him. He did not discrimi-
nate among low and high, rich and poor. His mystic phi-
losophy lays down an ideal of social, morale and spiri-
tual conduct. He was very fond of Same. He srald that it 
is through Sama that nearness of God Is achieved. It has 
its own fruits. It confers love on the heart, sincerity 
to the head, unity to the soul, service to the body and 
2 
vision to the eye. 
Khwaja Hussaln Nagauri obstained from the company 
of kings and nobles. He was called by 'Sultan Ghayasuddln 
Khllji of Mandu but he refused to go to landu. But he paid 
8 visit his court once on account of the sacred hair of the 
3 
Prophet. Sultan desired to give money to Shaikh but he 
declined hut he asked to his son to accept it and it WPS 
spend on erecting the tombs of Khwa^e Molnuddin Chishtl and 
4 
h i s grand fa ther Sufi Hamftduddln l a g a u r i . 
Sheikh Hussaln Nagauri was man of affable temperament 
! • Sawaneh-Havat 5ul tan .u l>Tar ik ln . P.382. 
^« Tazakirah'SuXtan^ul-Tarlkin. P .32 . 
3» Afchbar-^l>^4khyar. P . 208. 
4« ftkhbar-ul-Akhvar. P . 208. 
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and wide human sympstheis, which mad© him popular figure In 
1 
Rajput ana. He passed h i s wh*l© l i f e In devotion t o God and 
teaching t o the ch i ld ren . He taught t o the people about 
Hadls and Quran. He was so soft hear ted tha t he feed a l l 
2 h i s food t o the durvlshes who came to him. He was a populfii 
sa in t saaong Hindus. 
Sarly Chisht l records co i t s ln un-nqmb<:?rftbl':' aorfil pre-
c e t s for the general pahl lc hut hardly for the ru le r s or to 
the bereaucracy. In t h i s Instance the:^ were not ready to 
welcome of the king or + nobles . 
Mystics of Hagaur were agreed with the view point of 
t he Chish t l sa in t Khwa^a Moinuddin Chisht l tha t the highest 
dPvotion i s nothing but helping t o the poor, the d is t ressed 
3 
and the dov/n trodden. 
They considered a l i f e of s o l i t a r y , self su f f i c ien t , 
contemplation to be incoapat lb le with the highest mystic 
I d e a l s — " l i v e in soc ie ty , bear the blours and buffets of 
the people", wss the advice which a mystic teacher slways 
gave t o h i s d i s c i p l e s . 
! • Mazat=l-Maaid, P1 .27 . 
2« &khbar>ul"Akhvar. P . 208. 
3» Slyar>ul~Auliva, F . 24-25. 
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CHAPTi.a - I? 
H M I |iA.£&HDDDIN mm AHD HIS (HISHTI KHAMQAH 
AT FAXEHPUR SRAimMlATl 
Rajasthan was further credited with the expansion 
of the sufl spiritual authority and theosophical system 
by the ceaseless efforts of another great figure of the 
Chishti affiliation during the l^th century. This great 
luminary of the sufl order was Ha^i Niepuiddin, a disciple 
of the celebrated mystic from the Punjab, Shah Sulaiman 
fauasawi who sent out his cujcoaplished vicegerents to the 
different parts of the country, particularly the Punjab, 
1 
Rajasthan, Awadh, Agra, Allahabad etc. The votaries of 
this off-shoot of the Chishti Order played a vital part 
in refurbishing the moral and spiritual strength and 
efficacy of the mystic way of life and conduct, Haji 
Nizamaddin stands out as the most prominent saint of this 
2 
affiliation in Ra^asthan during the I9th century. 
He established his central khanoah at Shaikhawati 
in Ra^asthan but he had sent out a number of vicegerents 
to different, even distant parts of Rajasthan to preach 
1. Tarikh>l Mashaikh^i Chiaht, JC.A. Nizami, p. 685. 
2. Ibid.. 686-7. 
^a 
th6 gospel of i^s t lo ideoXo^f the essentlala of khangah 
Hf© and %\m fimfiaaeafealf of laoral pari ty ana good eoaselence. 
S c ^ p r l n e i ^ l khanqahs estabUshei !)y- his chief diseiples 
wer® locatefi at Jaipur, Jodhpuff Bikaner, Udaipar and 
1 
Th« teachings and guidenee of this eiain@nt saint 
beeax!% so mi@h popular that people flocked to his khaQoafa 
froa a l l quarters of the country* 3?h@y ver© not only the 
Muslims bat Hindus too* He vas a descendant of aiai'/ii 
Hasiiduddin Magauri| the great sufi saint of high spir i tual 
attainisents and profootid knowledge of IslaMe sysiicism. 
Shaikh Najaaiuddin vas born at Jhunjhunu on Friday 3rd of 
*^ aEidan 1234 A,H. His father %»as a mm of religious 
ue?otions and peniteme* His fa ther ' s name vas Shaikh 
Misad Bakhsh. His laother, Sadar Blbi vas a pious lady. 
I t i s said that before the saint*s b i r th , his 
father was apprised of his bir th and his country-^ide 
faise as a great saint by an tmtBtht% power in a dreaci 
i« Tflrtte^ ,„m,ateJlK r^l ^l^laMt ^'^*^* Nizaisi, pp. 697. 
3« His father was a disdple of Hasarat Khwaja Iradat-
ttllah MaQshbandl Abul Aiai, mmV^^ ^ateafeLa» 
p* 3@P* 
3« l^anjLl^tt, ,fMl?iMli» p. 360* 
/ / 
1 
which sav oiw nights. Th® &mam of h is pious fathef beeaa© 
tmmm At th® age of four ©r f ive, tJh© child waa sent to 
the l%aaf sah of !^aala&& lluhaasad Raia2aa« a mm of gr@at 
ssact i ty and learning* fhe ©Mer brother of Shaikh HajacK 
mfidln vas ShallEh Shlhabudaia vjho ifegularly taught him 
lessons on the Holjr Quran, 
His Inel inat loa from th@ nery outset , ^as towar<i 
||,f*.| a^M?^ o^ theoiogleal laarning. In the I n i t i a l stage 
of his aeafi^aic car»e?, h© studied religious l i te ra ture 
and had gone through the biographies of ttm great saints 
which ijaajaed him with sp i r i tua l fervour and to adhere to 
1 
the authoritjr of the hidden knowledge. 
I t i s related that when one night Shaikh ia^aauculirj 
was deeply engrossed in reading the verses of the Quran a 
certain durvish ease to him with a book enti t led fafsig*!-
Zahir^ and said that by a^ans of t h i s book he emm to kncv 
the real content of ^ heart* 
Froffl t h i s happening his heart beeaiae totaHjr 
inclined towards iBysticlsiQ* He had learnt Persian before 
^* Tarikh*! lla*ashalkh«>i Chlfh|y p . $85. 
2* Ifiiigib^m .Itdittnt p« 2m* 
s^ 
the bir th of his younger brother ishaikh Ifoslruddiii, His lm% 
and devotion to God and the Prqphet Moham&ad became so intense 
that some times he was in a s ta te of ecstasy. He studied 
Ania»ul»Arifin of ShaBch Habibttllah Qadiri, which thoroughly 
f i l led his heart vith mysticism. In the i n i t i a l stage of his 
1 
mystic progress he vas re t icent and reioained in ecstesy. 
(Without the religious mentor the work of a saint is 
iffipractioal or immature. One ^ o has no Peeri Jhaitan (Devil) i s h i s guided ^ 
From th is very moment he set out in search of a 
sp i r i tua l mentor. But i t was not an easy task to get a aialkh 
to enroll him as a disciple^ so he decided to go to Delhi 
but was stopped by his elder brother, aiaikh Sfeihabuddin not 
3 
to turn himself in to a I^rvish* 
Later on a saint named, Shaikh Qamaruddin Isiqashabandl 
a resident of Jhunjhuiai, came to Fatehpuri mosque and asked 
lajaraiddin to join his party that was proceeding to Ajmer to 
pay a v i s i t to the i^rine of Moinuddin Chishti, the great 
1* Han&fla-iA Hfl^ |ym>4n, p . 363. 
3 . la^naaiboul Mahbubinf p . 366. 
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saint and t^e fouzider of Chlshtl th@osophy in Eajasthan. 
He joined the party and proceeded on the pimis mission and 
reaehing Ajmer he beeame so much sat isf ied with the spir i tual 
advantages «nanating from the Khvaja*s shrine that he could 
not Iceep company with the retreat ing party. 
One d ay gSiaikh iiajamuddin made an earnest request t^ 
the saint to guide him in the discipline of the order and 
en l i s t hijs as h i s cfisciple because he r e l a t e his dream to 
the saintf *^ Qne night X sav a durvish ^o was saying to me, 
become tiie disciple of ehaikh ^^ulaiman Taunsvi." "The saint 
(durvish) ^Mo ordered me to become the disciple of the 
aforesaid saint was ^a ikh Hamiduddin Nagauri*** 
Beaching Taunsa he found ^a ikh Abdul Halman s i t t ing 
in ttie mosque* He was a disciple of ^ a i k h Taunsvi from »hoBi 
he a sked about the saint* The answer came that the saint was 
in his Bangla sharif and if he wis desirous to meet the saint 
he should wait un t i l after the Zawal as tiie Shaikh was busy 
1* ^aiafflftT^ t -^ lml^tP* 366. 
4, %«i^is^^M*^ <ffJ^ la^ ttf p* 637. 
^« ^ftqlfr'Mt-^arj^l^to, p . ^4P, on getting the instruc-
tion and the permission from Moinuddin Chishti. 
proceeded to Tausa via Bikaner, BahawalpuPf Muxtan 
and Sanghar Sharif in sha»ban 19S0 H. at the time 
^^ 555^ prayers. See also ^^»q||?->t^ Mflfr^ |?,jfl, 
p . 367. 
/f9 
in his prayers, 
aaialldi Hajamuddin restiti® and ruabed into tha prayer 
chamber of tha Shaikh, ^®re tha l a t t e r was lost in devotions 
imd his sp i r i tua l redianee resplended from his face. In his 
deep contaaplation the Shaikh had not taken any notice of 
the imknowu v is i to r before hia* and regaining h is normal 
s ta te , the saint watched Hajamiddin promptly holding his 
1 
hand and saying "0 Hindustani you came «it the r ight aofflent." 
In his strey expression of mystioal trance the saint 
remarked* "Hindu i s an Idolator and Muslim is a worshiper of 
God alone, but we are the lovers of the devotees of the 
^ir ines of saints* 
C -""-^y:^ ^- ^^-^'f ^ >T < ^ ' c J ^ _ > . x ^ ^ 
aiaikh la^amuddin i s said to have sought explanation 
of t h i s remark from laie saint as i t betrayed anti^ghari 'a^ 
content* Bit the aialkh's explanation of i t s implications 
might have well sat isfied him* In the evening ^a lkh Ifejmuddin 
was enrolled as a disciple and instructed )i him "Uphold the 
t radi t ion of the Prqjhet and religion of Islam," He sayed 
!•• I^fqib*u3, Tf^-ikJtot P* 368. 
Munaaib.»ul Bafabubin. p . ^AA, 
^* ^^ftq4^"ll Ma^l?^^fa, p . 370* 
^"p 
for six months with Shaikh 3alaimaii| h i s spi r i tual guide 
and soon he was eonferrad khiJrafat oit 4th of Muharam, l^SO AH. 
and he vas direeted to set t led down at Fatehptff c^aikhawatl 
with a view to popularising the mission of the Ghlshti 
theosophy. 
Xhe sa in ts , especially belongix% to the Chishti 
order established their centres of ac t iv i ty for the mass 
contact in order to guide the dsiciples in moral instructions 
disregarding caste and creed throughout the %^ole region Just 
l ike a wel> by sending their disciples in the guise of 
khalifas assigning to them dis t inc t t e r r i t o r i e s as the sphares 
of their influence* 
^ a i k h Salaiman Taunsvi introduced ^ailsh Najmuddln 
to the ^Sul^awardi.Qadiri and ITaqshbandi s i l s i l ahs in order 
to broad«fi his outlook* 
"God has sent you to me", said the Sialkh, "for a 
special purpose and I did very l i t t l e * ^he saint introducing 
him remarked that "contei^lation i s l ike a holy war not by 
1* !E^r%ft M '^^ ^?^iJiJ)->^ W 9 ^ t , 637. lim^^qifr^tf, Hot^ ^ybii^ , 
p . 370. Munaoib-ul farikinf p . ^46. 
^« MunaQib«u;i Mafabuhin. pp. 7n9^^Z, 
MunaQib«ul Tarikin^ p* '363. 
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sword by but by lOYd* Any ottier work by no meaas was bet ter 
than this* lou should have to busy yourself In eont^i^latloii 
too." 
One night ^ a i k h lajituddln saw a dream in which h® 
put a question to about the val id i ty of aama. The Prophet 
confirmed the legal i ty and value of the sama. if i t aroused 
1 
tiie feelings of Divine love, otherwise i t would be unlm?ful. 
The Shaikh was desirous of seeing God and i^ a 
dream he requested Prophet Mohammad as to the same* He 
revealed to him-", I you have such a curious desire, you 
wil l meet Him at the Ma.^alis of Sama. The question was to 
Inquire about the rosery. The Prophet answered tlMit i t yi&B 
his own t^aditJbn. fii the next answer of the question, put 
up about the prayers. Prophet Muhsonmad said, " Pray^ i s l ike 
a ladder to reach God. Through his dream meeting with Prophet 
he reci ted a verse. 
'^^^l^ y/ cxi^o^'^ 
(On the l a s t day of Judgement every oaae will be 
restored to l i f e , the question a t fore will be 
of prayer) . 
1* H f^fitiql-^ T^ jr ^ftr%|n> P* "^3 . 
p . 374. 
^. MM^qibr^?. B#^ ]^|^ fejr^ , p . ' ^ 3 . 
%lftqil?-ulXarj,l^i^, p . 374. 
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ahiaikh is reported to have remarked tliat a saint 
must havd the external knowledge (of imindane) because 
i t i s the key of inner knowledge* The ultimate wish of a 
durvish i s the realization to God*s presence« ^ ^ e ^a ikh 
feJBuddln remarked that a disciple should surrender himself 
and his will in the service of his sp i r i tua l mentor. His 
sole object ought to be to follow h i s master, aiaikh 
Kajmiddin once said that the four Prophets would l ive t i l l 
the l a s t day of Judg^ient i . e . Hazarat Imam Ja*afar| Hasarat 
Hyasf Hazarat Idris and forth Hazarat asah-Alalh-SlamCJesus 
Chris t ) . 
Helating to auster i ty the Shaikh said that one should 
be very s tem in adherence to auster t l ty and must not be 
afforaid of death and g r ^ e . 
The aa ikh said the realm of l i f e was in the service 
of h is master. As his remark was that no gain with out pain 
company of the spi r i tua l saints was a part and par t ia l for 
pres t in i ty of the soul as well as a training school for idle 
novice. The importance of t h i s fac t may be as eertained from 
the perpetual l iving of ^ s i k h Hajamuddin with the mystics. 
! • ^iunacib-ul Tarikin^ p . ^66. 
fs 
To Shaikh IfeJBuddln, the splr l tualy enlightened 
disciple might deserve to be called a depvish. aiaikh was 
a very staunch follower of the t radi t ions of th® Prophet 
i^ohammad. Usually the Shaikh used to remark that the l i f e 
of a saint ^omld be inconsitant with the t radi t ions of th© 
Prophet Mohammad and deviation from any of th«a was no less 
1 
than innovationt The Siaikh being a true Muslim at heart 
advised h i s followers to offer prayers in Jama'at when once 
the Shaikh was questioned <ai the le^'vlng of the worldly 11 f© 
(Tark*i Dmiva). the Siaikh very pol i te ly answered t2iat 
Tay^-^ Doniva meant to adopt an a t t i tude of aloofness towards 
worldly things that eurrepted the morals and i t did not 
signify to go to jungle, but to l ive in the s c e i e ^ . 
The iahaikh \^s very part icular about the education of 
the disciples in Islamic sciences. 
The iihalkh must be well bred, well educated and 
philanthrophiest. The rudiments of education lightens the 
la tent features of urbanity ai^ culture# So the Shaikh stressed 
iiard on the learning of education because in one time the 
1« %SiMl^-'4 Oh,l^%, p . 689. 
^» tmnaqlb»ul Tarlkin> p . **65. 
?f 
^a ikh vas a guldet a friend, a philosoplier and a father 
1 
to the disciples* for a l l rourd development of h is disciple 
the £^aikh was absolutely responsible to give a lesson in 
the disciplineship of his <«'d^*beoause of the purification 
of inner soul ac^ for high moral character, ©le Shaikh 
emphasised t^e close association of the d isc ip les to their 
saint because without i t he could not know the basic but very 
impoetent norms of the l^anai^ system. 
The idea of Shaikh about the prayer was very high 
as differed ftpom the saints of other orders. As to him any 
kind of help provided to the needy and ^pressed people ^ms 
no less meritorious than the prayer. 
fhe teachings of the Siaikh mark^ a high wat^r-mark 
in the development of mystic theosopi^ in Rajasthan essence 
of Kdiich spread f^r and wide through the system of appointing 
khaliifah to the different t e r r i t o r i e s as the sphere of 
Influence of their act ivi ty in order to reform tdie morale of 
the peofle by vir tue of their good conduct. 
Munaqib^ul Mohbubin. p. 376. 
^« Munagib«ul Tarikin. p . ^ . . 
A( 
The contribution of Shaikh to th« mystic tlieosophy 
was by a l l means a deliberate attesipt to exalt the rays tie 
philsophy to i t s culmination* 
Consistent with the Islamic tenents, the Shaikh i s 
reported to have r«aiarked that s^wearlng from the abstaintlon 
of cofflffiittlng evil deeds was good but to violate this vow 
would be s t i l l worse. 
In the l ight of the argument advanced by great saint 
l ike ^aildi lasamuddin Auliya, Shaikh ^jmuddln soved a long 
standing controversy i .e* irtiether Matfawat i s greater than 
tfilavat or not» Mir Hasan SiJs i Dehlvi quotes on of the 
verdicts of dhaikh Nizamuddin Mliya in h i s Fawaid*ul Fuad 
1 
about the questioning of tdie wilavat and Habuvat> 
The aaiJih very pol i te ly replied", aabuirat is f i r s t 
an^ wilavat i s second, teat being not a Kali a person could not 
receive the enlightenment of Mabuwat. Thinking tat a moment 
about a Habi i s far superior to that of many days in devotion 
of a wall. 
1 . %a^qlb*tA Ha^|?^i?^, p . 375. 
^* Munaaib»ul Mahbubin. p . *>&?, 
/(J"/ 
The saiat remarked that durvlsh should martc out as 
possessing certain t r a i t s* He should be an eiabodim^it of 
l i ve , plty^ respect eonsistencf and perse^'erenee* He should 
surrendw himself coK^jletely to God* Of firing of prayers 
must be the main purport of l i fe* ^ s i k h Ifojmuddln^s main 
goal urns the union o£ a Siaikh with God* The at tract ion of 
love and affection and union of hearts i s akin to t^e union 
lover and beloved and his persence should be realized in 
-1 J. 
heart* 
i^ai^*s hope was to establish an empire of peace, 
love and mutual friendship. He writes in his book Peer 
Hallanl Ghalr aiulaue*" - " I am His wife and He is my husband. 
^ husband c ame after a loi^ time who asked my condition and 
remarked that you have been very weak* In response I spoke 
"you are solely responsible for my weakness you forgot me 
in the foreign land, you did not send me a letter even* You 
are a hard hearted.** He acclaimed - "0 i^ belovedl I can not 
forget you* Xet I was in foreign land but I remained with you 
God resides in the heart of a pious man* Shaikh ^tf^m^ 
uddin's realization of God in personofleatlon was t^e ideal 
3 
of the direct caaotional attachment with God. 
!• |ir^^>l %*a#ialkh»i^ Ca|j^ sht» P* 690* 
^« Btfr Hnaui Ghalr aiulani^ p* 3 . 
3 . mm ^Hn m^mt PP« @0.^1* Munaqlb..ul Tar Ik in. B . ^67. 
'2, 
Th© ShaUch was so deeply contested with tiie mystle 
l i f e that he advised h i s younger brother to turn a nystie 
on the remark that a l l i s not gold that g l i t t « r s as^ th is 
\[^rldly l i f e perishable the permament abode of man would 
be la hereafter* I t does not loean that the Shaikh eca&pletely 
declined the worldly l i fe* But h i s continuation was to have 
been be devoted to God beca use worldly things ar© merely 
temptations* 
Shaikh ailaiman i s reported to have instructed Shaikh 
Ha f^fiuddln to serve the masses in the r ight way* Hence fr«M 
th© conqjany of his master the saint caae to know the huffiani-
tar ian concept of serving the masses* 
He was so much impressed by the spir i tual enllght^i-
ment of h i s master that he paid six v i s i t s of homage to 
shrine of his rel igious mentor a t Sanghra ^ a r i f • I t was by 
a l l means of token of love respect and devotion to the 
t e a s e r * He was fortunate enough to have the glimpse of the 
v i s i t of Macoa and Hadina due to ^ i c h he came to be called 
as d&^i lajmuddin* 
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1* ^%afiq^l?-wX ^Qftt?mh,^f p* 367 . 
9* Mffl^q^]^.^ Mfih,1?,ub.jya» PP* 367-70. 
A3 
Shaikh Ikjaimddin s i t tied dovn a t Fatehpur iSiaik^awatl 
by %h® order of iiis guide, ysaeve he hegmn to liv® that place 
vas \2npopulated aad was lli^ a forest* After settlixig 
^ a i k h thesse that place beeame a populated area a ^ there was 
ctJO^ of h i s devotees* He b u i l t a mosque there near h i s 
hujra which staiKis t i l l aow« All types of persons « rich and 
poor, l i t e r a t e - i l l i t e r a t e , Hindus, Muslims, scholars, soldiers 
1 
flocked to him. They came with different material and 
spi r i tua l aims, ai^ aialldi 's heart went out in i^i^aiaay for 
them. I t was believed that a saint could hear botli mental 
and bodily ailments, many v i s i to r s asked for ta'wig (amulets) 
which were freely distr ibuted. Here came people disgusted 
morose and frustrated, with the i r personali t ies torn by inner 
conflicts and their hearts bleeding at the a t rae i t i e s of the 
external world. 
All types of men, ev«n Hindus were h i s devotees also# 
Many Hindus were converted to Islam at the hands of aisikh. 
He was a royal saint in the reign of Nawab's of Fatehpur. He 
advised the people to l ive wlthlove and brotherhood* Be did 
not diseriminate between the Hindus and the Muslims* 
1 . Tay|)||it«4 Mts^fti^-4 <^%m%t P* 633. 
> > 
I t i s said that th« loeal witherit iea (governor, 
Hal ox* Kings) paid thei r respects to ^a ikh also* I t i s 
said tha t Bawalt Shhatra Singh of Sardargarh assigned a 
.taeir of one hundred and one bieha of Jhun^humi towi to 
aiaikh* Havftt had a great fai th in Shaikh Ifajamuddin. A 
lease vas issued by him* After tiie death of Chhatra Blngh, 
his son continued i t . I t shovs that a l l Hindus of that area 
had great fai th in ^ a i k h and had accepted Islam cm behalf 
•Me 
of hiffi* Thousands of thmi beeaomehis disciples and de'rottes. 
'«toen Khvaja Muhammad Sulalman tauasvi heard about 
the popularity of Siaikh lajamuddln, he said "Many people came 
to me and became my ds ic ip les , but the category BXXSL benif I t s 
achieved by Najamuddin and 3yed MohMmiad All Khairabadi from 
me are the highest and any one could not achiwe nK r^e of i t . 
I t was their ^har^." 
Maulana Ghulam All says that i^iaikh Hajl Ifejamuddln 
was the f i r s t man A^io wrote books in urdu in o u:r country and 
he stood f i r s t \dio compiled ' Shayarl' in the l^th century A, i , 
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! • I^£^qit?-ul Taril^^, p . i>66. 
'^' Tarikh-i Ma»ashaikh-i Chisht^ p. 6S8, 
p« 44* 
/<3^' 
Haji Hajaimddin wrote many books on Persian 
l i t e r a t u r e , and en Persian ai»i Urdu languages. His five 
Urdu litei«3?y vferks have an important value in Urdu poetr/. 
"^ He^indveloping the Urdu in Bajputana* 
His l i t e r a ry work are as follows, Oulzar*i Wahdat. 
M^sskf ftey,flia'l„ Mlv^t l^3i MllmX ,^MU ^mlmh ^ t two 
or three books are available in India res t are in Pakistan. 
This work was carried by Hajamuddin's successors* 
By th i s l i t e r a r y work aiaikh sought to dessimenate 
Islamic education among the masses. Maulana Ohulam Sarwar 
wrote - These l i t e r a ry works had an e l i x i r ' s order test 
these people 'who were i l l i t e c a t e or low l i t e r a t e . He opened 
a l l things to general which were bounded by Arabic and Persian 
languages. 
He taught the mystics saying in a sound way that we 
should redress of grievances to him. He narrated the sayings 
of pious personali t ies in poetry a forceful language. 
!? t r i t^» | l^'f^ft^fti,^-!. Q^^s^l ,^ p. 693. 
Ha' asfaaikh»i»Chishtf p. 693. 
/ 1yC 
He vent to pay a v i s i t at the torab of Khvaja Koia-
uddin Chishti la the year of 1987. Bat he f e l t some sort 
of trouble* la such condition of ailment he reached 
Jhunjhima* But there h is end came on Bamasan 1^7 he died 
1 
a t Hiunjhunu* But he buriied at Fatehpur ^Aikhwati. 
Shaikh Haji IDajaiauddin married tvlve * His f i r s t 
marriage was with the daughter of Latif Khan ^ o vas a 
disciple and spi r i tua l successor of Maulana Ziauddin Sahib 
Jaipur! . He married second time to the daughter of ^a lkh 
Abdul Karim. Three sons and two daughters were bron from 
his f i r s t wife» 1. Maulana liaslruddin Shah, 9* Abdul Latif 
Bhahi 3« Nbor Ahmad Shah 4 . Fasi la t - Ihshai , 5 . Latif Inshal. 
His sons were peons and had devoted their time in contempla-
t ion. After the death of Shaikh Najarauddin, Maualana Naslr-
uddin became his sp i r i tua l successor. But Abdul Latif Shah 
set t led a t Jodhpur and his mazar i s situated there, fiut 
aiaikh Hoor Ahmad lived in Patehpur. His two l i t e ra ry works 
are famous. These one (1) Diwan-i^Hoor (U) Maiaffia'a au 'a l -
There were a large number of spi r i tua l successors 
of xiajjl Ifeijamuddin Sahib. He sent h is spi r i tual successor 
in a l l every parts of Hajaputana, and they settled there 
1* ^ i^rJlM^-4 l%'ftgt|al^>^ C|^ j,^ t^» P* 696. 
/^7 
perraanenUy. Ih Jodhpur, Jaipiu?, Ajser, Bikanerf Udalpur 
they established their ^anaahs and laboured hard to spread 
•4* 
the a i la i lah in those parts of the country. 
Haji NajBTuddln's l^^anaah was an ornament of spir i tual 
up l i f t in Bejasthan* I t was oosmopolitan, coiaprehenslvei a l l 
eE^reeingy broad visioned and a store-house of exoteric ai^ 
esoteric insti!uctions« His example was widely followed and 
s i a i l a r ktoanqahs througed the length and breadth of Ha^asthan. 
HAUL4IA ZIAUDDIN SBAH AND THE CHISLGL KHAHQAH AT 
JA;PXJH. 
Haulana Ziauddln Mohammad was an eminent suf1 sa in t 
of the Ghlshti Order iidiose Ichanqah a t Jaipur at tained great 
fame diirlng the 18th century In Rajasthan. His branch of the 
Ghlsht i Order was styled as Nlzamlyah a f te r the name of Shah 
]^izamuddin Aurangabadl, the grea t scion of the Chlsht l 
a f f i l i a t i o n and h i s i l l u s t r i o u s son, Maulana Fakhruddln 
Dehlavi, the preceptor of Maualana Ziauddln. 
The Maulana l i t the lamp of deep r e l i g i o u s knowledge, 
s p i r i t u a l d i s c p l l i n e , moral and d idac t ic ins t ruc t ion and 
created an atmospjiere of amity, goodwill and a fervour for 
seeking the welfare of a l l human beings discarding a r t i f i c i a l 
b a r r i e r s ^i^ich keep mankind divided and misdirected. He thus 
showed to ^ e people a t l a rge the enlightened s p i r i t of Islam 
and the t r a d i t i o n s of the Prophet to serve as a guidllne to 
the bewildered humanity, 
Maulana Ziauddln born near the dargah of Hazarat 
Nizamuddin Auliya a t Ghlyaspur Delhi cm a Monday morning a f te r 
the Fajar prayer in the month of Zllqadah, 1160 A,H. as he 
himself r e fe r red t o h i s b i r t h on a Monday in 1150 A.H, 
1 . #^ijlayat>^3. Aflwg^ y, pp. 680-81, 
Mirat^i Ziava. MS., p . 386. 
A/ 
Maulana Ziauddla v&s a disciple of fiazarat Matilana 
Fakharuddin Ikthasuiad Muhl toanakl DeUvl. His fath€ir*s name 
1 
vaa ^fiuddia« His father and moth(»p were dese«ndants of 
Hasan, ^he mother of Mailaaa Zlauddia was a daughter of Mir 
%arif vho vas an a deseendant of ^ a h Habibullah, a disciple 
of Hazarat Khvaja Yaqub Sharqi. Matslaaa Ziauddin learnt h is 
primary education from this father, ilafiuddin ^o belonged to 
the Hamidlya jJJ j imL* 
His father vas in the service of lia^mb Asisuddin 
Fipo2 Jang of Hyderabad. He was a fai thful servant of Mawab 
^ o conferred the t i t l e of %ayasuddin Khan to him, but 
simultaneously vm account of h is goodKonrviwrittiii^ the Hawab 
3 
gave hlBj the t i t l e of % 4 ^ ^qmX' 
Although he vas a Chishtl Hisarai saint but his 
sp i r i tua l teacher gave him permission to enroll disciples in 
t^e Qadiriya, flaqshbanddiya and aiharavarddya orders also. 
But there i s no such evidence i^ioh could stusv that the saint 
followed a v&y of tiie above orders. He remained Chishti 
4 
Miami t i l l his death. 
*"• ^%%*% n^y^% pp. 378-79< 
3» ^U%%'% gl^Yft P* 338. 
*• Mirat»i Ziava. p . 380. 
Z/^' 
Mfewab A l^zuddln wrote th© Himaolb-ul Fakhariya in 
refeyencs to th« khalifa^ of Hazarat Pakhr Jddla Jtohasffiad 
l^hlbuaaqi Dahlvi that the Maulana 2iauddln had night 
v ig i l s and sat fear th i r ty yaars. 
Maulana 21auddin ^bhammad died on •** Eiqad 1 ' ^ 
Hijri in the afternoon. He i s burled a t Jaipur and his 
mazar and kha^naah i s s i t u a t e at Chahar Darwasah, Has! Oanj, 
9, 
la lpur . 
Muslim mystics of the middle ages laid great 
emphasis on coBBuunlty l i fe* They considered a l i f e of 
sol i tary s elf complacent conteEplation to be inQompatible 
with the highest mystic Ideals because i t made a man egQ« 
eentriCy limited h i s sympathies and cut him of coiqjletely 
from the ^lergising currents of social l i f e . 
Therefore they constructed khanoahs and ^affift'l^ t 
khanahsy where men of different temperaments and different 
a t t i tudes rubbed their shoulders and learnt to l ive to-
gether amieably. 
1* M|rftt-4 Mr^m^ p* ^ 0 . 
»^ ^^ftt*4 2;iay^, p . 380. 
^/ 
KiX tesisi^asf conflicts and complexes in their 
character were thereby resolved ai^ their psrsoaal l t les 
were iwjulded in consonance with the sp i r i t of the s i la i lah , 
Here they were taught by precept and example the most 
d i f f icul t of a l l human lessons — the subordination of 
hximan desires to moral aad spi r i tua l ideals, Coanon suffer-
ing and penitences drew out the noblest quality of their 
souls « and made them understand the divine sugniflcenee 
of l i fe* K^aBoah and the Jama'at Khanah of the middle ages 
consequently became an Integral part of the mystic 
discipline* 
Chishti khancahf developed gradually. %alkh 
Fariduddin apart fK>m praetising very severe aus ter i t ies 
also made experij&ents In c<»nmnity living* He and his 
disciples divided the work among themselves. Ultimately his 
khanaat^ acquired a permanent character. 
7b® M^anoah of Maulana Ziauddin was situated at 
Chahar Darwassa, Jaipur. His Mianaah was very big and a 
place of a t t rac t ive for pilgrims. 
p* 46. 
//z 
Bravixif oat the t radi t ions from ear l ie r Chiabtl 
saints he laid emphasis on conianmlty l i f e . Bo he eemstructed 
a ^Mnoah» There ware a large number of spir i tual personali-
t i e s in his )£hanaah. I^ he ^aaaah of Haulana Ziauddin consisted 
of a big ha l l where a l l lasates lived a ooaraunity l i f e . 
According to t radi t ion there was no discrimination even on 
1 
the basis of seniority or devotion* 
F i r s t of a l l there was not a big khanaah ii^ich could 
be seen now a days, -^ t consisted of only a hal l and a Jm^^ rah 
(where the aiailfh used to offer his devotion)*- Jlisii^ was 
l ike a room in vtoich a l l the f a c i l i t i e s for the prayers and 
other necessary things were provided. When ;3iaikh was in I t 
any body could not dare to e n t ^ in. There was a house in 
which i:3iaikh's family l ived. Shaikh's house was called 
Makan-1 Sandal»• I t seess that i t was made of ^mdalwood, 
ajit tols was not in rood condition. 
The Khanaat^  of Maulana Ziauddin was not made in his 
times, ^t was b u i l t In time to time by h i s devotees and 
disciples* The khanQa i^ i s sourrounded by a wall which is made 
of stone and lime, -^ t i s about 300 lalrters length and ' ^ 
meters in width* 
1* Saaalilr^M Z%^m* P* ^* 
//J 
How a days the Idaanaah has tvo pa r t s . Firvt part 
re la tos to the mazar, graveyard, Hauz, mosque and the house 
of the dtoaikh, fhe second part consists of a varandah, few 
1 
rooms laid a garden. Itoosas and varandah are only for v i s i to rs 
but now a days these are occupied by fag I r s . Varandah m.B 
used for kltchoa. •'•here Is a big plot of land In the tehanoah 
%ihlch Is mettled. Shaikh "^ s grave is situated in his huirah. 
His mazar had two doors <» south^^and westward, fhere is no 
permission to stay to faqirs Inside the khfnoat^. The f i r s t 
part of the khanqah had two rooms also vdileh were used by 
v i s i t o r s only* But mosqwe i s not ra^ch big, in i t only 50 
p-
person could offer their prayers at a time. 
The Income of tdie khanaah was depenit on Fatuh and 
other things which comes from public and rulers. But all 
the income use to distribute among faalrs and needy. But a 
little part of it used to keep for the running of khanaah 
3 
life • 
The aiaikh was always a central figure of the khanaah* 
ibund him revolved i t s ent i re organisation, and from him I t 
1* Tazakirah-i Ziaya. p . ^''. 
", m§^im T^iqa^-^ Z^HY ,^ p . !'>. 
3 . aisalah Tariaat^i Ziava. p . 1 3 . 
//4 ~f 
derived i t s l i f e and colour. I t was therefor# necessary 
for a ^ a l k h to follow his daily progranme however was not 
the same for a l l sa in t s . All appointments and irork depended 
on S l a s h ' s des i re . Without h i s permission any body could 
not 3oin and leave the khanqah. Hot many sufis were willinf 
to face such dis t rac t ion, '^ hey appeared in public tm\j a t 
fixed times, »3Stly from sun r i se to mid-day and attempted 
to combine th is public appearance with attention to the needs 
1 
of individuals. 
The routine ot the aiaikh was the main feature ot 
the l i f e of the khanqah. I t was h is endeavour to remain 
constantly absorbed in God, tut he had to perforw ttie duty 
of meeting and talking with people as well. 
Fortunately, sc»e de ta i l s ateut the daily prograume 
of Jhalkh Ziauddin are recorded in the Riaalah^i Tar iga t - j . 
Maulana Ziauddin's day began early in ttie morr.inp. 
After performing h is morning prayer, he used to remain in 
MJirah for two hours. Ifo one could enter in hu.1ra^ v i^en he 
was engaged in devotion. ^h«a iliaikh used to come out to 
r . ^ij^alah l a r i a a t - i Doniva. pp. 1^-16. 
//r 
attend v i s i t o r s and rmver ret iared unless he had attend to 
the problaais of every vis i tors* ^alWi used to offer h is 
guhar prayers in congregation. Shaikh used to off«p four 
raka 'a t behind the Jm&m. Arshad Ali, who ims his diseiple* 
lifter ^ e prayer the ^a ikh used to take food when he was 
not keepii^ fast* At th is time a laurid Shamsuddin used to 
come to him* He used to bring 1 fag* maise for wild birds and 
pegions and two s\isrs 'Ash* for breads. After th i s a mrid 
used to bring the food for the Shaikh, '^he food consisted 
of r ice mixed with pulses (Moong k i Khaehari). chapati^ meat, 
a^d 1^1 of Moong. All these things used to be served separate 
and weighed 1600 gms. All food was divided into four parts 
by the cJhaikh. Mirza Munawwar B«g u s ^ to take one part from 
i t , and used to give i t to ca t s . There Is a t radit ion in 
t^^t fejaanofili to keep pet ca t s . Firoz .^lah, a disciple of the 
aiaikh was appointed to look after the k i t t«» . ^he same can 
be seem even now in that khanoah. ^he eats were loostly 
brown-coloured, second and the tiiird part of the food was 
given to faqirs and the needy in the name of a lady disciple 
of Maulana who was a re la t ive of Hawab Asisuddin. £liai^*s 
food weighed 100 grams and 1^5 gms of water. 
ilfter taking food the Shaikh used to take res t In 
the gamen wiich was situated In that khanoah. Tliere were 
mostly t rees of the 'Gulab'(Rose). He was very fcaid of the 
Gulab. foday, i t i s tii© belief of his devotees that without 
flower of Gulab a v i s i t wil l be not complete. 
//c 
fh« Shaikh aadd to sleep at sid»daf« tiaking tip ttm. 
ttoia the Slmikh atteMeS agalfi to the visito^g. fhe visitors 
would be, eiUed in aii4 iaterviewt would go oa until th0 MX 
prayer* Fiaishing i t the Shaikh aad hie disciples busied 
theia»el?e<^ in prayers. Offering the prayers t£ Agt, their 
Ibfdata continued until sunset* fhe Shaikh used to offer in 
^ s *Egha* prayer in congregation. Then he used to eat his 
food. Before i :^ ;^ he used to offer i s Ti|hi^ 3.1^ 4 prayers. 
?ery often saints did not posses sufficient cloths 
to cover their bodies* SImikh Moinuddin Chi^iti wrapped his 
body in a patehed do-tahi* Shaikh ^'arid fel t great spiritual 
pleasure in hisg grii^y and tattered dethes* ^I^n Shaikh 
liaffluddin Auiiya reached AJodhani his clothes were so g r i ^ 
that Bibi Bani| a pious and ^voted lady at the ftff?a'f1i i^lffP' 
of Shaikh Farid gave hia a chafer with which he covered his 
2 
body and then she washed his clothes and patched them. 
Shaikh *8 clothes were grii^ and tattered. His clothes 
consisted <Hily of a '^iQgiS and Bo»ti^ M .^ But in winter tM 
u s ^ to v ^ r vara elotheSf like a Mgarkhai eap and the 
trousers* His disciples also used to wear the same clothes. 
///^ 
In a saj^er season Shaikh u^cL to vear only a Jilia^* But 
Shaikh aai his di«dLpl«« u»©d t© v®aj? -pateh«i elotha. 
Medieval ^ s t i c s did no lay ©B^^ hasif on his 
difeiplas to stay in the Mayiuai# ®«^ n* desired to spread 
yiiailafa eli©. So they did not check to their fcfeiMM. 
my34fas v@i® free to g© to any«h©y-- and set ap ||»agft|^f 
to spread the a i l a i l ^ . f here vas no compulsion to stay in 
a ttilisi&« Bst i t seems that mostly M ^ ^ ^ f ®^  ^ %fA3X% 
ased to stay in the kha^ah of their spirltaal teaeher# But 
obeying his mater* s order a kha?.ifah used to go at a parti-
eular plaee where his ffiaster direeted hiis to . 
Mostly the khall^^s of %ulana Ziaaddia stayed at 
Jaipur and led to the flourishing of the sij.ailah. f\#o or 
three kha3,iffiha of I^ulana settled at Ajaer and other places. 
2 
and vho stayed In his company which are buried in his khanqah. 
Guiana Ziauddin*s l i fe was devoted to the aorsl and 
spiritual development of a aan. I t i s really unfortunate that 
no detailed account of his conversations was prepared, Miaaia-
uddin who i«s a disciple of the Guiana refers to a disciple 
who had collected his sayings but that work has been lost* 
l&ulana Ziauddin was endowed with remarkable persuasive 
powers, 
1* Mi^lift ^arigftltl Pm4Y^» p» i@* 
3* ffrm'Ifetti ^4iT»t P* ?S« 
/ / / 
i^aulana 2lauddia »s© suau^fi his &laci^l@a and adi?ii@6 
thea to ptaf to Go6. H© desired to develop eoaplete fai th in 
Qo4 toecaua® his fat h e aioise could bring about a conceetra-
tion and int©a«lficatioa of huiaan powers* He saia that a 
^ s t i e thoald surrender himself to Qod. I t i s of utiaost 
ifflportance for the e^ftic that h© should surreMef hia v i l l 
to the Viill of Q€^. He thould not ask for anything. H© should 
werk for nothing* Whatever God v i l l s , that i s best for hia» 
A Sufi fflust have attained the sp i r i tua l emineaoe vhlch he 
1 
desires so that he could be f i t t© ins t ruct to others. 
He said that i t i s not easy to be a Durvish, H© must 
be Biarked out as one possessing oar tain t r a i t s . The ^laulana 
lays down that certain things are necessary for a Durvish. 
fhere ean be no doubt t h a t | searoh of dod i s necessary for 
hia, AAkewisei search of sp i r i tua l teacher i s enjoined upon 
hiJi. He should be an e^iidiiiient of love, pietift respect, 
•••• g 
consteney &n& perserv ance* 
He adopted the saying of Khwaja Moinud$lin that a man 
should show generosity and hospitabilty to mtesy one»He said 
that the a^stie aaist be patientv and peraeiii^:ing under a l l 
—- ' -—^ -^^P^-^^-j-^.^ p. ^^ .^^ ^^ ^ |....^  .^ ... — - - „ | | | • yi - ]| 11-^-]- imf 1 |-ii|„,- r " — • i i i T - : i — r * " • '- m mil' i " " ~ — ' '-^——^-.|-p.| — . . — — ,, . . . -
2* r4r§l*l,A^Y§» P* X08. 
//f 
eifnoiitaiiees* He shoiilS be hiiolile and meek. He should tm% 
1 
feel p»»ii<i Gf his aehlevementSf yfM%t or prettlge* 
A l i fe of poferty and resigmUoa wat th« usual lelf-
ifflpoeea sfe^aiii of l^ulaaa Ziaudain* He wanted that his 
^sc ip le should accept the l i fe of penury and penitence with 
g 
pleasure and devote theaselfes to God. 
Maulaisft 2iai;^difi did not want his dlseiples to waste 
their time in idle or loose talks. He said - »0n© should work 
and should not loosen hisself in the talks of the people. He 
added that time i s the aiost precious thing in Vm possession 
of a durvish and t% should take full care of i t . He esplainec 
3 
to his disciples the value of t i w , 
Maulana 2iauddin %^ 8 very fond of 'pacf^ * (systie ausic 
He said that a^rstie ssisic moves the hearts of the listeners 
and breathes tiMi fire of love in their hearts* '^aaa is a 
tradition of our ancestorsi he said| * so ve could not absta: 
from it» He used to cal l a meeting for aaaa on Saturday and 
fuesday* The time of this meeting was between Ai£ and M^har 
prayers* He said that Ifeulana I'akharuddin died on Sunday and 
!• Iftff^^, Vk%^%^ P» 103. 
/2o 
1 
Hazmrat Htaaffluddin Aurangabedi ai®6 oa Tuesday, Shaikh itelu-
iiddlii saia that there are three main conditional reiatiisg to 
p^a§. The three oondition relates to time, plaee and etmmmlty 
of intereat* Br time i t laeant bimt Hie hiaiTi'fe:=»tMwJLcl net tai 
that the heart should not be a t t racted towards any other 
things* % pXaee i s meant that the | l a c e shooLcl not be dark 
or situated tm the vay, ^ eoaaaanity of in teres t i s meant thai 
those partioipating in m s i e lAionld be the disciples of the 
one sp i r i tua l guide, ©r the saint having eo©«>n affiMatioas 
or the Sofis of the saiae stoek. 
Msualana Ziauddin said that sp i r i tua l teacher i s 
responsible for the sp i r i tua l and aoral developsient of his 
d isc ip les . The sp i r i tua l guide shotad be prepared to spend 
every oanee of «mis energy, as ve i l as ^yx^iJ^fS^xL/TrwT^j and 
sidri t iml energy, he possesses for God, He i s there to sa"Be 
3 
and sanetify* He i s there to t ra in aien and worsen for (loa« 
"^stieisffl i s a aaffle not a eustosi, defining i^stleism 
Fiaulana says - "By ©errily knowing and learning ii^sticis^,ons 
does not beeame a suf i . " Further he says that 'Sufisa i s th 
that aeti€»ia or conditions shouifi be passing ofer a person 
!• IHftfeln^l^y^t pp. 385-86. 
3* lll.ffg4#l^,yi.K4aa|y4 Ma^^r^,^ F« S B . 
/"If 
vhieh are toovn to God only &na that he should aivaya be 
wititi God ill a vay that Is known to Ood only, ^ sticlsa is 
J* 
pat if ts^ ui5dtt?ccMiinaiito©nt:s aafi prohibitions. 
Masliia a^rstics ©f the ©arly laiddle ages partieularly 
those belonging to the Chlahti aUaUatt ^^^^^ a l l s t reet 
contacts with the gt^rna^nt of the t iae ana developed an 
a t t i tude of contemptaotta inaifferenee to%«rds i t . The s t t l t u 
signifiea the reactions of the religlotti-ainaefl Musaiawis tc 
the voriai iness of the rulers and their an^Islaaie ways. Th« 
noticed with disguest aad disiaay the sfectaele of *l«slifi 
ra lers drift ing away from the ideals of Islam and wallowing 
in t l» M i and ailreof sordid inaterialisia. f h ^ eeald bow th« 
knee feeiore Isla® bat not before the thrcmes, fhe 4^fn vhen 
the servica ot the state^iff^ laeanl the serf ice oi I t i aa wer 
long past a i^ gone* I t was belieted that Soghal and J M I H 
2 
^ r e f e t t e r s that a te ap the twXm 
friae to the long-»established t radi t ions of higher 
mysticisia, the l^ulana developed an at t i tude of coaplete 
indifference towards the Go^ermieht of the day* 
1* Mg§l.^,„y.§glai^-:1 „^^ t t t t i»p» SB.29 
/Zl 
D,votlen to the Safl and hla njr.i-.le theosophy tovmt 
an K^portant f«atur« of !4.sXl« r^Uglon" l i f e nnfler th» 
Memluk.. Ihrougbout the Bedla^al P«loa t h . Saltan, .bowod 
great re«P«ot and raveranee to the Shaikh, Dlvlnaa and 
Cur»ish93. They auspectefl thea for the i r pelty and n^ »er 
Interfere*! In their a f fa i r s , 
Dseidag eat %m t rad l t i ens frca ea r l i e r saints 
i^ulfljna Usi^&kn hi^ not joined tfee clfeX® of Kings sa i Sol 
Bttt his r e l a t i ea i ^%Vti the ruling els ts were Gordlally. Hi/ 
father wa« %n the tef^iee of AglsudaiB f i r e s ^aag, iamb o: 
Hyderabad* fhe Shaikh in his chEldhoo« w s very close to t 
faJBily ef Savafe, l i t gro\?lng t c yoath asfi after b e e ^ a g a 
clsclpl© of >laalaaa l^khradflia he got a ehei^e, S tu iy i^ 
^ s t i c l i t e ra tu re he knev t?»t a i^ i t l e fhoulfi not ^ x up 
himself afflong the Ifehles. Being a Chishtl I igaai §®lat thi 
i'feulana Zlauddln did se t xalx himself aaoag the ruling elaj 
l^ t l iving in a siaall house and in a tovn, his 
ap i r i t aa l esinence at t racted high govenment offleeri « « 
even the King to his kha^aaft. fhe ruler of Jaipur i-^ ahari 
Bahadur Singh was a devotee of the Sheikh. He ha4 ful l U 
i» Ul¥^^ <^^1%M^,% XXIIIf P. 166. 
2* ImMlXiTM.Mm * ?• ISO. 
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In and d«rotioa to i^alkh. Maharaja «sad to pay v i s i t s 
to the aiaiJch eireryday. He desired to asatfa a i a s i t to 
tee ^aiki i imt the ShaUsh f i r«iy daoliaad i t . msSk uaed 
to oome to the aiaikh fi^ om the IClm ^ t he m aot oollect 
It!: Whenever the ahaiich accepted any cash he distrihated 
i t at ome amongst the needy and ttia poor. He did aot kt«p 
any thing in his M-ianaah for ccming days. 
Once a man ease to scBsitttvi Shaikh and said t^at 
one of hia disciple had accepted a la&Jx and l i j ^ as well 
The Maulana told him that he had committed a s is against 
the t radi t ions of the s i l s l l a h ' s ancestors aal his vork 
3 
wil l not serve any good purpose for him. He contioaed 
taking mi example — The Maharaja of the c i ty had great 
fa i th and love to me. He desired to assign a :iagir and a 
fixed amount for me. But I refused i t | so Baja 'bBCsm® un-
happy vith me «ad did net come for a long time to see me. 
(^e day he eame^ X said to him, I t seems tha t yon are 
angry or unhappy with me. I t i s not good. Give cash to me, 
I will d is t r ibute i t among the poor and needy but I will 
not accept iMl£» '^here are so mai^ 1^0 are desirotis of i t 
Give i t to th^Bj,*' The Shaikh also said tha t there i s no 
1. ?^ lMiihliBiM«;I^ ^MUHI¥*P»xabE Fawa*id*us 2lays, p . 130. 
3* flftWaflfelig, U^7%% p. 135. 
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permisalon to show angr desire for any thing by heart or 
tongue* I 
The Mawab of 'i>onk Amir Khan had great fai th in the 
£iiaikh« (Moe a prisoner of Havab earae to the Qasi of Jaipur 
and Qasi li^^tered to h i s . j^ he Ifaimb asked the Qagi to 
return his prisoner but ^ s i refused. So %wab attacked 
the Qazi. Xhe Qazi vas about to be defeated. But at l a s t 
the ^vab vas b i t t e r ly defeated vith the spi r i tual help of 
the Shaikh* fhe Qazi was a disciple of Maulana lfa%iab eame 
to ^a ikh aixd f e l l down a t h is feet , and Ikvab became a 
disciple of i^ialkh and desired to assign a -iagir to aialkh 
but did not accept i t . 
After the death of Jciaikh the successors of 
I'lahara^ Bahadur assigned a Jaeir and a fixed amount to 
the successors of the ^ a l k h . A fixed amount from the royal 
3 
family continued t i l l independence. 
Maulana Ziauddin did not emphasise the possessing 
of material things or wealth. In th is matter he followed a 
policy of h is ancestors. 
i* gaw^»iA»ua Ziava. p . 13S. 'yaiSilliy.fl^-lMlteli P« 'B . 
^. Fawa»id>ua Ziaya. p . 189. IftMKI?,#^^^ ^3.ftyi» P« "7 . 
3 . yftgftHiity^-i, zw%^ p« ^ * 
Ac 
In view of basic principles of medieval mysticism 
the Chilshtl saints of Ijidla advised t^elp disciples against 
possession of private property. "Keep cmly %rtiat is absolutely 
necessary, such as tdie clothes for covering the private 
parts of the body and dis t r ibute the rest** was the advice 
vhlch they gave to thei r followers, iieal happinessy they 
said, ' lay not in accuiHulating of money but spending i t 
1 
out." 
Drawing out the principles from ear l ier saints tiie 
Maulana did not possess m^ey. In his view the iKsney is the 
mother of a l l kinds of ev i l s . Snromous futuh used to come 
in the Jama'at Khana of the aialkh. AlDK>st every v i s i to r 
used to bring some thing for ^ a i k h . I t was the practice 
of the ^a ikh to give every v i s i to r something out of the 
presMitSf Jie thought that possession of material things 
means lack of t ru s t in God and a n ^ a t i o n of the principle 
of the Ifii^^pq. 
There was a system of open kitchen (Lan^ar) in the 
k^anaah of K aulana Zlauddin. itest of futuh was sufficient 
fC3P lAnear. Food was prepared and used to be distributed 
among the needy and the poor. But now a days i t i s not a 
^ ^ m » i z ^ t p . ^ a ; 
"• Fqyft*.^ ^* |^a Zl^ay ,^ pp. 194-95. 
/^4 
surviving practice In that toiaaik- At th« ^ 3 M A % § h ^ 
that there would be a ppogranane of dis tr ibut ion of free 
1 
food or not* 
I t was the traditicm of the Chlshtl saints in India 
that they a lived in contacts with the Hindus• They Aid not 
make any diseriaiination between the Hindus and the Muslims. 
But they adopted an a t t i tude of love of humanity. Their 
a t t i tude for a l l humans ym» to look upon them as '^People 
p. 
of the Ctod." They always t r ied to Impress by preci^t aai 
exan^let upon the minds of unbelievers that the supr^ne aim 
of a mystic 's l i f e should be to c r ea t e love and affectlx>n in 
the hearts of the people. One day a man presented a pair of 
scissors to Baba Farid. Give me a needle, "he told the man", 
scissors i s an instrument for cutt lnr and needle for sewinf 
3 
together. This was the model set forth by ^^aualana Ziauddln 
before him. 
Helying on th i s a t t i tude Maulana Ziauddin adopted a 
sympathetic a t t i tude towards the Hindus* -And his mission to 
a t t r ac t the attention and the Inclination of Hindu coiasunity 
i« Tazakirah»i Ziava. p» ^ . 
9.. t^^m. V^'%m^m^'% 9k%^, 383. 
3 . Fawa' id«ul<-^awad. p« Pim, 
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towards him vas not failure* H® vele<M^ a l l types of 
persons* He did not make ai^ dlsorimlnation between the 
rich and the poor, man and woman, young or old or Maslim 
and Hon-itislim* 'ihe doors of h is shrine were opened for 
a l l types of men a t a l l times* 
I t i s said that \tien the Haulana died, his grave 
m s f i l led with roses \diich %rere offered by hor t leu l tor l s t s 
(a Hixi^ucaste)* I t i s also said that the whole c i ty m e i l ^ 
to tears on the day of his death and persons of that c i ty 
did not take food or drink t i l l three days. I t shows that 
non-Muslims of tiiat c i ty and surrounding areas too were as 
deyoted and enemoured of him as the Muslims* The ahaikh was 
not i l l treated by the Hindus and he used to talk to tiiem on 
every aspect of l i fe* His Mianoah was a place wiiere people 
of different shades of opinion, professing differ€Bit 
rel igions lyad speaking different languages met* Mis khanaah 
became veri table centre of cultural synthesis i^ere ideas 
were freely exchanged and a coimon medium for t^ is SKChange 
and a common sp i r i tua l kinship was evolved* 
His khanaah was a place of pilgrimage for millions 
of aH castes and creeds. Teeming crowds flocked to i t ai^ 
3 
found sp i r i tua l solace in his company* 
I* Fa¥i*M»t^ff gl,ayi> P* ^ S * ^Haalah^l Tarioat^i Zisva. 
p* IS* 
^» F^>f^«id.uii ,§^aM» p« ^10. 
3* ^;'iTO',ia-^a ?l^y^i P* '^6> 
/^i? 
The Musliffl mysties of tho ear l ie r period looked 
upoa social service as tdie supreme objeet of a l l their 
sp i r i tua l exercises* All t^e great mystic teachers of 
Btedieyal India agreed on service to haimanity. Maulana 
Ziauddla also adopted the advice of Khwa^ a Moiauddia Chishti 
AJmeri ^ i c h a mystic teacher always gave to h i s disciples 
"Live ia s o c i e ^ and bear the blovs and buffets of the 
people and the higher form of devoticm is helping the poor, 
the distressed and the downtrodden." 
^^s 'Uyg, ©erea^ny i s celebrated with r ^ a l splendour. 
^he * Urq begins from the 9Qtik Zeqad and ends on the 'Hth 
of that month every year* All types of persons belonging 
castes and creeds* 
to different/^ Svery person part icipat inf in his *Urs a great 
respect to the Siaikh* In 'ffrs days there used to be a 
progrifflme of mystic music and an op^i kitchen. 
'^ In th i s way we can say that shaikh was a great saint 
of h i s time* He promoted the cause of Islam ai^ iJuf ism in an 
i t s followers had ^ 
area uhere/not made a big hefdwsy. 
HQ passed his l i f e in devotion to God. He possessed 
a l i f e of* soli tary devoticai* He was a man of affable 
tei^erainent and wide human sympathies which made him a 
^* i^Al^y-tf. A^liygj,, p. ^ * 
X2/ 
popiilar figure in Ha^putana, His eathol ie i ty of views is 
best i l lus t ra ted by the f ae j that he could discern and . . 
iHLrLuea/T)roblMig/aMMK wi'th non.Mtisllna*^'^' appreciate spi r i tual " Ttnnte /^pr leffis/JMMK rth - uslims 
as freely as with the Musliffls» 
The aif i t radi t ion set by Maulana Ziai^dia 
sysOjolised the highest ideals of spi r i tual ggsataajj^ of 
phiiaathropy aj^ huiaaa fratei^lsat ioni of love and tender 
care to t^ie a f f l i a t ^ and the indigent, of real isa t ion of 
the material and moral needs of Vtie devotees, the v is i tors 
a— 
and tiie eonanon men and his k:hanqah became a rallying centre 
for persons drawn from a l l walks of l i f e , castes creids 
classes and coeamnlties* His khanaab was the central point 
from %riaich coasuMrsate spi r i tua l teachers sallied forth to 
preach th« gospel of t ru th , love, Icindnesa, haiman brother-
hood and service to man!clr^« 
/^o 
lABHAUL AS A MY^IC CEIgRB - - THE KHAHQAHS OF 
SHAIKH MOHAMMAD TUBK NARNOLI & OTHERS 
la medieval period larnol was a cent re of Ifoslim 
r e l i g i o u s movements and mystic Ideology. The c i t y produced 
so many r e l i g ious luminaries who a t ta ined great popular i ty 
in India and abroad* Although ^ a i k h Mohammad Turk was not 
a na t ive of Hamol he e ame from a foreign land and se t t l ed 
down there permanently, and developed and popularised the 
t ^ i e t s of the Chisht i s i l s i l a h in t h a t region* 
Shaikh Mcdnammad Turk was a na t ive of Turk i s tan. 
From Turkistan be came to India and se t t l ed near the Hauz 
a t Sarnol. The Gulzar»i Abrar i s s e l i n t about enrolm®it of 
h i s d i s c i p l i s h i p but Akhbar«ul Akhvar and a l a t e r source 
Khasiaat»ul Asfiva wr i te t ha t he was a d i sc ip l e of Khwaja 
1 
Uaman Harooni. Bat the author the Akhbar^ui^ Akhvar mentioned 
t h a t he had l e a r n t the Malfuaat-i Ma'ashaikh but he did not 
find any accomt which po in t s out tibat Shaikh Mohsumnad Turk w 
P. 
among the chief d i s c i p l e s of Khwaja Usman Harooni. But he was 
3 
grantedaa k h i l a f a t nama by Khwa^a Moinuddin Chish t i . 
1 . J ^ | a y > u l Akl^yar, p . 47 . 
^* Al!!ai^ ,fe^ y>Hl m^Y^Vf P« 48 . 
3* ^ftgJtoatf-^X ^fXj^f P* ^ 3 . 
A/ 
For many years h i s khanaah a t l i tmol vas a place of 
pilgrimage for mi l l ions of people of a l l the cii l ts and creeds. 
Teeming crowds flocked to i t and found s p i r i t u a l solace in 
h i s company. A calm s p i r i t u a l atmosphere pervaded h i s dwelling, 
and men who were s c r e t l y tormented by flames of mundane 
ambitions, found in h i s khanqah the refreshing breeze of a 
d i f f e ren t world. He was a l iv ing l i g h t t o \riiich i t was good 
and p leasant to be near the human beings and he inspired 
everyone who came into contact with him. He showed to the 
masses the way to s p i r i t u a l e levat ion and proximity to 
Almighty God. 
Although he was a r e l i g i o u s man and was a d i sc ip l e 
but he did not ^ i r o l l any one in h i s d i s c ip l e sh ip . 
I t i s said t h a t the Muslims including h i s companions 
were very few and were very downtrodden. But Ifon-Muslims of 
t h a t area were powerful and were in major i ty . On the day of 
M the Hindus showed t h e i r bravery and they assaul ted the 
3 
Muslims when they were performing the p rayers . 
1* Kl^a^l^^^'iAl Ag^lyft, p . ^ 3 . 
S. Gulzar^i Abrar. Hotograph, p . 39. 
Akhbar*ul M^var. p . 48 . 
S* Khazinat*ul Asfiva. p . 1»83. 
3 . Akhbar»ia Akhvar. p . 48 , 
P f tg^ r t - t f - As^j^yft, p . 5383. 
Qulzar^i Abrar. P 7 30. 
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^ong t^em Shaikh Hohamraad Turk was also peFforming 
his prayers and ho was also slained by the attacking non-
Muslims of Namol, A large number of people-buried by that 
Hau2. But among them two men are v&ey distinguished persons. 
One of th^a i s on the exalted part of that laus, o ailed as 
1^ laM martyr, and second i s buried at the slope of the Haus 
called as "Desc^at Martyr". Both were the memorises,) of the 
Holy Quran. Miraculous powers are associated with both pious 
men t i l l today* Sometimes anybody can hear a voice l ike 
9. 
reading the Holy Quran from both the graves. 
^ r n o l has remained the centre of at t ract ion for the 
devotees and admireres since long. I t continued to draw 
Corwds of people every year to the shrine from different parts 
of the country. We also find a number of sufies from othar 
parts of India %too not only paid a customary v i s i t but stayed 
for some time in the shrine to quench their tiirust for 
sp i r i tua l guidence. Notable among them ^ma Shaikh Itsiruddin 
Hahmood Chiragh Dehlvi. I t so happened that Sultan Mohammad 
bin Tughluq had very b i t t e r and strained relat ions with 
3 
Shaikh Nasiruddln Mahmood Chiragh Dehlvi. 
! • ikhbar^ul Akhvar^ p . ' ^ . 
%igi|3t^^-i3.,,M3iyf^,i p* ^ 3 * 
^* Afe|3aff-u;}„, ,iPftya^, p . 4 8 . 
gSaa^rO^sTp* 39. 
^f tg^a t -u^ Affiya, p . ^B. 
3* g;|:ffl4y>Hl Ma|%l|s, Introduction p . 49. 
/^i 
la 1349 A.D, Saltan Mohammad bin Tughluq proceeded 
to Thatta from Gujrat» During his stay at Gondal he summoned 
from Delhi some leading ^holars, Ulama and Mashallch. Shaikh 
Haslruddln Hahmood was one of those saints vdio vere called 
1 
to Gondal. While on his vay to fhatta Shaikh Haslruddln 
Mahmood Ghlragh Dehlvl stayed at Narnol Here he visited the 
holy tomb of ^aikh Mohammad Turk. When the came near the 
Dargah, he sav a stone lying on the ground he reached near 
it and devoted his time In *Maraflaba*. Afterwards he paid 
his respect to the tomb* Uhen he finished his visit to the 
tomb people asked him as to what was the reason that first 
of all they proceeded towards the stone? He said that any 
body who had any trouble he should firstly devote his time 
in devotion at this stone. By the grace of Almighty God all 
his troubles would be over. Than people remarked that he 
had been facing a trouble also and there is no solution to 
this? Shaikh replied that would be solved by God. Shaikh 
proceeded his journey forward, litoen the reached a few miles 
away from Narnol the Sultan breathed his last and after that 
Shaikh Haslruddln Chiragh Dehlvl rettirned to Delhi. 
^« Siyaf'-ul Auliva. p. S46. 
S. Jiii2a£=l-4to£»PP« 39-40. 
^]par-uj, A^ liyqy, p. 48. |^ ,ftgii|at*^ 3, As^^ya, p. ^ 4 . 
/J/ 
liarxiol i s one of the famous c i t i e s of India. Shaikh 
Nizamuddin vas bora and li^ed at liamol. His fa ther ' s name 
vas aialkh Abdul Karim who vas a desoendant of Hazarat 
1 
Farooqt-i Asam* 
Evidence of his b i r th i s lacking. Although the Shaikh 
vas a disciple of Siaikh Khanun of the Ghishti aJ ls i lah . vho 
set t led himself in the fort of Qvaliyar. Bat he acquired most 
of h is excellence and education as well as spir i tual succession 
from his own elder brother, Saaikh Ismail by name, who vas also 
a disciple of Shaikh Khanun Gwaliyari* 
He was a sufi \dio had attained the f i r s t stage of 
recognition of God, had overcome his desires, and had acquired 
complete hope in God*s mercy. He was thoroughly proficient 
witiii sp i r i tua l stages and the ccmdition of those who had 
ret i red from the world and had chosen the religious l i f e and 
4 
possessed great influence over the people* 
!• QuliBar^i Abrar. p . ^5?», 
P* aiaikh Khanu Gwaliyari was a disciple and a spi r i tual 
successor of Shaikh Hussain Nisigatiri who was a gradn son 
of Shaikh Hamiduddin Nagauri. Bat he also acquired a 
khlla^at namah from Shaikh Ismail bin Saaikh "Hussain 
Sarmast of Chanderi. Akhbar-ul Akhvar. p . ''30. 
3 . Tfi|?a|a1^.i aaal|.1afia^i, p . 319. 
iab»ut f^warikh. p . ^ . 
l^^ut taaaslkh. p . 9&. 
/j.r 
The author of the M\mtkhab»ut Tawarlkh said t h a t he 
had heard tha t Shaikh Hizamuddin Narnoli used to give orders 
to h i s d i s c i p l e s and other durvishes of h i s khanqahf during 
ecl ippes of the moon t o take o i l of the ce l a s t ru s and tha t 
under i t s influence the t r u t h about the next world was 
revealed to them and t h a t he used t o recount t o them other 
P, 
wonderful mat ters - but God knows the t r u t h . 
The l i f e of Shaikh Hizamuddin Ifernoli was devoted to 
the moral and s p i r i t u a l oiinter of man« He remained seated 
3 
on the throne of r e l i g ious guidence for near ly for ty years . 
Shaikh lizam l a r n o l i had great love for the e a r l i e r 
Chish t i s a i n t s and he paid v i s i t s to them and had attended 
the annual ceremony which was held a t t h e i r respected 
hospices . Bat he was most a f fec t ionate t o the holy po le -
4 
s t a r of Chisht i s i l s i l a h ^ Khwaja Bakhtiyar-uddin Kakl Oshi. 
1 . Celas t rus i s a medicine well known i n India , cm which 
t r e a t i s e s , describing i t s v i r t u e S | have be^a wr i t ten 
and of the p roper t i e s of T<ftiich the author has had some 
small ^Kperience. 
^> Mimtakja#-ut Tqiwayil^, MS. o6. 
3» Muntkhab.'Ut Tawarikh. MS. p . «56. 
Tf l^q^^- i ^0^i^a^^^ p . 319. 
4 , Ush i s town in Transoxiana and was the b i r t h place of 
Kh^ im a^ Bakhtiyar-uddin Kaki, ii&io died on 14th Rabi-ul 
Awwal 694 A.H. 
/34 
Frcaa early youth to tJie end of his l i f e there were 
a very few years in \*^ich he did not make pilgrimage on foot 
infused with strong desire and fervour, losing no time on the 
way to the shrine of that holy saint Khwaja Qatubuddin 
1 
Bakhtiyar Kaki, He used to go there in the condition of wa.1d 
and peTtorm the audition ( 3 3 ^ ) • T^ yrfa-f^ s *Cn% end of h i s l i f e , 
owing to old age with other eomplieations he was restrained 
from performing th i s pilgrimage. He used to celebrate the 
*> 
fest ival of "Qvs, of the "hMy pole-star of the world« Khwaja 
3 
Qutub-uddin Bakhtiyar Kaki in Narnol. 
After paying a v i s i t to Delhi Siaikh Klzamuddin Narnoli 
used to come to pay homage at the tomb of Shaikh*ul Hind 
Khwaja Moinuddin Chishti Ajmeri. 
The mystics of the medieval period however, rose to 
the occasion and released syncretic forces which liquidated 
social , ideilogieal and l inguis t ic barr iers between various 
cultural groups in India and helped in the development of a 
common cultural outlook. The early Indo-Muslim mystics adopted 
1« Khazinat-ul Asfiva^ ¥ol . I , p . 448. 
i• 31^» fabaaat- i ShahJahani. p tftm^j^ab-ut Tawaril0y p. "?• 
G u l ^ - i Abrary RotQgrapht p . ^6?>. 
^» Prs ( <^^-^ ) the term usually applied to the festival 
of a Muslman saint a t his death anniversary in India. 
3- Muntkhab*ut Tawarikh. p . ?>6. 
/s/ 
an a t t i t u d e of sympathy and understanding towards a l l cu l t s 
and creeds• 
Shaikh Nizamuddin of Narnol followed t h i s a t t i t u d e 
of ea r ly Indo-Muslim myst ics . Following in the i r footsteps 
h i s s p i r i t u a l guide, who abstained from the society of the 
kings and nobles , he too sXumed t h e i r company. He passed h i s 
days in pve r ty . He looked down upon possession of p r iva te 
property as a serious impediment to the growth of h i s 
s p i r i t u a l pe r sona l i t y . Generally s ta rva t ion condit ions pre-
1 
v a i l ^ i i n the house of saiaikh Nizam of Narnol, 
The gate of h i s khatiqah remained open for a l l cas tes 
and creeds* All types of people low and high*bom, man and 
woman, r i c h and poor, v i s i t e d him. They came with d i f fe ren t 
mater ia l and s p i r i t u a l aims and the Shaikh's hear t went out 
in sympathy for them. He did not make any discr iminat ion 
between man and man in admitting them in to h i s d i sc ip l e sh ip . 
He opened the gate of h i s Jama'at Khana for r ich and poor and 
the downtrodden equal ly . 
The author of the tfeintkhab»ut Tawarikh said that he 
desired to meet Siaikh Nizam and he went these but he was 
1 . ^ifflt^ia?«Hl? T^i^^i^^)4^, p . •^e. 
:rabaa&t.i Shahiahani^ p . 31<). 
(^llf ir-^ A|>yftr< Hotograph, p .
/J'g 
surrounded by a heavy crowed. He could not a t t a i n to tiie 
1 
honour of convtffslng with him. 
Khaalnat-ul Asfjya mentioned t h a t Shaikh Nizam Sfarnoll 
enrol led a l a rge number of pec^le in h i s d isoipleship aini a l l 
they were very pious and had s p i r i t u a l g rea tness . 
There i s a controversy over the year of h i s death. 
According to Muntkhab»ut Tawarikh and the fabaaa t^ i saiahiahani 
3 
he died in 99? A.H. (A.D. 1588-9) while Gulam Sarwar says that 
4 
h i s death took place in the year of 999 A.H, But I t may be 
concluded tha t 997 A.H. i s more r e l i a b l e because Badauni was 
h i s contemporary and the source of h i s informatloa was very 
r e l i ab l e* According t o Badauni the words for the date of h i s 
deatln "Alas for Nizam were found. This epigram gives the date 
as re fer red t o by Badaoni co r r ec t l y . 
There were a l a rge number of s p i r i t u a l successors of 
aiaikh Nlaam. Among them Shaikh Farrukh Narnoli was aus te re 
and learned . He was the descendant of ^ a i k h lis^tm. He used 
1 . Mtfflti^ftb-ut TayaxIMh, p . ' ^ . 
^* l^ t iBfaa^-^ Asfiya, p . 445. 
3 . T a ^ q ^ t - i ^ ^ ; | a h a n 3 , , p . 31<9. 
Mufitkha^-ut Tawarikh. p . '^7. 
4 . Kl^l^gJtoat-uJ. A^f^ya* P* ' ^ S * 
5. ^\:mt)im^b«^t Tay^y^Uft, p . 07, 
^ - oT 1+6+50+900+1+40 « 997 r 
/j; 
to teach the lesson of Islamic l i t e r a t u r e a t MaPnol for many 
yea r s . He died in tiie re ign of Bi^jeror Jahangir . 
Shaikh Aashiq Narnoli was a l so a descendant of Shaikh 
Nizaffluddin* He was h i s s p i r i t u a l successor. 
kmm.g h i s d i s c i p l e s Shaikh Fa izu l lah was very great 
man. He passed h i s l i f e in contemplation and s ta rva t ion . Bat 
in a p a r t of h i s l i f e he f e l l in love iwith a lady s inger , 
and he became so enemoured of her t h a t he showed too much 
a t t en t i on and honour to h e r . His madness ra ised him to l i v e 
with her . And he hecame very famous. C^e day he came to pay 
a v i s i t to h i s s p i r i t u a l mentor Shaikh was known for h i s love 
a f f a i r s so he said - ^Faiaullahl a mystic?s job i s not to f e l l 
in love . You should be aware of your d ign i ty .« • • Shaildi 
Faizjullah f e l l on the fee t of h i s master. He disconnected h i s 
in fa tua t ion for t ha t singer and reached a high pos i t ion in 
3 
s p i r i t u a l ascendancy. 
1 . Tabaaat"! Shah.iahani. p . 454. 
*^* Tabaaat*! Shah.1ahani« p . 510. 
3» Tabaaat*i Shah.1ahani. pp. 441-49, 
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CHAPTia - VII 
GMBRAL FEATPRSS OF THE KHAWQAH AHD MYSTIC LIFE AND 
THE KHAHAQH CONrRIBIglOH TO THE SPIRITUAL 
DEYELOPMElCr AND SOCIAL UPLIFT OF THE 
PEOPLE 
aiflaai i# a very complex phenomenon. I t Is l i k e a 
stream which gather volume by the mingling of t r i b u t a r i e s 
from many lands* I t s o r i g ina l source i s the Qaran and the 
l i f e of the Prophet Mohammad. Chr i s t i an i ty and neo-platonism 
also con t r ibu te ! to i t Hindtism and Buddhism supplied a number 
of ideas arid the r e l i g i o n s of ancient Pers ia Zoroastrianism, 
Manism, e t c . brought t o i t t he i r col«apand f lavour. 
That Tasawwuf i s e s s e n t i a l l y Islamic in i t s o r ig in 
i s as t r ue as the fac t t h a t the ngrstie movement spread to 
various regions and i t ass imila ted and ikbibed elanents 
from cu l tu re and r e l i g ious tha t were d i f fe ren t from i t s own. 
1 
The Quran is often allegorical with a mystical touch. 
The most important phase in the development of 
Islamic mysticism was of course the rise of silailahs in 
the 1«» th century. The utter ruin of Muslim social life-
the degenaration of Muslim morals and the disintigration of 
Muslim souls during the period proceeding and following the 
1* Soma Aspects of Religion And Polities During the 
13th Century. K.A. Nizami. p. 51. 
/^/ 
saek of Baghdad by Halakia cane as a challenge to the 
mystic thaoght* The mystic chose a path to organise a 
world-wide movement for the sp i r i tua l culture of huminity 
and thus saved Muslim society from moral and sp i r i tua l 
enertia* k% a time when Muslim pol i t ica l power was at I t s 
lowest ebb and anarchy and indiscipline reigned supreme, 
they devided the universe into sp i r i tua l t e r r i t o r i e s , and 
with clearly marked out spheres of jurisdict ion set out to 
rev i ta l i ze the sp i r i tua l l i f e of the Muslims* The spi r i tua l 
orders were effectively organized to meet the situation and 
Khanqehs which hence forth becsaoQe en in t ig ra l part of the 
1 
mystic discipline were estabilished on «R extensive seal®* 
With the r i se of these s i l i s a l s , the establishment of 
Khanqiii on a large scale became imperative* The places made 
by a mystic ti^ere he devoted himself to contemplation and 
prayer were called Khanqshs, J ana'at Khanas etc* But there 
was a difference among these of emrironment and arrangement. 
For example-Khanqsti covered an extensive area and provided 
a separate accomodation for every inmate as well as the 
numerous v i s i to rs who locked to i t* But in a Jams'at Khana, 
to the contrary, a l l people, inmates as well as v i s i to r s , 
lived in a big haH, prayed and slept there. Chishtis called 
1* Religion and Pol i t ics p. 57* 
/"/l. 
t he se Jaiaa« at Khanas but Suhrawardis ca l l ed them Khangahs* 
Biit slowly and gradually t h i s difference disappeared and 
1 
commonly a l l i n s t i t u t i o n s were ca l led Khanqehs* 
There i s a controversy on the mealing of Khanqsh* 
But according to Misbah-al-Hidayat i t means a dinning place. 
Shaikh Mizanuddin Auliya says , "A ShaiWi Ja la luddin T abrizi us 
to say that,mosque i n enough for devotion and obedience to 
God and for ex terna l and i n t e r n a l devotion the Khanqih i s 
su f f i e i en t» Means to a i t i n aKhanqsh i s sympathy and 
2 
humajBlty* Khanqifc means a place for devotion"* 
MMMMIMWMNMiMMMi* 
The f i r s t Khanq^ was constr\K;ted ear ly in the second 
century and at Kufa (Kufa and Basara were two main centres 
of a s c e t i c s , qttLetists or recluses) by Abu Hashim Sufi who 
died in 778 A«D. But these eer ly Khanqahs could not develop 
i n t o cent res of mystic movement* They remained private in 
clterater* From 12th and 13th centur ies onwards Khanqahs 
became centres of mystic d i s c ip l i ne and organizo-tion* They 
ceased to be simply "places of private worship^ and became 
the nuc le i for expanding the movement of Tasawwuf ai^ a 
forum for the d i s c ip l i ne of the corporate l i f e of the mystics. 
I* M a» shaikh^ i^Chisht . (Hew i d l t ion) p# 31+2-
2» T arikh Ma* ashaikh*.i»Ghisht. p . 3ifO 
/t^ 
fhe establishment of khanqahs was based on the 
convinetlon that a l i f e of Bolitary, self suffclent contanpla, 
t ion was incompatible with the highest mystic ideals because 
i t made man ego centric limited his sympathies and cut him of 
1 
completely from the energizing current of social l i f e . 
The Persian translator of the famous *^A¥arif»ul-> 
Ma'arif of Shailch Shihabuddin auhrawardi, which was accepted 
by medieval Ind|amystics as the best giiMe book for the 
organisation of khanc^ah was considered us a landmark in the 
development of the khanqah l i fe* Shaikh Izzuddin Hahimid 
writes **In constructing of Khanqahs there are several 
advantages . . . . F i r s t i t provides shelter for mystics who 
do not possess any house of the i r own... secondly, by gather-
ing a t a place and mixing each other, the mystics get an 
apportunity of regulating ttm their l i f e and developing 
uniform inward and outward ways . . . . Thirdly, in th i s way 
they get an apportunity of c r i t ic i s ing and mending each 
other ' s ways. In fact yUaen men of different temperaments 
and a t t i tude assembled in these khanqahs, a l l tensions, 
eofiflicts axad completes in their character were resolved and 
I* %l,Jtg,toB q^A ,P9JLit^ ,isg, p . 59. 
^« Misbah*ul Hidavah. pp. 118-119. 
/^y 
their personali t ies were moulded In consonance with the 
s p i r i t of the s i ls i lah* Common penitences and suffering 
drew out the noblest qual i t ies of their souls and made them 
understand }M&t "Carlyle ca l l s the divine significance of 
life*** 
Shaikh Shlhabuddln Suhrawardi found sanction for the 
establishment of khanqahs in the Quranic verses S, XXIV,36-37 
and laid down the following fundamental principle for the 
1 
mystics entrusted with the task of organizing the khanqahs* 
Fundamental principles for organizii^ the Maanaahs 
were as followss 
1. fhe people of the khanosh should establish 
cordial relat ions with a l l men (tehala) . 
^» lliey should concern themselves with God, through 
prayers, meditation etc* 
3 . They should abandon a l l efforts at earning a 
livelihood and should resign themselves to the 
wil l of God, 
4# They should s t r ive foe the purification of their 
inner l i f e . 
6. Diey shoiild abstain from things that produce 
evil effects. 
! • Religion and Po l i t i c s , p . 59. 
m 
1 
6» They should lea rn the value of t ime. 
7 . Theysshould completely shake off indolence and 
l e tha rgy . 
Including Ibn - i Taimiya many tJlama objected to 
organizing khanaahs and had obsession es tab l i sh ing khanoahs. 
But mystics were opposed to t h i s opinion* '^hey supposed -ttiat 
khanqahs a re important to ins t ruc t ing and framing a r e l ig ious 
l i f e . Living there day and night in a especial envlrcaament 
mystics find an opportunity to cor rec t t h e i r ac t s and thoughts. 
I t was not poss ib le t o use the mosques in educating public 
mind on for r e l i g i o u s l i f e . When purpose i s only devotion t o 
God, i t i s not unlawful to const ruct or e s t ab l i sh a khanaah. 
Opening the chapter on the l ^ n a a h l i f e , Shaikh 
-^hlhabuddin Suhrawardi wrote in h i s book Avar i f - u l Ma'arif 
He said t h a t God said - ^They make devotion in tha t houses 
for thwi. God ordered t h a t r e spec t should be given to them 
3 
vftio makes a devotion of God." 
Many ,iaifla,^,^g were constructed by the vAkm and 
Sultans but Chisht i s a i n t s did not l i k e to use such types of 
khanaahs. The incident of ^ a i k h Badruddin Ghazanvi makes 
I* %Ug;^S,a ahd Poj^iticg, p . 60. 
*>* Ma'ashalkh.i Chisht (Hew Edition) p . 343. 
3» Ibid.y p . 343. 
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leading point in the principles of the s i l s i l ah . "Nizaauddln 
Khapitadar consturcted a khanoah for i^aikh Badruddin caiaznavi 
Ibe Shaikh joined that khanqah hut Nizaraiddin accused the 
Sultan and he acquired the khanaah. Disterbance hegain in 
devotion of aiaikh. He wrote to his Pir Shaikh Fariduddin 
G^nj*i Siakkar about the matter. Shaikh Fariduddin answered 
that a person who did not follow a path according to our early 
saints , he will be not successful in mystic l i f e . I t m^ns 
that the elders of the Order were not in favour of establishing 
^IBIHQ*^-" ^ii^h would be consturcted by the KIE^S and nobles 
and the mystic l i f e of such saints would not be according to 
sha r i ' a t and the great predecessors of the Order. 
The khanaah l i f e of the Chishti and the Suhrawardl 
saints was different in the beginning of medieval period. I t 
wil l be right to discuss khanoahs of both the s i l s i l ahs . 
A Chishti khanaah usually consisted ofabig ha l l where 
a l l inmantes lived a commanity l i f e . A mystic could be seen 
witii a l l h is belongings, bedding, books and rosrry there. 
They a l l s lept , prayed and studied on the ground auod no d i s -
crimination not efen on title basis of seniori ty or devotion, 
1. Fawa*id»ul Fawad. p . 79. 
/ yp 
was permitted to p reva i l in the J a a ^ ' a t Khanah* If food 
was ava i l ab l e , a l l would par take of i t , i f not a l l would 
suffer j o i n t l y . An open kitchen consiquently became a 
1 
regu la r fea ture of khanqah l i f e in medieval per iod. A 
caiishti sa in t would s e l l h i s wi fe ' s chadder or h i s own 
but 
prayer carpet/would sa^tltrtain a v i s i t o r to h i s khanaah. 
If nothing a t a l l was ava i lab le he would respect fu l ly offer 
a bowl of water. 
The Muslims mystics of ear ly middle ages p a r t i -
cu la r ly those belonging to Chish t i s i l s l l a h cut themselves 
completely form kings , p o l i t i c s and government serv ice . They 
re jec ted .jaEirs and endowments offered by Kings and nobles . 
Chishti s a in t s had innumberable moral precepts for 
the general public but hardly anything for the ru l e r s or 
bureaucracy. One fihaikh Hizamuddin said "^diy do these people 
3 
waste the time of t h i s faoir.** 
Eut Siihrawardi khanoahs were organized on a pa t t e rn 
b a s i c a l l y d i f fe ren t from t h a t of the Ch i sh t i . ^hraward l 
Khanqah was was more magnificient , b e t t e r furnished and be t te r 
1 . Sivar^ul Auliva. p . 48 . 
^« Khair«ul Ka.lalis. 0 p . 7 5 . 
3 , Siyar«»ul Auliva. p . 131 
/^B 
organized, but not for the people. Shaikh Bahauddln's 
khanqah covered and extensive area and provided separate 
accommodation for every inmate as well as for the numerous 
v is i to rs %*io flocked to i t . Bahauddin did not maintain an 
open table* 
aihravardi khanqah had large stocks of cereals of i t s 
granaries* Chishtis depended on ttie uncertain and irregular 
income through futuh but the Suhrawardi khanqah rel ied on 
the ^^'^i^k and regular .lagjr revenues. Suhrawardi 
khanaoh vas not open for a l l and sundry. ShaiMi Bahauddin 
Zakariya used to say - I have nothing do with the general 
1 
public and no relience can be placup upon them. 
Siaikh Bahauddin Zakariya mixed freely with Sultans 
took part in po l i t i ca l affairs amassed wealth and accepted 
government honours. He was probably the r ichest saint of 
medieval India. Snormoua futuh flocked into h i s khanaah but 
was not disbursed immediately among the needy and poor. He 
kept his wealth carefully and spent i t with s t i l l greater 
eare. 
! • Helieion and Po l i t i e s , p . 997. 
"• Siyar^ul Arfin. p . 106 and
/f/ 
But 9lo%d.y aa^ gw&^&lly those diff<ir@ne«9 dls» 
app@&r«d and Chishtl J s^ft^ at Khana and Juhrawardi kh§fipf|i 
beeaaa aqua! and both ara icnoim or oallad by a acpal nana 
that ISf tha ^hai^ aiai. 
A ^allch was alwaya th« ewatraX fIgura of a kfaimoafa* 
aouad hiiQ rarolirad its antira organiaatloa and frae hiEs It 
darlvad i t s hua and colour* Xt was ^ar@fora naeassary for 
a amilda to follow his dally prograMia aiaticuleusly. This 
prografflaa vas aot tha sasa for al l saints* It differed 
aceordiag to local condittcms and p^sonal Inelinations ani 
1 
prafarenoas ^ a saint* 
laiaatas of khaaqah had to parfor® two typas of 
dutiess pars<»ial serviea to tha ^aikh and ooi^arativa 
managttnant of tha Jama'at Khaaa* Usually scaia senior diselpl® 
was giV€» over-all charge of tha khanaah adsinistration and 
i t was his duty to sea that every part of the mm<tiln^ ry 
performed i t s function i»aoothy* One of ^ e personal att^ti-
denoe of the Shaikh had to be available to his at fii&ed hotrs. 
Maulana Badru^ln Xshaq parfonaed l^is M^ty to Shaikh Farid 
and Xqbal and Mubashshir to ^aikh lisarauddin Auliya* One 
/fZ) 
for ^ l u t i o n s i^os th i s duty vas assignod had to arrange 
for the fiv« time ablutioas of the ahaikh* He yma some times 
1 
asked to wa^ sa in t ' s elothes* 
ainee the Chlshtl saints very oft^i fasted cme of 
the l i^a tes vas assigned the duty of presenting of j i g £ i and 
Iftaa^ to the saint a t fixed hours* 
Besides these s^rrices of personal nature ^ e Inmates 
had to ^ a r e the responsibi l i ty of rurmlng the ^ffilft'ftrH '^^ ffls^ 
In the J a a ^ > t Khanah of aialkh Farld every lisHitei in turn 
had to perfom t&e duty of collecting %rood in the Jtingle. 
iChanqi^a vl th bet ter resoureea did not approve of ^ i s 
praetlee* Preparation of food ani i t s proper d l s t r lbu t im 
in the khanoirii %ias an import'nt duty and assigned to a very 
reaouroefull and effeient person, aoae disciples had to look 
after the oasual v i s i t o r s who came to the khanqah for brief 
3 
stay* 
People of the khanqah were divided into two 
oat^ories»pensanent residents and t ravel lers* A t rave l l i r 
desiring to stay in a kjhaaaah was expected to arrive there 
wMWwnTiwr»iiii<iiir-rfrTTnrrrr-'n-iri—rrn-—rrfi fiitir-T'T--iiiniiii—-mTTiriTn-rrnri •i-T-nii nr* mmw mT-itiTtiiiwi ir-Trm nmrwwnnr^-—r-m-r r-' ni-mfnir-nmr-T)nriniiii iiiifiiim .imir 
«. ^I,yftr»il mUm* i08.i«8. Polio 0*». 
3« ftffikto mi ^91%%%^* p* ''oi.io* 
/ 
b®forii the 'ajffi.* prayers. If he arrived l a te i b® wsis advised 
to pass the night in sone mosc|ue and ^oin the Mianfiah the 
next day. If the v i s i t o r decided to stay on after the third 
day he had to tmdertake dut ies ia the khanoa^ and help the 
imatea in their day to day work* The aervanta of the ^aaaah 
were instructed to shwif extreme hospi ta l i ty to a l l piests and 
were warned against r idiculing those «ho were ignorent of 
1 
s^stic custoffis ar^ conventiwis. 
S t r ie t disci|)lin® was maintained in ^ e khayioah and 
elaborate rules were laid down for the guidenc® of the 
inEsates* How to ta lk to ^a ikh aov t o deal vith vis i tors) how 
to a i t in the khanqah, how to walk miA how and ^ma tG sleep* 
vihat dress to wear - on these and other similar topics 
n 
sinute instructions were given to the people of ttie khynaah. 
If a khanqah had no endowment (waof) for i t s mainteaanc®, 
the Shaikh coald ei ther instruct his disciples to earn their 
livelihood ca? permit them to b©| or ask thes to s i t to the 
khanqah r e s i g n ^ to His wi l l . If a ^^J^aaft had no aialkh but 
was run by a group of is«a of ecual spir i tual statusf the sane 
three courses were open to a l l* 
! • M^abah-ul Hidavah, p . U 9 . 
3 . i^fXIglftH ^^ PftJnitttfia. 
Miabah^ul Kid&va^^ p p . l<9X*o«>. 
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Shaikh ftualdiwidin Nagauri was probably the only c h i s h t i 
1 
s a in t T^o adopted cu l t i va t i on in preference to Futuh. Shaikh 
Bakhtiyaruddin Kaki \dien reduced to eA^emeS} he borrowed 
mony upto three hundred Dirhama. Touched by penitence and 
poverty of Safi Hamiduddin the muata of Kagaur offered a 
p l o t of land and some cash to him. "^he ^ a i k h d e c l i n e the 
offer and apologised saying tha t none of h i s elders had 
accepted a government gift.** We are the guests of God today**, 
the mother of Shaikh Nizamuddin Auliya used t o say \ohen they 
had no food l e f t in the house. 
The Chisht i s a in t s considered fas t ing to be a 
remarkable expedient for weakening those des i re tha t lead 
never t o happiness but e i t h e r t o disi l lusionment or to 
fur ther d e s i r e . They reduced t h e i r d i e t in order to con t ro l l 
the c a l l s of the f l e s h . One day S h a i ^ Abdul Bahim % o^ 
prepared • s ah r i ' of Shaikh Nizamuddin pro tes ted ••The Shaikh 
ea t s very l i t t l e a t s ah r i a l so i t w i l l injure h i s hea l th 
and make him very weak," aiaikh rep l i ed with t e a r s in h i s 
eyes - "So many poverty s t r i cken people a r e sleeping without 
dinner in the corners the mosques and before the shops. How 
3 
can t h i s food go down my th roa t . * 
1 . Sivar^ul Auliva.pp. 156-67 
*'• 3iyar»ul Aaliva. p . 113. Fo l io , p . 56. 
3 . Siyar»ul Auliva. p . 19(8, Fo l io , p . 69. 
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Hindu mind was moved by these principles may be gauged 
from an analysis of the Hindu religious movement of the 
subsequent centuries. The fact that the religious leader-
ship of the Bhakti movement in the 14th and 16th centuries 
came from the lower s ta r ta of Hindu society, a section 
which had been deeply influenced by Muslim mystics and 
1 
their k^anqah l i f e , i s too significant to be ignored. 
Early Indo-^ Musllffl mystics believe in a pacific and 
non«^violent approach towards a l l problems of human society, 
^ 
•Placate your enemies'was the advice of Shaikh Farid. Do 
not give me a knife, give me a needle. The knife i s an 
instrucment for cutting and t\m needle for sewing together. 
Some saints extended the application of their non-voilent 
principles to animals also and adopted the cult of ^ imsa. 
Shaikh Hamiduddin Nagauri did not l ike the sloughter of 
animals « 
The popularity and success of the Chishti saints in 
India was due to their understisuiding of the Indian conditions 
and the religious a t t i tude and aspiration of the iMian people 
!• |l^llg|ffl„„»^d P9Xtfl<?J, P» 264, 
2. y^v^M4*^ ?»¥&#> p. 140. 
3. IMil., p. 226. 
4 . Suruyus Sudur. MS, p . 10, 
A5> 
buffets of the people", was the advice which a myfetic 
1 
teacher always gave to his disciples. 
The conquerors could not continue to rule while 
the majority of their subjects differed from them in race 
language religion and culture. The Muslim mystics rose to 
the occasion and released sycretic forces which liquidated 
social, ideological and linguistic barriers between various 
culture groups of India and helped in the development of a 
eoiamon cultural outlook. 
The eagerness of the Muslim inystics to establish 
closer relations with the Hinctus and understand their 
religious life and thought facilitated the evolution of a 
ccminon medium for the exchange of ideas. Since the earliest 
known sentences of the Hindi language are found in the 
mystic record. The fact that the birth place of the urdu 
language was the khanqah of the medieval sufis, can hardly 
2 
be doubted. 
The quitessence of mystic teachings was the unity 
of God head and the brotherhood of man. The extent to which 
i» Sivar«ul Auliya^ p . 237. 
2 . Hellgjon and P o l i t i c s , p . S64. 
/s^r 
All ate, slept and lived together. The sacred book 
was open to all. Thus demonstating the Islamic idea of 
taahid as a working principle in social life, the medlefal 
khanaahs becaiae the speai? heads of Muslim culture. 
At a time when the country was resounding with the 
din and clatter of the arms of the Ghurids, the atmosphere 
of their humble hospices alted as a corrective to the 
political hysteria of the period. They sat cool and collect-
ed in their kftanaahs and taught lessons of human love and 
equality. These saints threw open their khanoahs to all 
sorts of men. The distinction between nobles and low born 
was meaningless to the myfetics* The mystics faught against 
illiteracy. 
Muslim mystics looked upon social service as the 
supreme abject of all their spiritual exercises. V»hen 
Shaikh Moinuddin was asked about the highest form of devo-
tion, he replied that it was nothing but helping the poor, 
1 
the distressed and the downtrodden. All the great mystic 
teachers rt medlf=val India agreed with thevtew point of 
the Chishti saint. Live in society and bear the blows and 
1. Slvar-ul Aullva^ p. 46, folio 24. 
/f^ 
Suflsm Increasingly attracted the creative social 
and intellectual energies within the comaanlty to became 
the bearer or instrument of a social and cultural revolu-
tion. 
Long before Shihabuddin or his Turkish slave 
officers over ran the country, many Muslim saints had 
established their mystic centres in Northern India. The 
Hindu society than passing through one of the most critical 
phases of its history, The idea of physical contamination 
had further veaitened its social fabric. All aminities of 
civic life vere denied to non caste people and constituted 
the majority of Indian population. They had no access to 
the temples and no saered texts could be heard or recited 
by them. A careful analysis of the sites of the khanaah 
of Indo-Muslim mystics would reveal the fact that most of 
them were established outside the caste cities in the midst 
of lower sections of the Indian population. The unassuming 
ways of the mystics, their broad human sympathies and the 
classless atmosphere of their khanqahs attracted thuse 
despised sections of Indian society to its fold. Here they 
found a social order entirely different from their own.All 
discriminations and distinctions which the Hindu society 
2 
had imposed upon them hal no meaning here, 
!• Joarqal of ^ orldHi,story. ¥ol. I, Wo. 1, p. 59, 
2. R^3,ig|„c?i:^  and PpX^tl^g, p. 261. 
Ay 
education and training of his sons. He engaged tutors for 
1 
his sons and paid hand some salaries to them, Suhrawardi 
saints did not pass their day in abject poverty. They had 
large stocks of cereals in their granaries* They depended 
on the sure and regular .1agir revenues. 
Chishti Jajaa'at khanahs reisained open till mid 
night. All types of people - scholars, politicians, 
soldiers, Hindu jogis, qalandars • visited them. Once 
Shaikh Nlzamuddin said, "No one in the vorld, has a sadness 
and sorrow like me. So many people come and tell me about 
their troubles and worries. And everything gets impressed 
2 
upon my heart and soul." " Come to me one by one, Shaikh 
Farid said, "so that I may attend to year problems 
individually. 
All the Chishti saints led a married life x-^lth the 
exception of Shaikh lizamuddin Auliya, Shaikh 14oinuddin 
had to wives while Shaikh Qutubuddin married tvice. He 
divorced one of his wives. Shaikh Farid had a number of 
wives and a big family. Shaikh Badruddin Arif had married 
•3 
a divorced wife of Prince ^bhammad eldest son of Balban. 
1. Fava*id*ul Fawad. p, 222, 
2. Kbait*ul Ma.1 all3. p,. 105, 
3. Fava*id*ul Fawad. p, 68, 
/Sg 
Very often these saints did not possess sufficient 
cloths to cover their bodies. Shaikh Moinuddin wrapped 
himself in a patched do^tahi. Shaikh Farid felt great 
spiritual pleasure in his grimy andtattered cloths. 
k cursory glance at the household atmosphere of 
these early chlshti saints would reveal the painful fact 
that with the exception of Shaikh Haraiduddin Nagauri, sc 
saint gave sufficient care to the upbringing of his 
children. They were always so absorbed in their mystic 
contemplation and so busy in attending the problems of the 
people that they knew niether about the illness of their 
childredn no about the starving conditions of their own 
household. Thus deprived of that fatturly control and care 
which alone can gaarante© proper training of children, most 
of the sons and dependants of the Chlshti saints turned out 
to be worldly people, unworthy of the traditions of the 
2 
silsilah. 
It appears that Suhrawardi saints iook better 
care of their families than their Chlshti contemporaries. 
Shaikh Bahauddin Zaksriya was very perticular about the 
1. Siv«r»ul Auliva^ pp* 62«63. 
2. HeliEiOQ and Politics, p. 204. 
They adopted ajany Hindu customs and ceremonials in the 
initial stages of development of sllsilah in Indit The 
1 
practice of bowing before the saint, presenting water to 
2 
visitors , shaving the head of new entrants to the mystic 
circle, audition parties had close resemblance to Hindu 
and Buddhist practices and consequently, the appeal of the 
Chlshti sllsilah In the nomusllms environment was tremendous. 
Probably never before in the long history of Hinduism, 
religious leaders had spriing from those starts of society 
to which Chaitanya, Kabir, Manak, Dadu, Dhanna and others 
belonged. There was hardly ai^ saint of the Bhakti school 
3 
who did not passed some of his time in a khanaah. 
^he jpian^ ahf acted as a counter-weight in 
maintimng the moral equilibrium of the medieval society 
There Is hardly any social or moral crime against which 
the conteapoorary mystics did not raise their voice — 
slavery, hoarding, blackmarkfcfeing, profitering, wine 
4 
and venery, 
! • Fava*id»ul Fawad. pp. 158-59. 
S. £&ig.», P* 137, 
3 . Religion and i^ol i t ica , pp. 178-179. 
4 . Fava«id»nl Fawad. pp. 4 , 40, 111, I I S , 116-117. 
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